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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation describes an innovative approach to the state justification portion of the 

sequential circuit automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) process. Given the absence of a 

stored fault an ATPG controller invokes some combinational circuit test generation procedure, 

such as the D-algorithm, to identify a circuit state (goal state) and input vectors that will 

sensitize a selected fault. The state justification phase then finds a transfer sequence to the 

goal from the present state. A forward fault propagation search can be successfully guided 

through state space from the present state but the forward justification search is less efficient 

and the failure rate is high. 

The backward function level search invokes inverse RTL level primitives and exploits 

easy movement of data vectors in structured VLSI circuits. Examples illustrated are in AHPL. 

This search is equally applicable to an RTL level subset of VHDL. Combinational logic units 

are treated as functions and the circuit states are partitioned into control states and data 

states. 

The search proceeds backwards over the control state space starting from the goal state 

node and data states are transformed according to the control flow. Vectorized data paths in 

VLSI circuits and search guiding heuristics which favor convenient inverse functions keep the 

number of search nodes low. Partial covers, conceptually similar to singular covers in D

algorithm, model the inverse functions of combinational logic units. The search successfully 

terminates when a child state node logically matches the present state and the present state 

values can satisfy all the constraints encountered along the search path. 
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CHAYI'ER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

As a consequence of the advances in VLSI technology, testing has gained a significant 

economic impact on the cost of integrated circuit chips. In particular, the rapid increase in 

circuit size and complexity, and the limited accessibility to the internal signals of a circuit 

have made automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) one of the most difficult problems to be 

solved during the process of designing a typical VLSI circuit. 

Fortunately, the task of test generation has been alleviated for some circuit types by the 

introduction of design for testability (DFT) techniques such as LSSD. However, due to the 

added overhead in the chip area, the decrease in circuit performance, and the necessity of 

gating certain clock signals, the creation of a complete scan path in a circuit is frequently 

unaffordable. In some circuits it may be impossible to resort to a complete scan design. 

Therefore, A TPG for sequential circuits remains an important and challenging problem from 

both the industrial as well as the academic point of view. Motivated by this, various different 

ATPG methods for sequential circuits have been proposed in recent years. 

Two ICCAD papers [1,2] approach the automatic test pattern generation employing tree 

search over time which is a technique used in SCIRlSS [3]. The paper [1] by Brahme, et al. on 

knowledge based test generation describes a technique which, like SCIRlSS, distinguishes 

data and control variables and also employs intelligence guided search heuristics at the 

function level. The reported system called KNOW sacrifices ease of circuit description in favor 

of a PROLOG/LISP environment. In contrast SCIRlSS requires only an AHPL description of the 

sequential circuit subject to test. 

Ma, et al. in the second paper [2] divides the ATPG process into two major tasks; (a) Fault 

excitation and fault propagation, (b) State justification. However, they treat the sequential 

circuit as a finite state machine and it will be prohibitive in large VLSI circuits. In SCIRTSS, 

the fault excitation and propagation are separated so that the fault propagation can be 

accomplished at function level (RTL level) with little computation time and resources relative 

to netlist level. 
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The Interactive Sequential Test Pattern Generation system (ITPG) developed by Razden, et 

al. [4] utilizes intelligent heuristics with controllability and observability measures. ITPG 

partitions the supplied gate level network into a combinational logic section and a group of 

sequential elements as SCIRTSS does when SCIRTSS arranges the network for the sensitization 

of a gate fault. ITPG makes the state transitions by searching through the combinational logic 

network while SCIRTSS does it efficiently at RTL level with particular emphasis on control 

state flow. Both SCIRTSS and ITPG allow user interaction in guiding the test generation. 

The system named ESSENTIAL [5] employs a self-learning deterministic test generation 

algorithm for sequential circuits. It performs the learning procedure in a preprocessing phase of 

the given gate level circuit, and does not utilize a function level circuit description. 

ESSENTIAL also employs a few intelligent heuristics for guiding and supporting the decision 

making process like in SCIRTSS. Hayashi, et al. [6] describe two test generation methods for 

sequential circuits. One method named Nine-valued Extended D-algorithm has proven to be 

ineffective. The other test generation method named Four Stage Test Generation Procedure is 

effective only for synchronous circuits with a DFf structure. 

The CONTEST (7) system applies a concurrent fault simulator in test generation for 

synchronous and asynchronous sequential circuits. The event driven simulator utilizes three 

different cost functions as guiding heuristics. Stamelos, et al. (8) developed the TIGER, a multi

level test pattern generator for VLSI circuits. Much like SCIRTSS, it works on the RTL level 

circuit description and also considers the structural faults at the gate level. But the high level 

of user interaction in the TIGER system may not work to the users advantage. 

The paper (9) by Cho and Bryant describes a test generator for sequential CMOS circuits. 

This Symbolic Fault Simulation technique works on the sequential circuit represented at switch 

level, and derives boolean functions to represent the behavior of circuit segments. Its 

performance may suffer in large VLSI circuits since it does not employ a higher level 

description of the circuit. Recently, SCIRTSS has been extended to handle stuck-open faults in 

CMOS sequential circuits by Sagahyroon, et aI., (10). The CMOS version establishes two circuit 

states called pregoal and goal for sensitization of a selected fault. The use of the function level 

circuit description stilI permits the handling of large CMOS circuits. 
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The Sequential Circuit Test Search System (SCIRTSS) employs two models of the circuit. 

The R~L level description expressed in the hardware language, AHPL and a gate level circuit 

description. SCIRTSS assumes that the circuit is in a known initial state. From that state the 

user has the option of applying a short input sequence generated manually or by a random 

sequence generator. The gate level circuit description is used to perform the gate level fault 

simulations and to derive partial tests for gate faults. 

The fault simulation may cause some faults to be detected, and some other faults to be 

stored in flip-flops or in register elements. Because of the stored faults, SCIRTSS then enters 

the fault propagation search in which it attempts to drive the circuit through a sequence of 

states to make the fault visible at an output. This phase controls the behavior of the state 

machine by using the high level description to compute state transitions. 

When a sequence has been determined, SCIRTSS reverts to the gate level description and 

performs a fault simulation. The simulation must confirm that the fault was, indeed, detected. 

In addition, the simulation determines what other faults were ~etected, and it will also 

indicate whether or not any other faults were stored in memory elements by the applied 

sequence. If faults are stored, then one of them is selected according to a fault ordering criteria 

for processing, and SORTSS again goes in to the propagation search. 

If there are no stored faults then SCIRTSS enters the sensitization phase in which a 

conventional D-algorithm is used to find a partial test for some selected fault. The D

algorithm in SCIRTSS is strictly combinational, and it does not attempt to create multiple time 

images in order to propagate a fault through sequential elements. After the test has been 

extended to boundaries defined by primary inputs, primary outputs, and memory elements, the 

D-algorithm terminates. At that point, the state of those memory elements which must be 

changed from their present value in order to satisfy the justification requirement is recorded. 

These values define a circuit state called the goal state to which the circuit must make a 

transition from its present state in order to cause the fault to either appear at a primary output 

or become stored in a memory element. 

To drive the circuit to the goal state from its present state, SORTSS employs the AHPL 

circuit description. Like in the propagation phase the sensitization search is essentially a tree 

search in which SCIRTSS, starting at the present state, finds an input sequence to reach the 
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goal state. A successful sensitization search sequence when applied to the gate level simulator 

either makes the fault visible at an output or stores the fault in a memory element. If the latter 

occurs, SCIRTSS then enters the fault propagation search. 

The tree search in fault propagation and state justification (sensitization) is subject to data 

explosion. To address this problem a sequential circuit is viewed as a control section and a data 

flow section which is an inherent property of the AHPL hardware description language. State 

changes in registers contained in the data flow section are viewed as data transfers at RTL 

level, not as circuit state changes. Also the use of intelligent heuristic functions makes the tree 

search practical and short. 

From the past experience it has been observed that the state justification search is only 

marginally successful unlike the propagation search. In the function level fault propagation 

search, SCIRTSS finds an input sequence that transfers data vectors among RTL components 

until the fault effect appears at a primary output. The final objective of the fault propagation 

search is not a rigid set of state variable values, but rather the arrival of the fault effect at any 

primary output at arbitrary time. This can efficiently be accomplished in a forward search 

with the help of intelligent heuristics. A forward search is a search among various circuit 

states from the present state to a future state. 

In contrast, the state justification search has a much more difficult objective to accomplish. 

State justification process must find an input sequence to transfer the circuit from the present 

state, whatever it is, to the goal state. This is difficult to achieve in a forward search because 

the final objective is a rigid set of state variable values. The forward state justification search 

is only marginally successful for circuits with large data vectors. It is also difficult to derive 

effective heuristics and the exhaustive search is almost impossible with large data paths in 

VLSI circuits. 

The following chapters describe a completely new approach to the state justification 

search for ATPG systems that makes use of the vectorized data paths in structured VLSI 

circuits. The new search consists of a backward transfer process which resembles a vectorized 

consistency drive of the D-algorithm. Although the D-algorithm works over a single network 

cell this technique virtually uses an iterative network in which cell copies are analogous to 

clock periods in sequential circuits. Practically, one copy of the cell table is required and the 
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iterations are carried over time. The network elements are RTL logic functions rather than 

individual gates, and the data lines may carry binary scalars as well as vectors. The concepts 

associated with this function level D-algorithm described are new and of interest, independent 

of the implementation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE BACKWARD SEARCH 

A sequential circuit can be viewed as a combinational logic network and a set of memory 

elements grouped as a register as shown in Fig. 2.1. The primary and secondary outputs are a 

combinational logic functions of both primary and secondary inputs. 

primary 
in puts 

second 
inputs 

ary 

, 

. 
combinational 
logic 
network 

Q 

-
- FFs 

-

D 

--
-

memory 
elements 

Fig. 2.1: Partition of the Circuit 

primary 
outputs 

"----t- secon dary 
ts outpu 

Consider a gate fault inside the combinational logic network. Then a technique suitable for 

combinational logic testing such as the D-algorithm or PODEM is invoked to derive a set of 

binary values (O,l} on primary and secondary inputs to excite the fault. The secondary inputs 

will specify a set of values for memory elements determining the goal state of the circuit. The 

state variable values not specified as (O,l) in the goal state are given don't care x values. It is 

also desirable to have as many don't care values as possible in the goal state. The search node 

corresponding to a goal state is called a goal node. An input sequence must be found now to 

transform the circuit from the present state to the goal state and the process is called the state 

justification search. 
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2.1 Ftmdametttais 

In VLSI circuits, data paths and connections among registers, inputs, outputs and buses are 

mostly vectorized. This fact is exploited in the backward search by keeping the goal state 

data values in vector form while being pushed back through various data paths. Alternative 

sets of data paths may be obtained through various combinations of control input variables. 

These sets of data paths are equally applicable to both forward and backward search 

procedures. 

The advantage of the new backward search is that, unlike the forward case, it is not 

necessary to consider all possible combinations of input data vectors. During the backward 

search, known data vectors will appear at primary inputs thus determining the input vector 

values at different control states. In contrast, the forward search must decide specific values for 

input vectors without the knowledge of the relation between the transformed goal state data 

vectors and those inputs. Therefore, in the forward search either all possible sets of input 

values must be applied, or only a few must be selected arbitrarily. Heuristics can offer very 

little guidance in that case. Clearly, the new approach makes a significant reduction in the 

number of nodes produced during the justification search. 

The following simple AHPL description whose structure is depicted in Fig. 2.2 was 

contrived to illustrate the essence of the backward function level search. 

MODULE: Example 1. 
EXINPUTS: X[8]; Y[8]; a; b. 
EXOUTPUTS: Z[9]. 
MEMORY: RA[8]; RB[8]; RC[8]. 
BUSES: ABUS[8]; BBUS[8]. 
ENDSEQUENCE 

ABUS = (ADD[1:8](X;RA;O) ! RB) .. (a, "a); 
BBUS = (INC(Y) ! RC) .. (b, "b); 
RA <- ABUS; RB <- BBUS; RC <- Y; 
Z = ADD[O](X;RA;O),RA. 

END 
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o Cin 
ABUS 

x 
5 

ADD 

z RA 

Fig. 2.2: Structure of Circuit - Example 1 

Suppose that a gate fault exists in the ADD unit for sensitization and a combinational 

circuit test generator (e.g., D-algorithm) determines a goal state in which RA = DVR; RB,RC = 
x's (don't cares). The primary inputs specified are X = DVX; a = 1; b,Y = x's and the fault effect 

appears at secondary outputs (ABUS) of the combinational portion of the circuit. 

Branches in a backward search tree are resulted most often, but not always, from 

alternative connections to data busses. Fig. 2.3 depicts the backward state justification search 

graph for the above situation. It is still desirable to reduce the number of search nodes by 

guiding the search with intelligent heuristics. Typically, nodes will have smaller heuristic 

values if they specify values of primary inputs, outputs and registers as opposed to outputs of 

more complex logic functions. 

If a particular implementation of this search can not compute the reverse value of a 

complex logic function, the search node may be assigned an arbitrarily large heuristic value to 

defer or to avoid its expansion. By that criteria node 2 in Fig. 2.3 would have a significantly 

smaller heuristic value than that of node 1, and the former would be expanded immediately. 
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Expansion of a node in the backward search yields child nodes corresponding to the 

predecessor states of the circuit. The search starts with the goal node at time T. Establishing 

DVR vector on RA at T requires ABUS to have DVR at T-l which has two alternatives 

according to the condition variable a. Node 2, having smaller heuristic value, is expanded next 

to yield the nodes 3 and 4. Node 4 is expanded next and the data vector DVR is driven to a 

primary input at T-3 in node 5. At this point node S matches with the present state of the 

circuit since all memory elements in node 5 have don't care values. Now the search successfully 

terminates producing the input sequence; T-3: Y= DVR, T-2: b= 0, T-l: a= 0, and T: X= DVX; a=l. 

A forward search, it would be unable to decide that DVR is the proper vector value for Y at T-3. 

2.2 Partial alld Sillgular Covers 

In Fig. 2.3, nodes 1 and 3 were not expanded because their heuristic values were larger than 

that of some other candidate node. In the MODULE: Example 1, the search was successful 

before it became essential to expand nodes 1 and 3. But there will be situations where a 

backward transfer through a combinational logic function can not be avoided. In the D

algorithm, the set of consistent combinations of inputs and output values for an individual logic 
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gate, as used in backward or consistency drive, is represented by a singular cover. A similar 

concept is used in relating inputs to outputs of logic functions. 

First consider the incrementer, INC in node 3 of Fig. 2.3. Because INC has a 1:1 mapping of 

the set of counter values onto itself, the input vector may be determined by simply taking the 

inverse function, DEC. Therefore, the singular cover of INC is defined as: 

A INC(A) 

DEC(DV) DV 

If the output vector DV includes some unspecified or don't care values then DEC(DV) may 

not be uniquely specified as a vector of values from {O,l,x}. Some implementation possibilities 

are to represent DEC(DV) in algebraic form as a set of vectors, or as a single vector with 

restricted unspecified values in DV. The latter was implemented by assigning specific values 

to unknowns in each intermediate bit stage starting from right most bit only up to the bit stage 

where DEC(DV) last produces a borrow bit. Beyond that particular bit stage, the remaining 

portion of the output vector transfers unchanged to the inputs. 

With the introduction of the reverse INC function it is unnecessary to assign a large 

heuristic value to node 3 to defer expansion. Fig. 2.4 illustrates a continuation of node 2 in Fig. 

2.3 where node 3 is expanded before node 4. The result is node 6 which is active at the same T-2 

clock period in which node 3 is active. Node 4 is never expanded and the new input sequence 

takes one less clock period than that in Fig. 2.3. 



T-1 : 

T-2: (Y= DEC(DVR») 

node 6 
terminal 

E:I 
~ 
BBUS=DVR 

node 2 
smallH 

nodeS 

node 4 
smallH 

Fig. 2.4: An Expanded Search Graph 
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The expansion of node 1 in Fig. 2.3 requires a technique similar to a singular cover, but to 

represent the adder function, ADD that does not have 1:1 mapping. Most output vectors can be 

generated by many combinations of input vectors. Where vectors are carried to the inputs of the 

adder through register transfers and bus connections, little generality will be lost by specifying 

only a partial cover as shown in Fig. 2.5. 

A B Cin ADD(AiB;Cin) 

O's DV 0 O,DV 
DV O's 0 O,DV 
l's DV 1 1,DV 
DV l's 1 1,DV 
O's DV 0 x,DV 
DV O's 0 x,DV 
1's DV 1 x,DV 
DV l's 1 x,DV 

Fig. 2.5: Partial Covers for ADD 

Using the partial covers defined above the search in Fig. 2.3 may be enhanced as depicted 

in Fig. 2.6. However, little was gained in this case because node 2 only yields three new 

terminal nodes. Node 4 is said to cover node 1 in that node 4 also includes all constraints 
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imposed on register and primary input values of node 1. In the same way, nodes 5 and 6 cover 

nodes 2 and 3, respectively. 

T: r=~VR )nodeO X=DVX 

ABUS=DVR 

T-l : 

ABUS=DVR 

T-2: 

node 4 = node 1 

node 5 = node 2 

Fig. 2.6: A Search Graph with Partial Covers 

2.3 Node Expansion 

The scope of the discussion can be expanded to include circuit descriptions with multiple 

control steps. The circuit description in Fig. 2.7 (It may not serve any practical purpose) was 

conceived to further illustrate the concepts in the discussion. Let's define the notation CSn= 1 to 

mean that the control step - n is active. Now let the present state be CSl=1 with all registers 

having don't care values, and the selected fault be the output of Z2 stuck-at O. The goal state 

then becomes CS4= 1, SR= 11 and CNT= xxx. 



MODULE: Example 2. 
INPUTS: data; IX[2]. 
OUTPUTS: Z1[3]; Z2. 
MEMORY: CNT[3]; SR[2]. 
CLUNITS: INC[3] <: INC{3}. 
1 CNT <- IX,O; 

-> ("data, data)/(l,2). 
2 SR <- CNT[O:l]. 
3 CNT <- INC( CNT ); 

-> (&/CNT, "(&/CNT»/(3,4). 
4 Zl = CNT; Z2 = &/SR; 

-> (data, "data)/(4, 1). 
END 

Fig. 2.7: An Example Circuit Description 
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It is necessary to specify vectors which satisfy branch, target and source conditions. In 

AHPL, " means logical complementation and &/CNT means that all bits in CNT are logically 

ANDed together. Satisfaction of "(&/CNT)=l at step 3 can not be specified by a single vector 

with x values. "(&/CNT)=l reduces to &/CNT= 0 which is satisfiable by one from {Oxx, xOx, 

xxO}. But selecting a particular vector is deferred at this point since it is desirable to keep the 

options open in order to accommodate more constraints that might be generated later. If the 

search now iterates through all possible cases, the search will degenerate into something like 

an exhaustive search, and that must be avoided. Later, it will be obvious that xxO would be the 

only right choice. 

Fig. 2.8 shows the justification search for the above goal state given in node O. One of its 

child nodes, node 1 is a duplicate and thus deleted. The control step 3 leads to CS4 under the 

condition "(&/CNT)=l and CNT bits are assigned partially constrained u values with the 

associated constraint &/CNT= O. These constraints are carried backwards with the related u 

values during backward transfers. Node 2 yields node 3 without constraints but node 4 under 

&/CNT= 1. At node 3, back-transfer from SR forces CNT[O:l] bits into l's (CNT =l1u now). Had 

CNT been assigned Oxx or xOx at node 2 this would have created a conflict resulting in node 3 

being deleted from the graph. 



T: 

T-l: 

T-2: 

1 

data=1 
SR=l1 

1:=:0 

---.... 0 

3 

present 
state: csl=1 

4 

5 7 

csl=l 
T-3: IXO=l1u 

T-4: 

data=l 

at2 &/CNT=O 
oknow.u=O 
stop 

8 

CNT=lll csl=1 
IX=l1 !=IX,O. 

fail 
CNT=x's 

Fig. 2.8: Search Graph for Example 2 

&/CNT=l. 
INC(111) 
!= 111. 

fail 
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At node 4, &/CNT= 1 has only one solution, i.e. CNT =111. The singular cover of the INC 

function now dictates O's on u values at node 2 which in turn satisfies the constraint &/CNT= 0. 

Node 3 produces node 5 with CSl=1 where CNT (=l1u) is back-transferred onto the primary 

inputs IX,O. At T-3 clock period IX,O receives llu and ° is forced upon the element which carries 

the u value, simultaneously satisfying the constraint &/CNT= ° placed on that u. Input IX is 

assigned 11 at T-3 and the search terminates since this child node matches the present state. 

In a complex AHPL description, there could be several constraints with related conditions 

that need to be simultaneously satisfied. Those conditions may also have some shared 

variables with u value requiring that solution of a set of logical expressions be attempted to 

determine the input values after those u values have reached the primary inputs. 
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In contrast, a forward search from the present state node would have been successful only if 

the external inputs were selected as IX = 11 at T-3 clock period, without the knowledge that it 

would later be stored in SR. If randomly done, this has a probability of 0.25 of being successful. 

At each node, after back transfer of data vectors have been completed a check may be done to 

see whether any constraint is satisfied or not. If primary inputs have received a sufficient 

number of u values an attempt could be made to decide specific values {O,l} for those input lines 

in an attempt to satisfy the remaining constraints. Otherwise, the solution may be deferred 

over to another successor node. 

Now there exists a potential four value calculus {O,l,x,u} for data state variables. To 

formalize the separate treatment of control and data state variables, output lines are ignored 

and the sequential circuit is represented by the sextuple <Ic,Id,S,R,Q,N> where Ie and Id are 

the composite vector of all the input lines for control and data, respectively. S is the control 

state of the circuit and R is the composite data state vector consisting of values from {O,l,x,u}. Q 

maps the input and the current circuit state (both control and data) to the next control state. N 

is the mapping of input and current circuit state to next R vector. The mapping Q is computed 

from the branch statements in the circuit description. N is decided according to bus connections, 

transfer statements, and target and source conditions. 

Consider expanding a node backward from one control state to another. The process to be 

described will simply determine all child nodes that correspond to the circuit states in the 

clock period prior to the circuit state of the current node. In order to formalize the definition of 

the checking process between two data vectors in the backward search, separate partial 

orderings are defined as follows. 

Definition 1: A data state vector R2 covers vector Rl, denoted by Rl <. R2, if and only if for 

each data element j in Rl, R1[j] <. R2[j], where x <. 0 <. 0, x <. 1 <. 1 and x <. u. 

The definition below formalizes the relationship between u and {O,l,u}. 

Definition 2: A data state vector R2 conditionally covers vector Rl, denoted by Rl < .. R2, if and 

only if for each data element j in Rl, R1[j] < .. R2[j], where u < .. 0, u < .. land u < .. u. When u 

< .. 0 or u < .. 1 the element with u value will take 0 or 1 value, respectively. For u < .. u the two 
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constraints may be merged together and the element in R2 will take the augmented constraint 

with value u. 

The following procedure forms aU child nodes in the reverse expansion of (5s, Rs) node 

where 5s is the control state and Rs is the data state vector. Let the present state node be (Pp, 

Rp). 

For each set of control steps Ck such that the next set of control steps 5s is in AHPL branch lists 

ofCk ( 

If there exist control inputs Ie and data state vector Rk such that Q(Ic,Ck,Rk) = 5s, then 

Determine Rk and Ie keeping as many don't cares as possible. 

Where a segment Rk[m:n] can not be uniquely expressed as a vector of elements from (O,l,x} 

give elements in Rk[m:n] u values and carry the associated constraints with each u. 

If Rs <. N(Ic,Id,Ck,Rk) then 

node (Ck,Rk) is a child node of (5s,Rs) 

else if Rs < .. N(Ic,Id,Ck,Rk) then 

the elements with u values in Rs take corresponding known values in Rk, and for u 

< .. u cases attach augmented constraints to elements in Rk. 

Include (Ck,Rk) as a child node. 

else discard this (Ck,Rk) node. 

If K = Pp and Rk <. Rp or Rk < .. Rp then 

if all constraints in the search path of (Ck,Rk) can be satisfied then 

the search successfully terminates with Np = Nk. 

2.4 Heuristic FUlIctiolls 

A tree search can be constructed using a depth-first or a breadth-first search technique. 

However, either method is not suitable for search procedures in ATPG systems. Therefore, a 

combination of those two is normally used and guided by intelligent heuristics. The heuristic 

values evaluated at each search node guides the search in a best-first manner; i.e. the best node 

available and closer to the solution is expanded next. In 5CIRT55, search guiding heuristic 

functions are also used in an attempt to obtain a compact search tree. This section describes the 
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individual heuristic components used in the backward search. Some of them are common to the 

forward search as well (see [19]). At node n the heuristic function is given by: 

Hn = Gn + wHd - At + wAI 

The Gn component is the node level. At the root (goal node) of the tree the node level is 

taken as O. Gn and the user given parameter, w control the depth-firstness of the search. If w is 

o the search becomes breadth first. Hd is the user specified default heuristic value. However, 

Hn is not allowed to be less than Gn. The At component is given by: 

At= Min(Ad +Ap+ AU,wHd) 

Control State Disparity Adjustment: Ad 

This component encourages the expansion of nodes which contain control steps that have 

not been visited frequently. This is evaluated using the disparity index DI as shown below: 

Ad w Hd Wd ( 1 - DI ) 

o 
where Wd is a user specified weight. 

if DI < 1 

otherwise 

DI Ncs (Av+ MlO) / (Tv+ MIOxNcs) 

Ncs - number of control steps in the circuit 

MlO - Max(lO, Ncs) 

Tv - total number of visits at all the control steps so far 

Av - Average number of times the current control state has been visited. If there are more 

than one active control step in a node, the average over their total visits are taken. The 

average means the ratio of visits to Ncs. 

It can be shown that: 

1 - DI = (overall average - average over the node) / (overall average + MlO) 
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If DI > 1 the control state has above average visitations and Ad has no effect. The use of 

MIO is to reduce the overall impact of this component when a circuit has very few control steps. 

Predecessor Node Adjustment: Ap 

According to this component, the heuristic of node n is reduced if its parent node also has a 

smaller heuristic value. Allowing the heuristic value of a node to be influenced by its parent 

tends to minimize the jumping around in the search graph. 

Ap = Wp (wHd + Gn - Hnp-1) 

where Wp is a user given weight factor. Hnp is the total heuristic value of the parent node. 

This component is independent of the current node level. 

State Variable' Value Factor: Au 

This represents the relative distribution of (O,l,u,x) values among state variables where x 

value is preferred over the others. When a greater portion of the memory elements have x 

values that node is closer to the present state because most of the goal state data vectors have 

been driven to primary inputs. It is also preferable to have u value over (0,1) because u is more 

flexible to assign values to satisfy constraints. Therefore, relative weights are assigned to 

these values as follows: 

Then 

logic value 
0,1 
u 
x 

weight 
o 
1 
2 

Au Wuw Hd (Nu+2Nx)/Nf 

Wu - user specified component weight. 

Nu, Nx - number of memory elements with u and x value, respectively. 

Nf - total number of memory elements in the circuit. 
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Logic FU"CtiOl1S Adjustmettt:Al 

This component directly influences the heuristic value of the node. It is proportional to the 

size of the logic function output vectors and is controlled by a user supplied weight Wc. A 

smaller weight allows the expansion of more nodes that involve logic functions. For different 

standard logic functions, AI is proportional to their complexity. 

If a search node involves logic functions in active control steps, some data vectors will be 

transferred through those functions during the construction of the successor node. Hence a high 

heuristic value will not actually prevent or defer the evaluation of reverse function values for 

that node. During the backward transfer, some u or x value elements might have been assigned 

fixed (O,l} values arbitrarily, in order to observe the rules of the logic functions. Such 

arbitrations reduce the flexibility of state values that have been processed through logic 

functions. Therefore, Al is added to Hn to defer the expansion of such nodes. 

For convenience, standard logic functions are grouped as (INC, DEC, DCD}, (ADD, SUB, 

COMP), and (BUSFN, ASSOC) in the increasing order of complexity. The effect of each group 

is taken by the coefficients KI, K2, and K3, respectively. These values are specified by the user 

and their relative values should reflect the complexity of each group. AI is expressed as: 

Al = Wc Hd 1: (Ki/Ka) (Ti/Nf) 

Wc - user specified weight 

Ki = ( KI, K2, K3 ) - coefficient for each function 

Ka = (KI + K2 + K3)/ 3 - average value 

Ti - number of bits of function output declared in circuit description. 

Nf - total number of memory elements in the circuit. 

1: - sum over all logic functions. 
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CliAYfER 3 

SEARCH NODE AND ITS ASSOCIATED DATA STRUCTURES 

The backward state justification search has been implemented as an integral part of the 

A TPG system, SCIRTSS. The reason is that the search depends on SCIRTSS for fault selection, 

goal state determination, and input sequence verification by the gate level fault simulator. 

Therefore, the implemented backward search utilizes many existing data tables in SCIRTSS. 

Some of them have been extended to contain more information, and there is a substantial number 

of new data structures added. 

3.1 Pre-existing Data Structures 

The AHPL circuit description is first translated by the stage-l AHPL compiler into the 

primitive RTL level operations on which the backward search operates. They are stored in 

SDT, SRT, QTABLE, TOTS, and other tables (see (18)). BLDMAP and BLDBMP routines process 

these tables and builds BITOBYT, MEMAP, EXIMAP, OUTMAP, and other mappings (see (16)). 

The BITOBYT table has an entry for each bit element (i.e., memory, input and output) in the 

circuit. Condition expressions are converted into the sum of product form by the CNTFNC 

routine and are stored in RECORD, CNDARY, PRDTBL, V ARLST and MSKARY tables (see 

(16)). 

Two bits are necessary to encode the (O,l,x,u} logic values into binary format. It is also 

faster to handle segments of data (vectors) instead of individual logic values. Therefore, data 

is processed in the vector form wherever possible; Each data word consists of 8 logic values or 16 

bits (2 bits per value). The two byte word is divided into unknown and known portions or bytes 

(see [20)). A bit mask stored in the MSKARY table extracts one binary bit from the unknown 

byte and the other from the known byte to represent the encoded (O,I,u,x} value. Fig. 3.1 

illustrates this encoding of logic values into <unknown, known> bit pairs. 



Unknown 
bit 

1 

0 

1 

0 

Known 
bit 

1 

0 

0 

1 

logic 
value 

Fig. 3.1: Logic Value Encoding 
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Fig. 3.2 shows three generations of search nodes in a search tree. The node currently being 

expanded is called the current node and the one being created is called the successor node. All 

the dynamic data structures and linked lists were implemented using static tables because the 

coding was done in FORTRAN. Therefore, a pointer and an index have the same meaning in the 

discussion. e.g. A is pointer to the table B means that A carries the index of a B entry. 

Fig. 3.2: Search Node Levels 

Related data arrays are frequently stored in a single 2-dimensional table. These data 

arrays are normally stored in row-wise form with the exception of BITOBYT, COMVEC, 

COMBUF, and COMMSK tables (see [16]). This is to minimize the page faults in the system 

because the VAX/VMS Fortran system stores tables in column major format in the memory. 
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3.2 Search Node Structures 

The search node itself is a complex data structure consisting of many pieces of dynamic 

information. When a circuit element has a partial constrained u value, it is associated with at 

least one variable in a condition expression. At the search node, each such element must carry 

the information about the cor,dition expression, at which node the condition became active, 

which variable in the expression the element is associated with, and whether or not the 

element represents the complement logic value of the condition variable. 

Fig. 3.3 depicts the structure of a backward search node. As in the forward search (see [20» 

memory and external input values are in the upper portion, but the external output values have 

been omitted. Access to individual element values stored in a node is done using the BITOBYT 

table. Circuit element values are transferred between nodes and the SVT arrays using MEMAP 

and EXIMAP mappings. The node level field indicates the depth of the node in the search tree 

while the parent node link is a pointer to the SETALK array. For subsequent identification 

proposes, a unique I.D. number is given to each search node using the counter variable 

SUCNODENUM. 
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memory 

external inputs 

unused 

node level 

I.D.number 

heuristic value 

parent node link 
high address 

number of A.c. steps 
low address 

ptr to A.c. step list 

rount M, E, S, F field format 
-
high address 

M- field -
low address 

rount 
--:--hIgh address 

E - field -
low address 

rount 

~ddress 5- field b--
low address 

rount 
t----
high address F - field t----
low address 

Fig. 3.3: Backward Search Node Structure 

3.2.1 Control Steps Storage 

The active control steps are stored in segments of the array ACSTPSB (int*2) accessed from 

each node as shown in Fig. 3.4. The format is "module No. II- 1000 + step No." Active control 

steps are stored as positive numbers (e.g.l003) while those steps that must remain inactive 

(transformed from the goal state) are stored as negative numbers (e.g. -1004). 
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The S-field in the search node A keeps the logic values of external input lines that has 

already fallen into a special category at an ancestor search node or at the node A itself. Those 

input lines so far had u value but received a fixed value (O,l) during the backward transfer of 

data at the successor node. Such fixed values on input lines will be projected back on to the 

original nodes in which the input lines received the u value (and associated constraints). This 

is done at the end of the search by the GETINP routine. The 1.0. number of the original node 

and the BITOBYT index of the input line are kept with each S-field element for this purpose as 

shown in Fig. 3.4(b). 

search node 

I.D. num: 1435 

1003 

-1004 

ACSTPSB () 

A.C.S.: 2 

S: 3 

H 

L 

ACSFEHDP - next free location 

(a) 

BITOBYT index 

ASSEXIVB () 

I.D.Number 

assigned value CO, 1) 
right most 2 bits 

ASSFEHDP - next free location 

(b) 

Fig. 3.4: Control Steps and S-field Format 

The remaining M, E, and F-fields carry lists of the same type of nodes called M-nodes. 

Since there could be a large number of such M-nodes, a pointers to an M-nodes must be a full 

integer (4 bytes). But the search node width is only 2 bytes. Therefore M, E, and F-field 

addresses occupy two locations each, as depicted in Fig. 3.3. Due to the same reason the S-field 

address has the same format, too. 

Each M-node itself points to a list, called an E-list consisting of E-nodes. Each E-node 

points to a V-node that may be shared by other E-nodes. A V-node represents an unsatisfied 

condition expression involved in the active control steps of the successor node. The size of M-
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nodes and E-nodes are fixed while V-node size depends on the number of variables in the 

condition expression. Fig. 3.5 illustrates these nodes and the E-field of a search node. It should 

be noted that E-nodes are not the nodes of the E-field items list in a search node. 

search node 

E -field AB+AB: 4 

-1 
&/CNT[1:12]: 5 

M-nodes 

V -nodes 

Fig. 3.5: E-nodes, M-nodes and V-nodes 

3.2.2 V-node Format 

V-nodes are allocated from the VBYTSCNDB (int*2) array for unsatisfied condition 

expressions. The data type of a data structure is given within the parentheses following its 

first appearance in the text. Each V-node contains the condition index in the CNDARY table, 

the successor node J.D. number where this condition became active, the number of VBYTSCNDB 

entries occupied by the V-node itself. It also contains the actual values of the variables of the 

condition expression in the search node where the condition became active. The next available 

location in VBYTSCNDB is given by the VBYFEHDP counter. 

Fig. 3.6 illustrates the details of a V-node corresponding to the expression: A"B+"AB+CD. 

The two right most bits of the first word of a V-node keep the value assigned for the condition. 
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V-nodes are generally created for conditions that are not satisfied at the end of the backward 

transfer of the current node data vectors. The details will be discussed in subsequent chapters. 

value 

'r be . f'ed < zero o satis I : one 

Already satisfied. < zero 
at original node' one 

CNDARY index: 

Node ID num. : 

mQg 

00 

01, 10 
11 

14 2 
2 101 

1408 

4 Num of words 
in V -node 

010111--1 000001--

unknown 
byte 

known 
byte 

AB+AB+CD 

o A : 1st var of condo 

u -B 

o -A 

u B 

u C 

1 D : 6th var of condo 

VARLST() 

Fig. 3.6: V-node Format 

3.2.3 M-node Format 

M-nodes are allocated 4 words each, from the MECCNDB (int*4) array which is 

equivalent to MECCEQUB (int*2) table. The next free M-node is given by the MEFEHDP 

counter. Since an M-node is a node in a linked list, the last word is the pointer to another M

node. M-nodes are the basic nodes of the linked lists for the M, E, and F-field elements. The 

null pointer is -1. Each M-node directly corresponds to a memory element, external input, or to a 

literal value. 

Only in the F-fiIed, M-nodes carry any useful logic value, i.e. the value of the F-field item 

(O,l). In all other cases, the the logic value is u or the associated circuit element has the correct 

value. The BITOBYT index value in an M-node is valid (when appeared as a positive number) 

only when it is in the M-field or the E-field of a search node. For literals the BITOBYT index 

value is made 0 when stored under the F-field. Node J.D. numbers are required only in cases of 

E-field elements, and for others they are irrelevant. During the backward transfer a newly 

created M-node will receive a negative value as its BITOBYT index so that when the processing 

ends, that M-node can be reused. 
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BITOBYT index I I 

nodeIDnum. - I- num.o 
pointer to E - node list 
pointer to next M - node 

Fig. 3.7: M - node Format 

3.2.4 E-node Format 

literal value 

00- zero 
ll-one 

f E- nodes in E- list. 
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An E-node consists of two parts. One, allocated on ECVNIMB (int*4), is a pointer to a V

node while the other, allocated on ECVNBMB (int*2), carries a signed (-/+) offset of a 

variable in the condition expression. The E-nodes attached to a single M-node, called an E-list, 

are contiguous entries on these arrays. The next available entry is given by the ECFEHDP 

counter. Fig. 3.8 shows an E-list with the associated V-nodes. Each E-node corresponds to only 

a single occurrence of a variable in a condition expression. However, an E-list represents the 

current relationship between the circuit element to which the M-node is attached, and the 

various variables in conditions. 
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Suppose that at a previous search node with I.D.=1402 the condition, RS (CNDARY index 

= 5) was assigned value 0, and both Rand S variables were given value u, and M-nodes were 

created for them. Let Rand S be memory elements. Their M-nodes were inserted into the M

field of node 1402. When node 1402 is expanded, the M-node and u value of R is backward 

transferred to B since the statement R <- J\B is active. In addition, the condition: AJ\B + J\AB + 

CD (CNDARY index = 2) becomes active with assigned value 1. 

The B variable gets two E-nodes from the two occurrences in the expression, and another 

from R due to back-transfer. R is the first variable of RS while B is the second and fourth of its 

condition expression. E1 node (Fig. 3.8) has -1 as the offset into the variable indicating that 

the circuit element B now carries the complement value of first variable of the condition 5 

activated at node 1402. E2 (E3) node has the offset 2 (4) means that, B carries the direct value 

of the second (fourth) variable of condition 2 activated at node 1408. 
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3.3 Storage of The Search Graph 

In the heuristic search the nodes awaiting expansion are kept in set B, actually in an array 

named ISETB (int*2) while Ke expanded nodes are kept in set A or ISETA (int*2) array. These 

nodes are being accessed using two separate link arrays called SETBLK (int*4) and SET ALK 

(int*4) as shown in Fig. 3.9. The use of a separate SETALK array is to access a large number of 

nodes using the 2-byte integer values of parent-node-link field in each node. SETBLK is needed 

to flag the vacant node areas formed on ISETB when nodes are removed for expansion. 

ISET A is filled in the ascending order from the top to bottom while ISETB is filled at the 

next vacant slot. The two link arrays are of 4-byte integer type which allows access to a greater 

number of search nodes than that could be accessed by a 2-byte index value. If a SETBLK entry 

contains a positive number that entry points to the first word of a valid search node stored in 

ISETB. If the entry is negative its absolute value is the index to a SETBLK entry on the list of 

free links as shown. First ISETB free entry is pointed to by the STBFELNK parameter. The k

th SETBLK entry corresponds one to one with k-th node area on ISETB. 

~~ 

-~ 
I~ 

" J.. 2 I 
~STBFELNK -4 

... 
3 ---.... -5 

-{ ---

-6 

--
-N 

0 N 

SETALK() --- - SETBLK() --
ISET A() ISETB() 

Fig. 3.9: Storage of Backward Search Graph 
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Another change is done on the TOTS table from the stage-1 compiler output. Its row 1 

symbol code is a positive number when the TOTS entry represents a temporary symbol location 

in the target side (LHS) of conditional transfer statements. That positive number is the 

starting QTABLE index of that temporary LHS target area. Originally, LHS temporary areas 

did not have a SVT area to store the dynamic data temporarily. Here, such temporary 

variables are also provided with appropriate areas in the SVT array and row 4 is to contain a 

pointer to the first word of such areas. These temporary areas are used to create the data form 

the LHS targets lor the backward transfer. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PRE - PROCESSING OF THE CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

Information about the circuit such as the control state flow, data transfer connections and 

conditions is needed by the backward search. It should be readily available in data tables for 

the speedy execution of the search. The Stage-1 AHPL compiler breaks down the circuit into 

RTL level primitives and the additional data tables constructed from those primitives are 

explained here. 

The static data tables constructed can be new or extensions of pre-existing tables. Shown in 

Fig. 4.1 are the backward control steps flow tables. For a given control step (C.step) in a given 

module they provide the predecessor c.steps and related conditions so that the search can 

easily proceed from one control state to its predecessor control state. 

The k-th entry of BCSFIMB (int*2) table holds the pointer to the first word of the 

segment of BCSF2STB (int*2) that corresponds to the k-th AHPL module in the circuit 

description. Contents of BCSF2STB are as shown while the contents in row 2 corresponds to 

c.steps. i.e. indices to SQRT table. For EndSequence step, that row entry takes the negative 

SQRT index. 

A single BCSF3CNDB (int*2) segment carries the set of predecessor c.steps that lead to 

the c.step pointing to that set. BCSF3CNDB row 1 is the SQRT index of the predecessor c.step. 

Row 2 is the index into CNDARY for the underlying conditions. For an unconditional branch the 

entry is zero. If the branching takes place under a complement condition, as the default 

branching case, the entry contains the negative CNDARY index. 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

BCSF1MB( ) 

1"-j"T"'"-1 ~-r-~-w-o r--O-r---T"I----,' 
BCSF2STB(5, -) 

2 1 2 4 0 

1 2 3 4 -5 6 

1 3 1 6 0 

\ \ ... 

Fig. 4.1: 

BC 

:Num. of C. steps leading to this step 

:Index into SQRT table 

:unused 

:unused 

:Ptr to BCSF3CNDB 
o -Endsequence. 

SF3CNDB( 2, -) 

I 
:SQRT index of pred. C. step 

. :CNDARY index of condo 

Predecessor Control Steps Tables 
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In a similar manner, the forward c.step flow tables are formed as shown in Fig 4.2. Rows 1 

and 2 of BCSF3STB (int*2) are analogous to the row 1 and 5 of BCSF2STB in Fig. 4.1, 

respectively. Encoding of BCSF4CNDB (int*2) table is exactly like in the BCSF3CNDB table. 

BCSF3STB is also accessed using the same BCSF1MB table. As an example, consider the branch 

statement 2. ->(Q)/(4). One successor c.step of 2 is step 4 under Q and the other is step 3 under 

"Q. A possible predecessor c.step of 4 is step 2 under Q while c.step 2 is a predecessor of c.step 

3 under the condition "Q. 



1 

2 

, 

1 

1 

2 

2 

, 

3 

4 , 

\ 
1 0 

7 0 

... 

BCSF3STB(2, -) 

: Num of successor C. steps 

: Ptr to BCSF4CNDB 
0- Endsequence 

BCSF4CNDB(2, -) 

~14 I I I I I I 
: SQRT index of C. step 

. : CNDARY index of condo 

C > 0 : uncomplemented condition 
C = 0 : unconditional branch 
C < 0 : complemented condition 

Fi~. 4.2: Successor Control Steps Tables 
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The original SQRT table contains some information relevant to each c.step. It is extended 

to include rows 7 and 8 to contain information about the transfer and connection statements in 

each c.step including the EndSequence step as shown in Fig. 4.3. An entry in SQRT row 7 carries 

the number of AHPL statements (excluding branch, NULL and DEADEND) in the corresponding 

c.step while row 8 has the pointer to the list of those statements stored in the QRGNSQB 

(int*2) table. A QRGNSQB tabJ~ segment contains a list of AHPL statements just described. 

QRGNSOB rows 1 and 2 respectively contain the lower and upper limits of QTABLE entries 

belonging to each AHPL statement. 

A row 3 entry of QRGNSQB points to a segment in QRGNCNDB (int*2) that contains the 

CNDARY indices of the conditions in the LHS (target side) of the statement. If the row 3 entry 

is zero, the statement has no conditions in LHS. Similarly, row 4 corresponds to the RHS (source 

side) of AHPL statements. Each segment in QRGNCNDB contains the set of conditions 

(CNDARY indices) in the order of their appearance in the LHS or RHS of the statement. The 

very first word of a QRGNCNDB segment has the number of conditions contained in the 

segment. 



7 

S 

1 

2 

3 

4 

3 0 1 2 1 
1 - 4 5 7 

, \ ... 

0 0 4 11 

1 0 /S ..... 0 

, "'~ 

SQRT(7:S, -) 

:n urn. of statements 

:p tr to QRGNSQB. 

QRG NSQB(4,-) 

: 10 w QTABLE index 

per QTABLE index 

HS conditions list 

RHS conditions list 

:up 

:L 

: 

QRG NCNDB() 

1;+1 12 7' 15 16 !::0...2 I SI 9 1 :CNDARYindexlist 

num of conditions 

Fig. 4.3: AHPL Statements Table 
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Another extended table is BITOBYT (see [20» which contains the mappings to access 

individual circuit element (MEM, EXIN, EXOUT, except BUSES) values in a search node. Its 

row 1 is the index of the data word inside a search node. Such data words contain the encoded 

bit values of circuit elements. The <unknown, known> bit pairs are extracted by the masks in 

row 2 of BITOBYT as element values. The extended row 4 has the bit index corresponding to the 

mask bit position (1..S) from left to right. e.g. 4040 (hex) mask gives bit position 2. BITOBYT 

row 3 contains the indices into SVT words that store the circuit element values during the 

backward transfer process. SVT bit values are also extracted using the bit masks in BITOBYT. 

Fig. 4.4 further illustrates the BITOBYT table. 
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1 2 3 4 

4 8080 6 1 : memory 

STRTIN-
: inputs 

LASTIN-
node word bit mask SVTword bit position : outputs 
pointer pointer 

BITOBYT(-,4) 

Circuit Element Mappings-BITOBYT 

When literal values or vectors are used in circuit descriptions, those values are encoded as 

logic bits (O,l) and stored in the ENCSTRBITS (int*2) array. e.g. MA<-3$1. This statement has 

the literal vector 3$1 which is expanded to vector DOl, i.e. MA<-OOl. The stage-l AHPL 

compiler breaks this statement into quadruples on QTABLE and provides an intermediary area 

on SVT with TOTS(1,-) code as -2 (see [18]). 

Before the forward or the backward search begins these expanded bit patterns are copied 

on to their SVT areas from ENCSTRBITS which has been divided in to segments. The total 

number of segments is in the first word, ENCSTRBITS(1) and each segment contains a literal bit 

pattern. First entry of each segment has the number of words (8 bits per word) in the bit pattern 

stored in that segment. The second entry has the starting SVT word pointer for that pattern as 

shown in Fig. 4.5. 

When data bits are to be pushed back on to the source from LHS of an AHPL statement, 

these SVT source areas must be kept intact for subsequent use. Because of that ENCBITP AT 

(int*2) flag array is used along side with SVT arrays. A positive entry in ENCBITPAT 

indicates that the corresponding SVT word is a part of a bit pattern, and its value provides the 

QTABLE index of that pattern. 



seg- / 
ment \ 

3 

1 

4 

001- JOOI-

--

: num. of segments 

. num. of words in bit 

. patterns 

: starting SVT word ptr 

: bit pattern 

1 

2 

3 

SVTSIZ 

0 

0 : no bit patterns 

0 

6 . bit pattern, 
. QTABLErow 

0 

0 

ENCSTRBITS( ) ENCBITPAT( ) 

Fig. 4.5: Encoded Literal Bit Patterns 
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Condition expressions are the major factor that makes the backward search complex. The 

expressions are assigned fixed values {O,I} and the satisfaction (justification) of those assigned 

values are often done several clock periods later into the search. When a condition is assigned 

a value that could force several other conditions to take fixed values if they are closely 

related. Due to those reasons condition expressions are extensively pre-processed and the 

extracted information is stored in several tables. 

When a condition is assigned value 0, its complement condition takes value 1. In such a 

case, the complement expression of the condition is to be considered. Until now the CNDARY 

table contained the condition expressions. Here, it is extended to have 7 rows as shown in Fig. 

4.6. CNDARY only corresponds to condition expressions originally given in the AHPL circuit 

description. Each condition has a separate entry in CNDARY. A row 4 entry k has the number 

of other conditions interconnected with this k-th condition. Row 5 provides the pointer to the 

code list of the connected conditions stored in CDEPEND (int*2) array. 

CDEPEND array consists of segments and each segment is a list ( in encoded form) of 

conditions connected to the corresponding CNDARY entry. V ARLIST array contains the 

variables, i.e. circuit elements in the format of "SVT word pointer of the starting bit .. IOE5 + bit 

location (O ... n)". as in Fig. 4.8. CNDARY row 6 and 7 contain the lower and upper VARLIST 

indices of variable range for each condition expression. Illustrated in Fig. 4.6 are the tables for 

conditions: P = AB and Q = AC + B"C. Let the variable B be an element from a memory register, 

e.g. MA[9], so that its bit position is 2. 



P: 

Q: 

original 
condition 

AB 

AC+BC 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

1 

2 

1 

-
1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 

2 

-
2 

1 

2 

3 

6 

2 

3 

complement 
condition 

A+B 

AC+OC 

4 

2 

5 7 

variable starting SVT 
wordptr 

A 2 
B 4 
C 6 

CNDARY(7, -) 

: num. ofs()P terms 

: condition code 

: PRDTBL index 

: size of CDEPEND list 

bit position VARLST 
O .. n value 

0 200000 
9 400009 
0 600000 

connected 
: ptr to CDEPEND ~ condo & code 

: low V ARLST index 

: high V ARLST index 

PRDTBL(3, -) 

: num. of variables 

: ptr to V ARLST 

2 1110 
1 POI 

CDEPEND() 
1 2 2 3 : CNDARY index 

Fig. 4.6: Tables for Condition Expressions 
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Row 3 entry of PRDTBL (int*2) points back to the conditions in CNDARY which contains 

the S.D.P. term. Let the CNDARY index of P be 1 and that of Q be. Then, P"Q = 0 and P,Q are 

called lO-dependent. If P=l then Q must be 1. If Q=O then P must be O. This information is 

encoded in 110 code for P and 101 for Q. In the CDEPEND entry accessed by the condition P, the 

right-most 3-bits contain 110 and left-most 13 bits contain the CNDARY index of Q (=2). The 

entry for Q contains (1,101), (condition pointer, bit code) pair as shown in Fig 4.6. Given in Fig 

4.7 are the tables explaining all other combinations of inter-dependencies among conditions. 
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Definition Pro~rb: Imj;!lications 3-bit code 

l-exclusive PQ=O P=l => Q=O OlO-P 
Q=l => P=O OlO-Q 

O-exclusive 'P(5=0 P=O => Q=l OOl-P 
Q=O => P=l OOl-Q 

complement P=Q above 2 cases 
Oll-P 
Oll-Q 

10-dependent PQ=O 
P=l => Q=l llO-P 
Q=O => P=O 101-Q 

PQ=O 
P=O => Q=O 101-P 

Ol-dependent Q=l => P=l 110-Q 

111-P 
identical P==Q above 2 cases 111-Q 

Fig. 4.7: Inter-Dependency of Condition Expressions 

An entry in V ARLST (int*4), VTYPEFLG (byte) and MSKARY (int*2) tables each 

corresponds to a single variable in a condition expression as shown in Fig. 4.8 The values shown 

are related to those of Fig. 4.6. VTYPEFLG contains the type of the variable. MSKARY 

contains the bit masks to extract element values from SVT working areas. If a variable appears 

in the complement form, its V ARLST entry is negative and the mask is in the complement form, 

too. 

Row 1 of SVTLST has SVT word pointers of the condition variables. Row 2 contains the 

PRDTBL S.O.P. term number in the condition which contains the variable. For various reasons 

it will be necessary to find how many times a given variable does appear in a given set of 

conditions. 

Let the same variable in different expressions point to a common location, e.g. a counter. By 

incrementing the counter value each time the variable is encountered, the frequency of 

appearance of a variable can be obtained. Therefore, row 3 of SVTLST table points to entries of 

a counter array INVCNTB (int*2) called the frequency counters. Row 4 has the indices to 

BITOBYT table for the corresponding condition variables so that the backward search can 
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readily access bit values in a search node via BlTOBYT table. However, if a condition variable 

is a BUS line its BITOBYT index is o. 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

A 

B 
A 

C 
B 

C 

2 5 2 
1 1 1 

1 2 1 
12 23 12 
3 3 3 

B080 4040 8080 
0 0 0 

8080 8080 8080 

VARLST() 

200000 
400009 
200000 
600000 
400009 
-600000 

5 
SVTptrx10 + 
bit location 

6 5 6 
1 2 2 

3 2 3 
2B 23 28 
3 3 -3 

4040 202C 1010 
0 0 0 
8080 404C 4040 

MSKARY() 

8080 
4040 
8080 
B080 
4040 
7F7F 

(hex) 

SVTLST(B, -) 

: SVT word ptr 
: SOP tenn num. 
: ptr to frequncy count 
: BITOBYT index 
: V-node word ptr, -/+, 3 .. n 

: V-node bit mask 
: SOP word ptr to V-node, 0 .. n 
: SOP term value mask 

VTYPEFLG( ) 

1 
2 

code .!YJ2g 

1 memory 
2 input 
3 output 
4 bus 

Fig. 4.8: Variables in Condition Expressions 

Row 5 of SVTLST table is the word pointer (i.e., an offset within 3 . .N) into a V-node that 

might be created for an unsatisfied condition. A data word can accommodate 8 variables 

values. First 3 words of a V-node are reserved for other parameters, and hence this offset 

always starts with 3. 

Every variable appearance in a condition expression has a location on the corresponding V

node. If a V -node word offset is negative that appearance of the variable is in the complement 

form. Fig. 4.B shows these details for the conditions considered in Fig. 4.6. Row 6 of SVTLST 

provides the mask to access the bit value on a V-node for each instance of the variable. In the 

condition AC + B"C, the variable C appears twice. It has 2 bit locations on V -nodes accessible 

via row 5 and 6 of SVTLST. 
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When a solution is attempted in order to satisfy the conditions, individual S.O.P. term 

values are evaluated on working areas which are similar to V-nodes. The access to those S.O.P 

term locations are through the SVTLST rows 7 and 8. Row 7 has the offset of the word in such a 

V-node like area which has the value of the S.O.P. term containing the variable. Thus, these 

offsets start with O. Row 8 contains the masks to access the correct bit locations on appropriate 

word. 

All the conditions, originally given in the circuit description, are first converted into the 

S.O.P. form and then minimized using the Quine-McCluskey method. They are complemented 

using De-Morgan's theorem and then minimized. Complemented conditions and related data 

are stored in tables whose name starts with "IN", e.g. INCNDARY, INSVTLST. 

Fig 4.9 and 4.10 show the table entries for the example conditions given in Fig. 4.6. Rows 

1,2,3, and 4 of INCNDARY (int*2) are analogous to rows 1,3,6, and 7 of the CNDARY table, 

respectively. CNDARY rows 4 and 5 have no counterparts since they are equally applicable to 

complemented conditions as well. Rows 1 and 2 of INPRDTBL (int*2) are analogous to PRDTBL 

rows 1 and 2 . 

1 

2 

3 

4 

P d 
2 2 

1 3 

1 3 

2 6 

5 

7 

INCNDARY(4, -) 

: num. of SOP terms 

: INPRDTBL index 

: low INV ARLST index 

: high INV ARLST index 

INPRDTBL(2, -) 

1 f"1-l-rl-l-'I-2--'1-2'1r--rI--"""1I' num .. of variables 

2 1 2 3 5 7 . : ptr to INV ARLST 

Fig. 4.9: Complement Condition Tables 
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INMSKARY (int*2) array carries the bit masks just like the MSKARY table, except the 

fact that none of the masks in INMSKARY is in complement form. Rows 1,2,3,4, and 5 of 

INSVTLST (int*2) are analogous to rows 5,6,7,8, and 2 of SVTLST, respectively. The major 

difference is the INV ARLST (int*4) array. It contains pointers back to SVTLST table entries 

that have the same variables appeared in the original condition expressions. This way, the 

information such as the variable type and the BITOBYT index are available to the variables 

in complement expressions without creating many redundant tables. An INV ARLST entry is 

negative if the corresponding variable appearance is in complement form. 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

-3 

8080 
0 

8080 
1 

-3 -3 -3 

4040 8080 4040 
0 0 0 

8080 8080 8080 
2 1 1 

INVARLST( ) 

B 
A 
B 
C 
A 
C 

-2 

-1 

-5 
-6 
-3 

4 

-3 
2020 
0 

4C40 
2 

3 
1 OlD 
0 

4040 
2 

INSVTLST(5, -) 

: V-node word ptr, -/+, 3 .. n 
: V-node bit mask 
: SOP word ptr to V-node, 0 .. n 
: SOP term value mask 
: SOP term num. 

INMSKARY() 

4040 
8080 
4040 
8080 
8080 
8080 

V ARLST index (hex) 
bit mask 

Fig. 4.10: Variables in Complement Conditions 
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CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION PART I - BACKWARD TRANSFER PROCESS 

In SCIRTSS, the BRIDGE routine is the controller which selects the next fault and its 

mode. When there are no stored faults left it decides on remaining flip-flop faults. If a flip

flop fault exists the search mode is set to Embryonic sensitization and the goal state of the 

circuit is formed. The goal node will then have all memory and input elements set to x, except 

that the faulty flip-flop will have a value opposite to its stuck-at value. If there are no flip

flop faults then a gate fault is selected and the D-algorithm returns the goal state for the 

sensitization search. Both the D-algorithm mode and Embryonic mode are referred to 

hereafter as the fault sensitization mode. 

In this chapter, the actual implementation of the backward search is described, starting in 

the main routine SCIRTS. Procedures will be given in pseudo code. Routine names will be 

denoted in the text by a pair of parenthesis at the end of its name; e.g. SCIRTSO. 

5.1 Maill Procedure: SCIRTS 

flag: baksearch 
repeat ( 

change parameters if user requested 
call BRIDGE # obtain faults and next action 
if (search mode is D-algorithm or embryonic sensitization) 

if (present state can match goal state) 
baksearch=F ALSE 

else 
call BKSERH # invoke backward search 
baksearch = TRUE 

else call SEARCH # invoke forward propagation search 
if (sensitization mode and baksearch = FALSE) ( 

call NRYINP(1) # extract goal state input vector 
call FL TSIM # simulate circuit for one clock 
NEXT # next loop 

) 
if (baksearch == TRUE) 

call NRYINP(O) 
call FLTSIM 

# extract input sequence up to goal state 
# simulate the input sequence 



If (baksearch == TRUE) ( 

) 

#construct good circuit state from simulator final state and 
# compare with the goal state 
caU NRYINP(1) # extract goal node input vector 
if (search mode is D-algorithm) 

caU FL TSIM # cause fault to be stored 

# repeat until aU done 

Fig. 5.1: SCIRTS Routine 
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The description in pseudo code is self explanatory. The comments are delimited by"#" 

character. The BRIDGE route decides the next action. It invokes the D-algorithm on an 

undetected gate fault, obtains and stores the goal state in array IFNODE (int*2) in the format 

of the forward search. The present state of the good circuit, also in the same format, is stored in 

the IGNODE (int*2) array. If the considered fault is a flip-flop fault then the goal state is 

formed by giving that flip-flop a value opposite to the stuck-at value and don't care values to 

other elements. That is the Embryonic sensitization mode. 

5.2 Backward Search Routine 

The route BKSERH is the actual backward search routine. Fig. 5.2 describes its major 

steps. BKSERHO takes one goal state node at a time and tries a backward search from that 

node. If it fails for some reason the next goal node is attempted. STBKSEO initializes the 

ISETA, ISETB, SETALK and SETBLK arrays for graph storage and link-areas for a new search. 

STBCNT and STACNT keep the counts of the nodes in ISETB and ISETA respectively. 

procedure BKSERH 
for (each goal node in IFNODE) 

caU STBKSE 
caU PUTGOL(N) 
STBCNT=N 
while (STBCNT > 0) { 

caU TXBTOA 
caU OBTCUR 
PTR=l 
done=O 

# setup links 
# put start goal nodes into SETB. 
# start nodes in SETB. 
11 SETB not empty 
# get current expansion node 
# extract current c.steps = ONESCNT 

while (done = 0) { # create aU predecessor c.step sets 
while (PTR < ONESCNT) ( 

CURSTPB(1,PTR) = -1 +Num. of C.Steps leading to this 
c.step 
PTR++ 



} It for 
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while (CURSTPB(2,ONESCNT) >=0) { It each combination 
for (i=1; k= ONESCNT; i++) 

PRDACSB(i) = index of next available predecessor 
c.step of current i th step. 

call BSCSET 
available 
call STMSET 

It a basic predecessor C.Step set 

It expand on this C.S. set 
if successful exit 
CURSTPB(2,ONESCNT)-

} 
for (i=ONESCNT-1; i>=1; i--) 

if ( CURSTPB(2,i) > 0 ) break 
if (k=O) done = 1 

It decrement 

else ( CUIRSTPB(2,i)-; PTR=i+ 1 
} It while 

It next setting 

} It while 

Fig. 5.2: BKSERH Routine 

PUTGOLO transforms the goal state in IFNODE array into ISETB array into the backward 

node format. It may expand a given goal node into several if the mode is the Embryonic 

sensitization mode. The original goal state might not have any active control steps. If the 

given goal state has active control steps then it will be simply transferred into ISETB providing 

only one starting node. Otherwise, some active control steps must be generated for the goal 

node. PUTGOLO selects two sets of control steps (C.steps) that lead to the c.steps in the 

present state node. Those selected c.steps must be among the don't care c.steps in the given goal 

state. 

Two more c.step sets are selected with the c.steps that are successors of the present state 

c.steps. However, any c.step that has to remain a 0 (inactive) in the goal node must be 

avoided. Only in this situation could there be more than one active (=1) c.step in a goal node 

(if present step has multiple active c.steps). 

TXBTOAO removes the node with the minimum heuristic value from ISETH and transfers 

it to ISETA for expansion. That node in ISETA is called the current node (being expanded) and 

its child nodes are called successor nodes. OBTCURO extracts the c.steps from the current node 

and puts them in CURSTPB (int*2) table. 
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5.3 Predecessor Control Steps (basic set) 

When going backward through the circuit description, c.steps of the successor node are 

actually the predecessor c.steps of the current node c.steps. Let Nc and Np be the number of 

active c.steps in the current node and the present state node respectively. There are two cases 

of Nc, Np values to consider when selecting predecessor c.steps. 

Case I: Nc >= Np. 

Since the final objective is to match the present state (P.S.) node with a successor node it is 

desirable to have a predecessor c.step set smaller than Nc. Successor nodes need to be generated 

with equal or less number of c.steps than Nc. Fewer c.steps are generated when the selected 

predecessor c.step set has duplicate elements. Even if Nc = Np a reduction is possible because 

matching a successor node with the P.S. node means that an active step in the P.S. node can 

match a don't care c.step in a successor node. Hence, no special effort is made for this situation. 

Case II: Nc < Np 

This situation is not emphasized either since the P.S. node active c.steps can match with 

don't care steps in the successor node. Hence no effort is taken to generate more predecessor 

c.steps than Nc. Don't care steps are considered in-active as far as the backward data transfer 

is concerned. If a successor node don't care c.step matched an active c.step in the P.S. then that 

don't care step will be active in a forward simulation. However, the data interaction between 

two parallel c.steps will be minimal if the circuit is properly designed. 

Fig. 5.3 depicts the format of CURSTPB table. Row 1 keeps the current node c.step 

numbers. Row 3 keeps the SQRT index of c.steps in row 1 to access BCSF2STB table. A row 2 

entry keeps a running number indicating which element in the predecessor c.step list is being 

used as the predecessor c.step of the row 1 entry. It starts with "BCSF2STB row 1 entry -I" and 

gradually counts down through O. Another array, PRDACSB (int"2) keeps pointers to 

predecessor c.step lists in BCSF3CNDB table. Therefore, k = PRDACSB(i) + CURSTPB(2,i) 

provides BCSF3CNDB(1,k) predecessor c.step (SQRT index) and the appropriate branching 

condition, BCSF3CNDB(2,k) for the current c.step entry i. 



PRDACSB() 

ptr to lists in 
BCSF3CNDB 

PRDACNT = ONESCNT 

CURSTPB(3,-) I : curren' s.ep numbo< 
: offset;n pre<!. C. step Us, 
: SQRT ptr of current step 

ONESCNT=3 

PRDSQRP() 

2 
3 
5 

: Endseq. 

SQRT index of 
pred. c.step 

PRDSQCNT=4 

CUROKD() 

o 
1 
o 

current 
c.step 
satisfied? 

Tables for Control Steps Transfer 
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By counting through all possible predecessor c.steps of the last current c.step (at 

ONESCNT entry of CURSTPB array) without changing others, a number of predecessor c.step 

sets are generated. Each set provides a basic successor node which will be expanded into more 

successor nodes using various assignments on the condition expressions in their active c.steps. 

When the running count at ONESCNT entry has gone through zero, another running count above 

ONESCNT entry is changed to its subsequent count value and the ONESCNT is again taken 

through all possibilities. This algorithm, hereafter referred to as KGEN-algorithm, is 

explained in Appendix A and is used in this implementation wherever the combinatorial 

expansion is encountered. 

There might be duplicate predecessor c.steps since all combinations are considered. If so, 

the number of c.steps in the successor node could be less than that of the current node. This is an 

undesirable condition and such a successor node will be discarded. PRDSQRP (int*2) array 

takes the SQRT indices of predecessor c.steps plus the EndSequence step. PRDSQRP does not 

contain duplicate entries. The flag array CUROKD (byte) checks whether each current c.step 
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has been satisfied or not; i.e., A predecessor c.step branches to this current c.step and its 

condition was assigned a value accordingly. 

Fig. 5.4 shows other tables used to keep dynamic data. SQRTFLG (byte) is a flag table 

which keeps c.step values (O,l,x). Row I indicates whether a c.step in current node is active 

(1), inactive (0) or don't care (x), while row 2 has similar data for the successor node c.steps 

(predecessor c.step set) CACNDPB (int""2) array. This includes conditions in the End Sequence 

step and appropriate branch conditions. These are the active conditions whose count is in the 

CACCNTB variable. Table CNDA VAL (byte) keeps the assigned values and states of alI 

conditions according to successor c.steps. They map 1:1 onto CNDARY entries. 

CACNDPB() 

4 

6 

"CNDARY 
index of 
active 
conditions" 
CACCNTB=4 

Fig. 5.4: 

CNDAVAL(3,-) 

: condition value (O,l,x) 

: status (active, inact., satisfied) 

: identical to row 1 

SQRTFLG(2, -) 

: cur. C. step value (O,l,x) 

: pred. C. step value (O,l,x) 

Control Steps and Active Conditions 

BSCSETO sets some of the tables above.. This routine ensures that the given basic 

predecessor c.steps set is valid and assigns values to branch conditions accordingly. First, it 

checks unconditional branches from predecessor c.steps and flags the CUROKD entries. Due to 

unconditional multiple branchings such as "2 -> (3,6)," a single predecessor c.steps could satisfy 

two or more current node c.steps. The conditional branches from predecessor c.steps are 

considered and set so as to satisfy the respective current node c.steps. 

If a current c.step is already satisfied its predecessor c.step branch condition is given the 

don't care value. Also, due to interdependencies among condition expressions there could be a 

conflict. For example, a condition P is forced to 0 when Q was assigned I, but now P is required to 
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take value 1 to satisfy a particular branch condition. These conflicts may be direct or indirect. 

In such a case the selected predecessor c.steps set is discarded. In fact, wherever a condition is 

assigned a value [0,1), OTI-IRCSO scans its connected condition list in CDEPEND table and sets 

the values of other active conditions in that list according to individual dependency codes. If a 

conflict occurs OTI-IRCSO returns an error code. 

There could be some current node c.steps that must remain 0 (inactive). The corresponding 

c.steps in a successor node (predecessor c.steps) must remain 0 to guarantee that inactive 

c.steps in the current node will still be inactive in a forward simulation even after the search 

has bp.:ome successful. Because the present state could have additional active c.steps that 

correspond to don't care c.steps in the matching successor node. Those predecessor c.steps that 

have a branch to any of those inactive current c.steps must be inactive. If such a predecessor 

c.steps is already active a conflict is created and the successor node will be discarded. For 

flexibility, predecessor c.steps that have only unconditional branches are considered. Thus, 

BSCSETO provides both active and inactive predecessor c.steps sets for the basic successor 

node. 

5.4 Expansion on Basic Predecessor Control Steps 

From the basic predecessor c.steps set obtained so far, an attempt is made to expand 

through the conditions in the AHPL statements (non branching) of those c.steps. These AHPL 

statements are connections and/or transfers. There are four cases to consider as described below. 

Details of the backward transfers are explained in later sections. 

Simple transfer or connection: A <- B or A = B. 

If all bits in symbol A contain only don't care values the statement is ignored and B will retain 

its current node value. Otherwise transfer A value into B. 

Case II: Conditions in LHS only: (D ! E ! F ) It (d, e, f) <= S. 

This occurs only in transfer statements. If a LHS target has all x values such as E, then the 

corresponding condition (e) is given x, the don't care value. The only other conditions, d and f 

are taken for combinational expansion. If e is discarded the possible combinations are df = 

[00,01,10). If D, E, and F are all x values this statement will be skipped. Multiple targets ate 

not produced intentionally, hence the df=l1 combination is skipped. It is assumed that d and f 
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are not interdependent. However, if the df=ll case arises due to interdependencies it will be 

allowed to occur. Also df=OO may not be possible if d and f are complements of each other. 

Case III: Conditions in RHS only: T <- or = (D ! E ! F) II- (d, e, O. 

This could be a transfer or a connection statement. As before, if T contains only x values 

then the statement is ignored. Otherwise, there is always valid data to go to RHS. At least 

one condition in RHS must be 1 to accept that data. The possible combinations are def = {OOl, 

010,lOO}. Here multiple active conditions (e.g., def = 011) are not allowed due to simplicity. It 

is also the standard in circuit designs. 

Case IV: Conditions in RHS and LHS: (D ! E ! F ) II- (d, e, 0 <- (A ! B) II- (a, b). 

This is a combination of cases 2 and 3 above. LHS conditions corresponding to all x valued 

targets are ignored but all RHS conditions are considered. If LHS has no useful data at all the 

statement is completely ignored. For every possible combination in LHS, RHS can go through 

all possibilities (in this case 2), except for the all zero case in LHSi i.e., def =000 generates no 

data for transfer and no action is taken but LHS conditions are all set to D's. Assuming no 

interdependency, the possible combinations of conditions are defab ={ OOOxx, 00101, 00110, 01001, 

0101O,lOOOl,lOOlO}. 

Only a single statement was considered above. A single c.step may have more than one non 

branch statement and the predecessor c.step set can have more than one active c.steps, too. 

Now all non-branch statements (in QRGNSQB) of all predecessor c.steps including 

EndSequence are collected together by STMSETO into PRDSTWCND (intIl-2) table. Each entry 

in PRDSTWCND corresponds to one active AHPL statement in a successor node c.step. Fig. 5.5 

details that table and another associated flag array PSTWFNSH (byte). 

When BSCSETO assigns {O,l} values to the set of branch conditions other active conditions 

(target and source) in successor C.steps could also be forced to take values (0, I) if they are 

interdependent. These conditions cannot be taken through the situations explained in the above 

four cases. These conditions are called preset conditions, 1-preset or O-preset. Also some LHS 

conditions may corresponds to targets that have only x values. Such conditions are called x

preset and are not a part of the condition combinational expansion either. Other active 

conditions (in successor node active c.steps) are called variable conditions. 
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Fig. 5.5: 

PRDSTWCND table: 

flag {-I, 0, I} 

PRDSTWCND(7, -) 

:Lcount 

:Lrun 

: QRGNSQB index 

: Rcount 

:Rrun 

: LHS condo flag 

: RHS condo flag 

PSTWFNSH() 

: conditions all done? 

Expansion Through Variable Conditions 
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rows 1.4: Row 1 called Lcount represents the number of variable conditions in LHS of the 

statement. Row 4 called Rcount has the number of variable condition of RHS. This is 0 if no 

variable condition is present. 

rows 2. 5: Called Lrun and Rrun, respectively, indicate which one of the variable conditions 

are being set to 1. Other conditions are usually set to O. If Lrun is 0 then all variable conditions 

are O's and the statement has no transfer data. 

row 3: A pointer into QRGNSQB table corresponding to this statement. 

row 6: LHS flag. 

0: no LHS conditions in statement 

-1: LHS has no variable condition, but has at least one preset condition. 

-2: LHS has conditions but no variable conditions. They are O-preset 

or x-preset and the statement must be skipped. 

1: LHS has variable conditions; Lcount > 0 



row 7: RHS flag. 

0: no RHS conditions in statement 

-1: RHS has no variable condition, but one condition is I-preset and 

others are O-preset. 

-2: All RHS conditions are O-preset. In this case, all LHS conditions must 
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be O-preset and the statement is ignored. Otherwise, the successor node is 

discarded. 

1: RHS has variable conditions. RHS is allowed to have O-preset 

conditions, but no I-preset conditions. 

PSTWFNSH: 

0: This statement is not done yet with its variable conditions. 

-1: No variable conditions or no conditions at all. This statement 

produces no condition combinations. 

1: This statement has gone through all its variable condition 

combinations. 

Preset conditions (0, I, or x-preset) in active statements must be excluded from the variable 

condition set. This is done by negating the corresponding pointer in QRGNCNDB lists belonging 

to LHS or RHS appropriately. When Lcount or Rcount is 2 it means that the condition with the 

second condition-pointer must be set to 1 and all other positive conditions must be set to O. The 

negative condition indices are changed back to positive after the basic predecessor c.step set 

has been completely expanded. This is shown in Fig. 5.6. 
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~ 

M <- ( A ! B ! C) * ( a, b, c) ~ 3 3 
a a 

Condition b is O-preset. b -b 
=> 

c c 

QRGNSQB(4,2) 

QRGNCNDB() 

Fig:. 5.6: Preset Active Conditions 

STMSETO invokes STMTSTO which in turn initializes the PRDSTWCND table. If a 

statement has LHS conditions, it takes LHS data from the current node for each target and 

checks whether all of the bits are x values or not. When all bits are x, the corresponding entry 

in the QRGNCNDB segment is negated. It also looks for O-preset or I-preset conditions in LHS 

and/or RHS of each statement using QRGNCNDB table. O-preset conditions are simply 

negated, as is LHS for I-preset. 

If there is a I-preset condition in RHS the rest of the conditions are set to O. If more than 

one RHS condition has become I-preset, this basic successor node is discarded. For unconditional 

transfer statements, STMTSTO checks to see if LHS data is all x values and sets row 6. The 

corresponding PSTWFNSH entry will be set to -1 If a statement has no variable conditions or is 

to be skipped. At this point CNDAV AL has all basic predecessor c.step branch conditions set 

and row 3 is saved in row 1. 

QALGNBO fills CEQ (int*2) table with QT ABLE limits of each statement and orders 

them to a proper execution sequence. An entry in CEQ corresponds to an active AHPL statement 

and it has the 1:1 mapping into PRDSTWCND table. Fig. 5.7 illustrates the CEQ table whose 

row 4 is explained later. CEQ entries are ordered from top to bottom as in the forward search 

(see [17]). 



unordered 

S<-R 
R<-Z 
Z = (M ! N) ... (m, n) 

ordered 

S<-R 
Z = (M ! N) ... ( m, n) 
R<-Z 
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CEQ(4,-) 

1 : low QTABLE index 
r--r--+-----------~ 

2 : high QTABLE index 
r--r--+-----------~ 

3 : ptr to PRDSTWCND 
r--+--+-----------~ 

4 : flag - forward executed? 

Fig. 5.7: Ordering of RTL Statements 

Suppose statement P has a circuit element Z in LHS and Z also appears in RHS of 

statement Q. When ordered, P should be placed in CEQ table before Q so that in a forward 

simulation Z will get the correct data in P before it is used in Q. For a backward transfer the 

sequence is reversed from the bottom up. 

STMSETO now finds the range of statements in PRDSTWCND that contains the active 

variable conditions. The low index is START and the high index is LAST. If there are no 

variable conditions it simply invokes BKWXFRO to generates one successor node and returns. 

Otherwise, STMSETO utilizes the generic KG EN-algorithm on variable conditions in the 

statements within START .. LAST range. Here, the KGEN-algorithm uses NXTCNDO to obtain 

the next condition combination, and NXTSTMO to set the variable conditions to appropriate 

values (O,l}. 

NXTCNDO sets PSTWFNSH flags to 1 from 0 when it arranges the last combination of the 

statement. That flag array is used to determine how many statements, from LAST up, have 

gone through all of their combinations. If START statement variable conditions are also 

finished then no more combinations will be generated. Of course, any statement with -1 in 

PSTWFNSH entry has no variable condition and KGEN skips it. If a conflict occurs in 

NXTSTMO when assigning values to conditions in CNDAV AL, it returns error and that 

successor node is discarded. 
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5.5 Structures in Backward Trattsfer of Data and Constraints 

5.5.1 Data Transfer Structures 

Data values are handled using the same SVT (int*2) arrays OSVT and NSVT which keep 

values for declared circuit elements as well as for temporary items (see [17]). Here, variables or 

items may be data matrices or vectors. Fig. 5.8 illustrates the use of SVT arrays in data 

transfer. The constraints transfer will follow later in the discussion. Data to be transferred 

backward is in the current node being expanded. BKWXFRO first invokes NDBSVTO which 

copies the memory state values from the current node into OSVT array before each successor 

node construction starts. These bit values could be (0, 1, x, u). NSVT array will eventually have 

the proper data values that go into the successor nodes. These NSVT values are either the data 

transferred from OSVT or the data copied from the current node. 

unknown known 

011- 001-
001- 110-

01- 01-

IOSVT( ) 

MA<-MB 

:MA=0u1 
:MB=xxu 

: 2$1 => 16 

unknown known 

000- 111-
011- 001-

01- 01-

ENCBITP AT( ) INSVT( ) 

:MA=xxx 
:MB=0u1 

OSVT(2,-) : Equivalency NSVT(2,-) : Equivalency 

Fig. 5.8: Tables for Backward Data Transfer 

Initially, all memory element values are copied into NSVT from OSVT. If nothing 

transfers onto a memory element from other elements, that element will carry its current node 

data (in NSVT) over to the successor node. If existing NSVT values are not changed due to back

transfers, these existing values will go into the successor. In unconditional transfer statements, 

the LHS memory element data will always be transferred to its RHS source. Therefore, the 

LHS target vector values in NSVT will be don't care values. LHS target vectors are changed to 

x values in NSVT array by DLRDONO. 
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In conditional transfers, only the actual target vectors selected by I-valued conditions 

(since all the active condition expressions have been assigned (O,l) values by now) will receive 

x values by another routine, CLRDON. These elements can now accept in NSVT any data value 

back-transferred on to them. 

As illustrated in Fig. 5.8, MB is not a target in LHS. Therefore, it will have the old value 

xxu in NVST until it receives data from MA (= Out). These two data vectors are compatible and 

the adjusted value, Oul will go into NSVT. The compatibility means that Oul will go into MB 

in a forward simulation after the current clock period. Since 0 in MB[O] matches x, and 

eventually, any x in the goal state, the adjusted new value is conflict free. 

Therefore, every time a backward data transfer is done onto a memory element or to 

external inputs compatibility between the existing NSVT values and newly back-transferred 

data must be checked. If they are not compatible the successor node is discarded. Shown below 

in Fig. 5.9 are some examples that warrants a compatibility check. 

10xx: A <-C 
uOll : B <- C 
OlxO: C <- D 
xuxO: D 
OSVT values 
of LHS symbol 

(a) No conflict 

Fig. 5.9: 

xxx: P= Q 
101 : R <- P 
100: Q 

OSVT values 
of LHS symbol 

(b) Conflict 

Conflicts in Data Transfers 

If a BUS or EXOUT element is in the RHS of a statement that element must be in the LHS 

of a connection statement. The ordering done in the CEQ table takes care of execution of the 

backtransfer sequence so that BUS/EXOUT elements will have valid data before the back

transfer from them is done. For BUS/EXOUT elements, only NSVT table is used in handling 

data. Initially, these areas will be x values and any new value will be checked for 

compatibility and kept in NSVT array. Compatibility is checked by NlCPTBO and 

N2CPTBO. 

When data is taken from a LHS target area, it first goes into COMVEC (byte) table to 

either columns (1,3) or to (2,4) (unknown, known bytes respectively) and the number of data 
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element bits are in NBITS (int*4) as shown in Fig. 5.10. GETVECO and CEVTEGO handle these 

extractions. 

RHS source could have a different bit range if it is not a temporary item. If it is a 

temporary symbol, COMVEC data is simply transformed on to NSVT without a compatibility 

check unless that NSVT area is an encoded bit pattern flagged by ENCBITPAT array. The 

depositing of data is handled by NSVPUTO, PUTVECO and CEVTUPO. When LHS data 

receiver is a declared element its target range could be any arbitrary bit range as shown in Fig. 

5.10. 

1 

10000110 

1111-

known 

MB: 

I:CTI 
[CJIJ 

2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

10011111 00010000 00010011 
1001- 11011110 11110010 

known unkn unkn. known known unkn. unkn 

COMVEC(-,4) COMBUF(-,4) 

EE 1 2 3 4 

11100000 11100000 
00000001 00000001 

NBITS( ) 

known known unkn. unkn 
MA[n: (n+11)] <- MB[3: 14] COMMSK(-,4) 

data vector -loouu11ulxx1 

Fig. 5.10: Extracted Data and Target Patterns 

The data in COMVEC is shifted and placed in the correct bit positions (modular 8 words) 

and either side is packed with O's to create full 8-bit words in COMBUF (byte) table. 

Corresponding to these locations, a mask vector is created in COMMSK with O's for target bits 

and l's for the remainder bits. This pattern making is done by MAKP AT, T APKAM, GENMSK, 

PACK and KCAP routines. 
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5.5.2 Structures used itt Cottstraittts Trattsfers 

Constraints imposed on circuit elements by unsatisfied conditions are represented by M

nodes associated with such circuit elements. These elements have partially constrained u 

values and the M-nodes are collected in the M-field for memory elements and in the E-field for 

external input elements. In the backward transfer of circuit states, the values/lists associated 

with only memory elements are back-transferred. 

Just like individual data values M-nodes must be moved around. Analogous to SVT tables 

where each word contains B bits of data, MESH tables with each "word" accommodating B M

poittters (pointers to M-nodes) are used. Fig. 5.11 is completely analogous to Fig. 5.B where each 

M-node pointer is treated as a bit value. One main difference is that a bit value is coded by 2 

bit locations but a M-pointer is only a single integer. 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
B 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 

OSMESH(B, -) 

0 0 
m1 0 
0 m2 

MA MB 

I I NSMESH(B, -) 

0 0 
0 m1 

0 m2 

Eig. 5.11: Constraints Transfer Tables 
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OSMESH (int*4) table receives M-pointers (M-nodes in the M-filed of the current node are 

never removed) from the M-field of the current node. The pointer slot (bit pointer) and the SVT 

word index into OSMESH are obtained from the BITOBYT table since each M-node in the M

field list contains the BITOBYT index of the corresponding memory element. As in NSVT, 

NSMESH keeps a copy of OSMESH table initially. When LHS true target areas get x values in 

NSVT, the corresponding NSMESH pointer locations are cleared to nuIl pointer, O. As is done in 

figures S.B and 5.11, MB[2] u may get a fixed value (0 or 1) while still having an M-node. 

EventuaIly, this M-node wiIl go into the F-field of the successor node. M-pointers accumulated 

in NSMESH table will be stored in the successor nodes at the end. 

Tables shown in Fig. 5.12 are used for M-pointer movements and are analogous to those in 

Fig. 5.10. Columns (1,3) and (2,4) correspond to BUFIMESH (inN) and BUF2MESH (int*4), 

respectively. The locations of valid M-pointers in BUF(1,2)MESH are found in slots where 

there is a 0 bit in the corresponding COMMSK bit (within the valid bit range of COMMSK). 

NBITS also gives the valid M-pointer count (nuIl or not), and MESBYTE (int*4) is used when an 

"M-pointer word" (B pointers) is moved around together with a SVT data bit word (B bits). 

1 1 1 11-------1 
2 2 2 21--____ -1 

7 7 7 71--____ -1 
B B B B'--____ ---' 

VECIMESH(B, -) VEC2MESH(B, -) BUFIMESH(B, -) BUF2MESH(B,-) 

I 
MESBYTE 

Fig. 5.12: Extracted Constraints and Target Patterns 

5.6 Backward Tratlsfer Process 

Row 3 in CNDA V AL contains the assigned values of conditions in the successor node. These 

values should be satisfied by their variable values from NSVT array. InitiaIly, LHS target 

vectors were given don't care values on NSVT and nuIl pointers on NSMESH. At this point each 

active condition expression is considered in several ways. 
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If the condition value is I and has only one non-zero S.O.P term, that term must be I and the 

variables are given fixed values {O,l} accordingly. A S.O.P term value can be calculated with 

its variable values from NSVT. If evaluated to 0 it has no effect on the condition expression. If 

the condition is not satisfied, its complement expression is considered next. Each term in the 

complement expression must be O. If any such term has only one non-fixed variable (with u or x) 

it is set to (O,l) so that the term will be O .. 

When the condition is assigned 0, t!1e same process applies except that the roles of the 

complement and the original expression are reversed. If anyone of the variable is given {O,l} 

value in an any condition, the entire set of conditions is scanned again. This iteration continues 

until no more changes are possible in NSVT elements. If a variable is given a fixed value (O,l) a 

constraint list (an M-node) wiIl not be created for it. 

BUSES and EXOUT lines used as variables in condition expressions pose another hurdle. 

Their constraint lists that are to connect with BUS/EXOUT variables must be driven to 

memory / exinput elements during back-transfer. Example: 2. ABUS = MAi -> (&/ ABUS) / (2). If 

the branch condition is 0, ABUS values cannot be determined yet. Hence, constraint lists (M

nodes) are created for ABUS elements and they wiIl be pushed backwards on to MA. 

M-nodes need not be created for all the variables in unsatisfied conditions because after 

back-transfer is complete some more conditions could be satisfied by new NSVT data. 

Therefore, BKI UL YO and BK2UL yo create M-nodes and associated E-node lists only for 

BUS/EXOUT variables in unsatisfied conditions. Other condition variables can wait until 

after the back-transfer has completed. 

An E-node in an M-node must point to the V-node of the corresponding condition. 

BK2ULYO creates the V -nodes for conditions that involve BUS/EXOUT lines as variables. 

These V-nodes are kept in TMPVPTRS (int*4) array entries which could be accessed via 

CNDARY indices. Only one V-node is created for a condition at a given successor node. Also for 

the sake of reusability new M-nodes that are created for a successor node are given negative 

BITOBYT indices. 

Another interesting situation is the merging of two M-nodes, actually two E-node lists. An 

E-list (in a M-node) occupies contiguous segments of ECVNBMB and ECVNIMB arrays. 
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Whenever a new E-node is added to an E-list, an entirely new segment is taken and all E-nodes 

are copied into it. If one of the M-nodes is reusable then its E-Iist pointer and E-node count is 

updated. Otherwise a new M-node is created. This technique is used throughout the backward 

search. BK2UL yo uses this process when a BUS/EXOUT element makes two or more 

occurrences in active conditions. BKIULY gives non-fixed MEM/EXIN condition variables u 

values in NSVT, but does not create M-lists or V-nodes. These u values are used only in forward 

evaluation of RHS source items. 

5.6.1 FotWard Evaluatioll of Source Elemellts 

There are advantages to the forward evaluation of RHS quadruples by EVLRHS before the 

LHS data is distributed on to RHS source items. It is done only when RHS source vectors are 

involved in one of the logical operations, (+,&,@) or logic function units. If the RHS has 

conditions this evaluation is performed only for the source matrix area. 

The forward evaluation decides where to place the back-transferred data when there are 

many choices such as in cases like logical operations. When all RHS source items are updated 

in NSVT with their values, it is at this point that the decision making will be easier and more 

accurate. If the RHS source has BUS/EXOUT elements this evaluation will go much deeper. 

The following example will clarify this issue. The following are properly ordered statements 

in the CEQ table. 

Example: 

CEO entry 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Statement 4 is considered initially. 

statement 

BBUS= A 

N <- a & BBUS[O:2] + BBUS[3:5] 

C<-A 

R <- BBUS 

Since its RHS is a declared symbol without any 

logical operations, it must accept the LHS data. No RHS evaluation is necessary. The same 

applies to statement 3, too. In statement 2, the RHS has logical operations and thus will be 

forward evaluated. It has the symbol, BBUS which is a BUS/EXOUT element. Suppose N is 
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back transferred, as it is, and BBUS receives some data. BBUS data must be compatible with 

existing A data in NSVT according to statement 1. 

The symbol A has already received values from C in statement 3. This could cause a 

conflict if A vector is not compatible with the BBUS data received from N. There may be more 

than one way of distributing the back-transfer data, in N, into the RHS of statement 2, but only 

one way is selected. The selected distribution in statement 2 could be done to avoid any future 

conflicts had BBUS presented its latest NSVT data; i.e., data vector A placed in BBUS by a 

forward evaluation of statement 1. 

In statement 2, before the RHS is evaluated its elements are scanned for BUS/EXOUT 

elements. If found they must be in the LHS of statements (only connection statements) above 

that statement, 1 in this case. Hence, statement 1 is forward executed to update LHS NSVT 

values unless updating was done for another element in the RHS of the same statement (2). 

In statement 1, RHS NSVT values are not simply transferred to the LHS since the LHS 

contains valid data at this point that came from R in 4. Instead, LHS data is checked with 

RHS data for compatibility and the adjusted values are put on LHS BUS/EXOUT elements in 

NSVT. Then the RHS of statement 2 is evaluated and an informed decision can be taken to 

distribute LHS data, N, over to RHS components involved in logical operations according to 

,logic rules. There may be more than one way to transfer the N data vector into the RHS of 

statement 2 with each way leading a distinct successor node. But here, only one successor node is 

obtained in order to keep the number of nodes down and the search simple. 

CEQ row 4 is used in these evaluations. Its entries containing connection statements are 

reset to -1 before every CEQ statement is back-transferred. CEQ row 4 flags are shown in Fig. 

5.13. Before the forward execution of a statement in entry k of CEQ table all the other 

connection statements above k in CEQ should have been forwardly executed if there are any. 

The reason for this is that the RHS of statement 1 could contain some other BUS/EXOUT 

elements that might be updated by connection statements above it. But if they have already 

been updated (due to some other element in the RHS of the current statement) as indicated by 

flag 1 in CEQ row 4, they are skipped. Although this scheme is not highly accurate, it does not 

present adverse effects either. The routines involved are PPHERE, EEHERE, RHSEXE, 

BPUTDL and BKSC3R. 



-1 

o 
o 
o 

CEQ-row 4 

flag: 

o -transfer statement 
-1 - connection statement 

not forwardly evaluated 
1 - connection statement 

already evaluated forwardly 

Fig. 5.13: Forward Evaluations Flags 

5.6.2 Distribution of Transferred Data 
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According to the modifications done in TOTS row 4, each intermediate QTABLE step has a 

temporary storage area in SVT tables. Originally, only the RHS quadruples had these 

temporary areas and LHS target vector-matrix did not. These areas are used to build up the 

final data and M-pointer vector that should be given to RHS. For transfer statements data 

build up is done in OSVT /OSMESH, and for connections in NSVT /NSMESH. Each statement in 

CEQ table is considered starting from the bottom at CEQROW as detailed in Fig. 5.14. 

for (bottom to top of CEQ table) { 
if (statement is conditional transfer) { 

} 

Fill LHS target matrix area in OSVT using OSVT values. 
Extract LHS target vector words according to LHS conditions that are 1 and 
put 

them into final LHS vector area in OSVT. 
If more than one condition is 1, logically OR (checking for compatibility using 

OCPTBL routine) those vectors together and merge overlapping M-Iists. 
If not compatible discard successor node and return. 

else if (unconditional transfer) 
fill LHS target areas in OSVT using OSVT. 

else # connection statement 
fill LHS connection target areas in NSVT using NSVT values of LHS 
components 

call EVLRHS # evaluate all RHS quadruples. 
call DMPRHS # put above created LHS data on to RHS source areas 

Fig. 5.14: Processing of RTL Statements 

LHS data vector is deposited into RHS source elements by DMPRHSO routine with the 

help of NSVPUTO. NSVPUTO actually stores the values in NSVT areas. It is given a 
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QTABLE operand and a word of data and lists (M-nodes). If an operand in the RHS is a 

temporary symbol, the data/lists words are simply copied into NSVT unless its SVT area 

represents a bit pattern (flagged by ENCBITPAT) in which case only the M-nodes are copied 

and data is checked for compatibility against the bit pattern. If the operand is a declared 

symbol, compatibility is always checked and data is adjusted in NSVT, while M-nodes are 

merged with those in NSMESH. If the RHS has no conditions DMPRHS() goes through each 

Quadruple (QTABLE entry) starting from high index to low index (of RHS QTABLE range) and 

deposits data/lists or invokes appropriate routines as given in Fig. 5.15. 

trow=O 
for (k= highQ -1; k >= lowQ; k-){ 

call readQTABLE(k, op, oprdl, oprd2,oprd3) 
switch (op) ( 

case+/,&/: 
case +, &,@: 
case ,: 
case !: 
case ": 
case CLUNITS: 
case literals: 

Fig 5.15: 

call CLlLOG(op, oprd2, oprd3, drop, trow) 
call CL2LOG(op, oprdl, oprd2, oprd3, drop, trow) 
call CCADLM(oprdl, oprd2, oprd3, drop, trow) 
call RCADLM(oprdl, oprd2, oprd3, drop, trow) 
call ERTINV(oprdl, oprd2, oprd3, drop, trow) 
call NITCLU(oprdl, oprd2, oprd3, drop, trow) 
# ignored since NSVPUT stores M-pointers. 

Skeleton of DMPRHS Routine 

In Fig 5.15 the invoked routines get the data/lists to be distributed over to oprdl or/and 

oprd2 from oprd3. A positive value in the variable trow indicates an index used in a 

conditional RHS, while 0 value means an unconditional RHS of a statement. CCADLM() and 

RCADLM() simply break oprd3 data/lists into smaller parts since they are the column and row 

catenations, respectively. 

ERTINV() is the complement of a vector or a scalar and it complements both data and 

constraint lists «(O,l,x,u}=>(l,O,x,u}) which is achieved in the vector form as follows. Let a, b 

be the unknown and known bits of a logic element value. Then its complement is given by "b"a. 

E.g.: x=01, ab=01, "b"a=Ol=x. In complementing a list, its M-node gets different treatment. 

The value of a circuit element carrying an M-node represents the transferred values 

(backward over clock periods) of some condition variables in its E-list hanging from the M

node. Whether this element carries the true value or complement value of the condition 
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variables depends on the sign (+, -) of the individual ECVNBMB offset of each E-node. 

Therefore, ERTINVO simply toggles the sign of the E-node offset component and makes a new 

E-list. The remaining routines will be explained in a later section. 

When the RHS involves conditions, the RHS becomes more complex. Data and M-nodes 

from the LHS first go to one RHS source vector according to which RHS condition is 1 in the 

successor node. This is handled by NSVPUTO, too. If that RHS source vector itself consists of a 

collection of quadruples, only those QTABLE rows shall be considered in the for-loop shown in 

Fig. 5.15. Only column catenation is allowed, in the LHS target vectors, but in RHS almost any 

AHPL operation is valid. The dynamic array, QAlMROW (int"2) shown in Fig. 5.16 with an 

example provides details in this case. 

OTABLErows 
operand 2 operandI operand3 

QAIMROW() 
entry values 

CJ + 0 [IJ o : low QT ABLE index 

[IJ D b 0 
c: · c gets data. lookup c 

& = l100uxoool 1 · in operand3 & set to 1 

c d:~ · d row 2 gets data. lookup b I 100uxOOO I = lOOuxOOO 2 
· d in operand3 & set to 2 

@ e 0 

d'~ 
100uxOOO e M'~ = 100ux 2 · M row 2 gets data. lookup 

· M in operand3 & set to 2 

M'~ 100uxOOO It (0,1,0) 1100uxoool : high QT ABLE index 
LHS data 

Fig:. 5.16: Distribution of Back-transferred Data in RHS 

The entries in the appropriate QAIMROW range are cleared to 0 initially. Some QTABLE 

entries within the RHS range may be entirely skipped as in Fig. 5.16, if QTABLE(4, ) entries 

have not received any LHS data. If a QAIMROW entry has a positive number, it indicates 

which operands in its QTABLE entry received some data. For routines in Fig. 5.15, variable 
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trow provides this information when RHS conditions are present. Example in Fig. 5.16 is self 

explanatory and needs no further discussion. 

5.7 External I1Iput Values a1ld C01lstrai1lts Formatio1l 

After all active statements have been backward processed without any conflict attention is 

again focused on active conditions. At this point all circuit elements (MEM, EXIN, EXOUT, 

BUS) have their successor node values in NSVT table. Few more attempts are made to satisfy 

those conditions that become active in the successor node. 

BKI UFRO takes each external input line that has u with an M-pointer. Its E-list is then 

checked to see whether this EXIN element should be 0 or 1 in order to satisfy the conditions 

whose V-nodes are accessed by ECVNIMB component of the E-nodes. If all the E-nodes in a E

list can agree to a single 0 or 1 value, the external line is set to that value. 

For example, consider P = AB + /\ AC and Q = B + /\C/\ D condition expressions with assigned 

values 1. Variables A and C can not be decided since they favor both 0 and 1. However Band D 

clearly favor 1 and 0, respectively. The condition variables are accessed via M-node E-lists. 

An M-node in an EXIN line could have come from a memory element in the current node, or from 

a BUS/EXOUT variable M-node (in a condition expression) originated in the successor node by 

BK2ULYO. 

Some external input elements stilI may not have M-nodes even though they are variables 

of unsatisfied active conditions. Few of the active conditions could have been satisfied by new 

NVST values. So BK2UFRO scans all such conditions (which became active in the successor 

node) and collects all EXIN lines used as variables having x values. Those with u values were 

tried by BKIUFRO. It eliminates the EXIN occurrences of S.O.P. terms that are evaluated to 0 

since such terms have no further effects. When a condition is assigned a 0 its complement 

expression is considered. 



P: A 
-
B 
-+ 
A 

C 

Q: B 
-
C 

+ 
A 

D 

x 

0 

x 

x 

SOP term 
values 

1 

2 

1 

3 

2 

3 

1 

4 
_~......J 

SVTLST row 2 
pointers to 
freq. counters 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 A 

u B 

C 
A = {x, u} 

- B = {x, u} 

1 D C= 0 
D= {x, u} 

INVCNTB() NSVTvalues 
frequency 
counters 

QBC+AD=1 

Fig. 5.17: Determination of Input Line Values 
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Fig. 5.17 shows an example of deciding EXIN line values involved in conditions assuming 

that A, B, and D are all EXIN lines. C is already set to 0 but the rest still has don't care value 

<actually u without M-nodes since BKIULYO gave EXIN lines only u values without M-nodes). 

The second S.O.P. term of Pis 0 and its A variable has no effect. A in both P and Q favors 1. Bin 

P favors 0 but favors 1 for Q. Therefore, the frequency counter entry for B is set to unknown while 

the entry for A is set to 1. C is already set. D in Q likes 1. BK2UFRO first fills up the 

INVCNTB entries for the entire set of active conditions and then decides the values for possible 

EXIN lines that favors only a single value, 0 or 1. 

Now that element values have been decided wherever possible and NSVT has the latest 

values, BK2UFRO re-evaluates each S.O.P term of each unsatisfied condition and checks 

whether the condition is now satisfied or not. If all S.o.P terms of a condition became 0 then 

the condition value is 0, instead of 1, and the successor node will be discarded. If the condition 

is satisfied and already has a V-node in TMPVPTRS its code bits are marked as a satisfied V

node. A new V-node is created if an unsatisfied condition has no existing V-node. 

Each non-zero S.O.P term is now considered and if it contains EXIN/MEM variables with 

value u but no M-node those variables are given new M-nodes and an E-node is created for each 
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variable occurrence. If a variable already has an M-node the new E-node is merged with the 

existing E-nodes. These actions are taken by BK3UFRO. 

Some of the MEM/EXIN elements could have u without M-nodes, if they occur in a 

satisfied condition or in a S.O.P term that has become O. BK2ULYO has already put u onto 

those elements, but BK2UFRO did not attach M-nodes to them. Then SOCLSTO scans each 

condition expression and if a variable is found with a u without an M-node its value in NSVT is 

converted into x. Now all circuit element values are in NSVT waiting to be stored in the 

successor node formed in BSUCNDB (int*2). 

5.B Data Transfer Through Logical Operations and Functiolls 

Logic functions and operations are difficult to handle. Functions were modeled by singular 

and partial covers in Chapter 2. The operands of such functions are not free (all x-values) to 

assume any value they are given. In assigning values to arguments to obtain the reverse function 

of a logic unit (for a given output vector) the existing NSVT values of the arguments must be 

considered in order to avoid conflicts and to preserve the rules of calculations. 

Even in the forward direction, logic functions provide some uncertainties when u and x 

values are involved. During EVLRHSO evaluations, only the bit values are used, M-nodes are 

not moved forward. Both u and x behave as unknown quantities and therefore, INC(xu) or 

ADD(x; x) can not be uniquely determined. This section describes the data transfers through 

logic functions and operations in the forward direction as well as in the backward direction. 

The BITl/2/3MNODEA tables and MAJFAVO are used by the reverse functions and must 

be explained first. The notation P1/2/3Q represents 3 tables, P1Q, P2Q, and P3Q. 

BIT1/2/3MNODEA tables shown in Fig. 5.18 hold any M-node that may be related to E, For M

field of the successor node. BIT3MNODEA (byte) contains the value of the element which is 

associated with the M-node. Values could be [O,l,u} and BIT2MNODEA (int*4) array keeps 

the M-pointers. M-node could be in a M, E, F-field list or directly connected to 

NSMESH/OSMESH bit slots. BITlMNODEA (int*2) keeps the BITOBYT index of the relevant 

circuit element or -1 in the case of a literal bit value. BITPMNODEA keeps the last entry in 

these tables. 



flag: fl ag 
- 1 : literal bit 
> 0 : BITOBYT index 

BITlMnodeA( ) 

M-nodeptr 
value: 

value 0 - 00 = 0 
x- 01 = 1 
u-10 =2 
1- 11=3 

BIT2MnodeA( ) BIT3MnodeA( ) 

BITPmnodeA -last entry 

Fig. 5.18: Temporary Storage for Constraints 
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MAJFAVO determines the majority value (O,l) favored by E-nodes in a given M-node. In 

some situations it will be necessary to assign a fixed value (O,l) to a bit element carrying an M

node. MAJF AVO at each E-node accesses the corresponding condition value and the E-node 

variable and decides whether that M-node element needs to be 1 or 0 to help the occurrence of 

that E-node variable satisfy as many conditions as possible. 

If the majority of E-nodes favor 0, the element is given a 0 otherwise 1. Now that the M

node element has received a fixed value (O,l), it does not need to be carried any further. It will 

be stored in BITl/2/3MNODEA table as a literal M-node with fixed value. The MAJFAVO 

scheme is similar to the widely used Greedy Algorithm and is used only in backward transfer. 

The search could be improved in a different implementation at this point if the minority 

value is also taken to make another search node. This way all such combinations will be 

covered, but the number of final successor nodes will be very large and space and time 

requirements will be prohibitively high. 

5.B.l Logical Operations {&, +, @} 

EVLRHSO calls for the forward evaluation of RHS logical operations. Fig. 5.19 details 

the individual operations, bit values and the results in a forward direction. Values could be 

(O,l,u,x). The objective of the forward evaluation is to provide resulting values as accurately as 

possible so that the actual LHS data awaiting backward transfer can be broken into its RHS 

operands without any conflict due to existing NSVT operand values. 
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The same reasoning applies to logic functions as Vlell. Conflicts occur if 1(0) is assigned to a 

RHS operand bit that already has 0(1) value in the NSVT area. For u or x, any value is 

acceptable, though for u, the satisfaction of conditions could be at stake unless all combinations 

are formed as discussed in the previous section (MAJFAV). In forward evaluations in the cases 

of &/ and +/ reductions, the rules of Fig. 5.19 are repeatedly applied to bit pairs of the single 

operand by BLOGC20. BLOGC10 works on the AND, OR, and XOR forward logical 

operations. 

AND OR XOR 

opnd1 opnd2 result result opnd1 opnd2 result 

1 1 1 1 u 1 u 
1 0 0 1 u 0 u 
1 x x 1 u x u 
1 u u 1 u u u 
0 0 0 0 x 1 x 
0 x 0 x x 0 x 
0 u 0 u x x x 
x x x x 0 0 0 
x u u u 1 1 0 
u u u u 1 0 1 

Fig. 5.19: Truth Tables for Logical Operations 

CL2LOGO does the backward transfer of data in AND, OR and XOR operations. The 

operands could be vectors and/or scalars. First, consider the cases where both operands are 

vectors or scalars. Each bit of data in considered individually. Corresponding operand bit 

values in NSVT are inspected and their new values are adjusted so that the result in a forward 

simulation will be equal to the given source bit value (i.e., bit data to be back-transferred) 

according to the rules in Fig. 5.19. 

For example: AND: source = 0; operandI = x, operand2 = u. Set operandI to 0 and leave u in 

operand2 unchanged. If the source has a M-node it will be inserted into BITl/2/3MNODEA as a 

literal since its value is now fixed. NSMESH location of that M-node will be cleared to a null 

pointer. 

Another example: OR: source = u, operandI = u, operand2 = O. Merge source M-node into 

operandI M-node. If operandI is a temporary symbol, it does not have an M-node and the source 
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M-node will be carried backwards further (later on) and be merged eventually with another M

node, if any, at a dedared element. If the source is 1 and both operands are 0, in the XOR case, 

a conflict occurs and the successor node will be discarded. If one operand is a vector while the 

other is a scalar, the scalar bit value is repetitively used over the vector. 

In all these back-transfer situations, source bit values are passed backwards in such a way 

that when forwardly simulated under the same logical operations or functions, there will never 

be a conflict. CLlLOGO handles the backward cases of logic reductions &/ and +/. Fig. 5.20 

illustrates the actions taken by CLlLOGO in dispensing the source data bits for operations: (a) 

AND, (b) OR. 

When a source bit has u under the & (AND) operation it can have two options. Either to 

assume 0 value and to find (or make) a single bit in the operand with 0 value, or to assume 1 for 

the source and to give all operand bits value 1. Because, the resulting value in a future forward 

simulation must agree with whatever value this source u bit will assume later. This is the only 

guaranteed scheme. In this case the first option is taken. When all the operand bits are 1, the 

second option is taken. 

AND:&/ OR:+/ 

source new source new 
operand operand 

0 Oxu1 1 lxuO 
1 1111 0 0000 
x ignored x ignored 
u-> 1 1111 u->O 0000 
u->O Oxul u-> 1 1xuO 

Fig. 5.20: Logical-Reductions Operations 

For &/, when the source is 0 (or assumed to be 0 by MAJFAV) a 0 bit in the operand is 

sought. If a 0 bit is not found, an x bit, and then a u bit is sought. If such a bit is found it is given 

o value. Otherwise, all operand bits must be 1 and successor node will be discarded. Fig.5.20(b) 

shows the situation for OR (+) reductions which is analogous to the &/ case except that roles of 

o and 1 are interchanged. 
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5.8.2 INCIDEC Functiolls: INCBAK, DECBAK, BINC, alld BDEC 

INC and DEC are logic functions that have 1:1 mapping between input and output. 

Therefore the flexibility of adjusting the input to agree with output values is limited. Fig. 5.21 

shows the tables used in the forward evaluation of INC and DEC functions. For INC function, 

the initial carry-in, Cin is 1 and each bit stage is added to the carry-out of the previous stage 

from right to left. 

Cin input Sum Cout Cin input Sum Cout 

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 x x 0 1 x x 1 
0 u u 0 1 u u 1 
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
1 x x x 0 x x x 
1 u u u 0 u u u 
x x x x x x x x 
u x u u u x u u 
u u u u u u u u 

(a) INC initial Cin = 1 (b) DEC initial Cin = 0 

Fig. 5.21: Forward Evaluations in INC and DEC 

DEC function is considered as plain addition because A-I = A + 111 ... 1. At each, bit 

"1+Cin+A[i]" is performed where Cin is the carry-out from i-I previous stage. In INC, after the 

carry-in has become 0 at bit stage k, the rest of the input data bits pass to output unchanged 

through all the stages left of k (inclusive). The same rules apply to DEC function except that 

the carry-in is to be 1 at stage k if the rest of input is to pass unchanged. This is advantageous 

since there should be as little change as possible to u and x values. It is desirable for stage k to 

occur closer to the right most bit stage. 

In the backward direction, singular covers for INC(IN) and DEC(IN) are DEC(OUT) and 

INC(OUT), respectively where IN and OUT are the function input and output vectors. The 

carry-out value of each bit stage is restricted to 0 or 1 in order to guarantee the accuracy in a 

forward simulation. While the singular covers are being applied at every bit stage the existing 

input and output bit values are compared to make sure that the new input will agree with the 

existing input value. 
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First consider INC function, for which Fig. 5.22 shows the output and existing input and 

new input values resulting from DEC(OUT) singular cover. At each stage "l+Cin+OUT[i]" is 

calculated. If carry-in becomes 1 at the k-th stage, IN = OUT for the remaining stages to the 

left of k. Some problems will arise when a bit stage of IN and OUT happens to be a {uu, ux, xu, 

xx} pair when Cin is O. 

For a u bit in the OUT vector, its M-node is accessible and the majority value of its E-node 

list is given to it. The M-node is moved to BIT1/2/3MNODEA table as a literal value. M-nodes 

may not always be accessible from the IN vector if IN is not a declared symbol. When a OUT 

bit is X, arbitrary {0,1} values are assigned to it that agree with arithmetic rules. Initially, 

. Cin=O. 

Cin 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
1 
1 
1 

output input 

1 1 
0 0 
u->O/l u->1/0 
x-> 1 x 

1 0 
0 1 
1 u 
u->O 1 

1 x 
x->O 1 
0 u 
u-> 1 0 

x-> 1 0 
0 x 
u->O/l x 
x-> 1/0 u->O/l 

0 x,u,O 
1 x, u, 1 
0 1 
1 0 

new input 

If. 

If. 

1/0 
0 

0 
1 
0 
1 

0 
1 
1 
0 

0 
1 
1/0 
0/1 

0 
1 
If. 

If. 

Cout 

If. 

If. 

0/1 
1 

1 
0 
1 
0 

1 
0 
0 
1 

1 
0 
0/1 
1/0 

1 
1 
If. 

If. 

output 

IOul0luO 

~ DEC 
input 

INC r-----, 
IOlxuOxl I 

II 
v 

Cout: 1 1111 0 0 

If. _ conflict 
successor node 
discarded. 

Fig. 5.22: Backward Transfer Tables for INC 
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No transfer will be attempted, in all back-transfer cases, if the function output consists of 

all x values. Fig. 5.23 shows the corresponding table for INC(OUT) singular cover which 

behaves analogously to tables in Fig. 5.22. When Cin becomes 0 the output values from that 

stage to the left will simply pass unchanged to input. Those values must be compatible with 

existing IN values. As before, some u values might be given their majority favored (0,1) values 

and their M-nodes transferred to BIT1/2/3MNODEA table. Initially, Cin = 1. 

Cin output 

1 1 
1 0 
1 u->O/l 
1 x->O 

1 1 
1 0 
1 1 
1 u->O 

1 1 
1 x-> 0 
1 0 
1 u-> 1 

1 x-> 1 
1 0 
1 u->O/l 
1 x-> 1/0 

0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 1 

Fig. 5.23: 

input new input 

1 l!-

0 l!-

u-> 1/0 1/0 
x 1 

0 0 
1 1 
u 0 
1 1 

x 0 
1 1 
u 1 
0 0 

0 0 
x 1 
x 1/0 
u->O/l 0/1 

x,u,O 0 
x,u, 1 1 
0 l!-

1 l!-

Cout 

I!-

I!-

0/1 
0 

1 
0 
1 
0 

1 
0 
0 
1 

1 
0 
0/1 
1/0 

0 
0 
I!-

I!-

output 

101xu011 

e INC 
DEC input 

1 Ou101uO 1 
II 
V 

new input 
101101001 

Cout: 0000011 

I!- - conflict 
successor node 
discarded. 

Backward Transfer Tables for DEC 

The successor node must be discarded if the backtransfer through INC and DEC functions 

fails. Giving majority values to u elements might not always work. Hence, the following 

alternative actions will be taken as additional measures. These alternate changes are applied 

only to OUT vector. (a) Set all x values to D's and u elements to majority values. (b) Set all x's 

to l's and u elements to majority values. (c) Set x's to 1010 .. .10 patterns. (d) Set x's to 0101. .. 01 
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patterns. (e) Set all x's to O's. (f) Set all x's to l's. First the OUT vector is changed according (a) 

and back-transfer is attempted as before. If it fails .(b) is tried, and so forth. 

5.B.3 DCD function: DCDBAK and BDCD 

DCD (decode) is a unique function that requires special attention as its output can have 

only one 1 value and the rest must be O. First consider the forward evaluation of input vector, 

IN. If the IN vector contains only (O,l) values then output, OUT will be uniquely decided. 

However, when (u,x) are present, the OUT vector can be selective. Therefore, all possible OUT 

vectors (combined into one vector) are generated by the algorithm given in Fig. 5.24. 

As an example, suppose that IN=uOlx. The possible input vectors are (OOlO, 0011, 10lD, 

1011) each of which generates an output vector (2, 3, 10, 11) where output is ordered 0 .. 15 in 

decimal. Using these four items, a unified single output vector is obtained by setting those 

output lines to u and leaving others at O's. i.e: OUT[O:15] = <OOuuOOOOOOuuOOOO>. 

Input data: IN[O .. n-l] 
Var: set - L # Initially, L = (O) as default if all input bits are O. 
Begin 

for(i= 1; i < n; i++) # n = num of input bits 

End. 

switch( IN[n-l-i] ) ( 
case 0: # do nothing 
case 1: Add 2 .... i to each item in L 
case u,x : Copy L to Wand add 2 .... i to 

each item in W. L gets union of Land W 

Fig. 5.24: DCD Algorithm 

DCD function may be invoked in the form of a subrange of the output vector DCD[m:n](IN) 

or as the full output DCD(IN). The subrange case is considered as the general case here. All 

possible output values are created into set L using u and x elements as input. If L has more than 

one element, u values are assigned to those output lines in set L within m:n. When L has only 

one item, 1 is placed in the corresponding line. The remaining lines are set to O. The vector so 

prepared is the DCD output vector in the forward evaluation. 

In a backward transfer case, input and output u and x values will change to (O,l) so that in a 

forward simulation the correct relationship will be guaranteed. First, the same algorithm in 

Fig. 5.24 is used to obtain set L. The output will then be prepared as a function of input and 
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stored in a local array by DCDBAK routine. Output is considered to be in m:n range. There are 

three cases to consider. 

Case (a): The entire DCD output vector determined from L does not contain any {u,x} values 

(only 0 or 1). Then the source data vector (i.e., data to be back-transferred), hereafter called 

source data, is matched bit by bit against the L-output vector (prepared from set L) within m:n 

range. If source data has two or more bits with value 1 the successor node is discarded. If u 

values are present their M-nodes will be stored in BITl/2/3MNODEA table as literals. 

Case (b): L-output vector has u values and source vector is all D's. Here, m:n must be a true 

subrange, otherwise the successor node is discarded. In set L, an item is sought whose value lies 

outside of the m:n range. If an item is found, its corresponding L-output vector bit is set to 1 and 

all others to D's. Otherwise, the successor node is discarded. Now that an output line has been 

chosen to be 1, its binary encoded version will be the new input vector. For example, suppose 

that the 23rd line is selected and m:n = 4:8. Therefore, new input is 010111. The existing input 

will always confirm to the new one. 

Case (d: L-output vector has u values and source data is not all zeros. Source data must 

have a maximum of one 1 value element and it must also match a u element in the L-output 

vector. The remaining source data must be all D's. That 1 valued bit position is encoded back to 

the DCD input to make the new input vector. If source data has no 1 valued element, a u or x 

element is taken that corresponds to a u element in L-output vector. That u or x valued element 

bit is assigned value I and other bits are made O's. If these actions fail the successor node will 

be discarded. 

5.8.4 ADD/SUB FUlIctiolls: SBADBK 

ADD and SUB functions are more complex than the functions already considered mainly 

because these have more arguments. SUB function can be modeled as SUB(A;B) = ADD(A;"B;I). 

Hence only the ADD function will be discussed here. First the forward evaluation is 

considered. 

Fig. 5.25 shows the truth table for ADD in a forward evaluation. Since u and x values are 

permitted sum and carry out can not be determined accurately unless fixed {O,l} values are 
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assigned to them. That is not done here because the intention is only to help in distributing the 

backward transfer data. 

A B Cin Sum Cout 

1 1 1,0, u, x 1,0, u,x 1 
1 O,X,U 1 O,U,X 1 
O,X,U 1 1 O,U,X 1 
u u,x 1,0, u, x u u 

x u 1,0, u, x u u 

° ° 1,0,u 1,0,u ° x,u ° u u u 
1 u O,U,X u u 

1 x u u u 
1 x x x x 
1 ° ° 1 ° ° 1 ° 1 ° 

Fig. 5.25: Forward Evaluations in ADD 

In backward transfer inaccuracies can not be allowed. Therefore, carry-in and carry-out 

values will always be ° or 1 only. ADD function can be invoked as ADD(A; B) or ADD(A; B; 

Cin), while its output range can be ADD[O]( ... ) or ADD[1:n]( ... ) only. SUB is invoked as 

SUB(A;B) only and is modeled by ADD(A;I\B;I). The general form used in backward search is 

ADD[1:n](AiBiCin). In a case where only ADD[O] is involved, [1:n] range will be assigned x 

values. If the original carry-in, Cin is u or x it will eventually be set to (0,1). At intermediate 

stages carry-out is either ° or 1 only. MAJFAVO will be used on some u valued M-nodes and 

some x values might be given arbitrary values. 

The following procedure, shown in Fig. 5.26, formally presents the backward transfer 

through the ADD function. First, the processing is done from right to left through data vectors 

and carry in at each stage is saved in COINS array. If ADD[O] is (O,I) then at the left-most bit 

stage, the direction of processing will be changed. Now that carry-out is known at each stage 

(to the right), carry-in and new arguments are determined from left to right. At stage k, if 

carry-in matches the carry-out of the stage just right of k then the process terminates 

successfully. If original right most carry-in, Cin is (u,x) then two attempts are made from right 

to left; one with initial Cin as 0, and secondly as 1. 



Var: 
COINS[] 
tcount 
Coutval 
Cpout 

# stores carry in of each stage from right to left process 
# number of attempts 
# carry out of each stage from left to right 
# carry in of each stage from left to right determined 
# by A[i],B[i],ADD[i+1] and CoutvaI. 

Vein # carry in of current stage from right to left 

Begin: 
tcount=O 
If initial Cin is 0 or 1 then Vein = Cin else Vein = 0 

step 1 
Label RETRY: 

tcount++ 
Coutval = ADD[O] # final carry out 
From right to left for each bit stage i # left <- right 

step 2 

COINS[i] = V cin # store carry in for future use 
If i == 0 and Coutval == 0 or 1 then goto step 4. # left most bit 
Determine carry-out, new A[i], B[i] and ADD[i+1] values given Vcin, old Am, 

B[i] and ADD[i+ 1] values. 
Vcin = carry-out thus determined. 
If new values can not be determined under addition rules goto step 3. 

Deposit new vectors in A and B; Return. # successful 
step 3 

If Cin is (u,x) and tcount == 1 then 
{ Vcin = 1; goto RETRY} # second try 

else successor node is discarded. # failure 
step 4 # process from left to right still keeping the new A, B and sum partial 

# vectors determined in previous right to left processing. 
From left to right at stage i { # left -> right 

Vein = COINS[i] # previous carry in to this stage 
Determine carry-in, new A[i], B[i] and ADD[i+1] values using Coutval, old A[i],B[i] 
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and ADD[i+1] values. # carry in is to be determined given carry out of that stage. 
Cpout = carry-in thus determined. 
If new values can not be determined under addition rules goto step 3. 
If Cpout == Vein then goto step 6 
else Coutval = Cpout # carry out for i+ 1 stage. 

step 5 
If Cin is compatible with final Cpout value then 

( Cin = Cpout; goto step 2 ) # successful 
else goto step 3. # try again 
~ :# successful 

End. 

Store new A and B vectors determined in left to right run over the previously decided A 
and B partial vectors only in the range that this left to right run covered. Return. 

Fig. 5.26: ADD/SUB Backward Transfer Procedure 
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5.B.5 BUSFN Function: BSFNBK and BBUSFN 

This function is used for reading from a memory array such as a RAM. It is most often 

invoked as BUSFN(M, DCD(R» where M is the memory and R is the memory address register. 

DeD itself is a logic function. Although DeD appears as an argument in BUSFN, it will be 

handled, both in the backward and the forward direction, by the corresponding DeD function 

routines. Therefore, the general format considered here is BUSFN(M,V). Let the dimensions of 

M and V be M<m:n> and V[p:q] ,respectively. Always, q-p = n-m. Usually only a single word is 

read from memory M at a time, and hence V can have only one bit with value 1. 

First, consider the forward evaluations. V can fall into three cases depending on its NSVT 

vector bit values. They are: (a) V vector has a single bit with 1 value. The row in M 

corresponding to that 1 bit is extracted and provided as the output vector of BUSFN(M,V). (b) 

V vector has at least one bit with u or x. Then the u or x bit which is closest to p bit (V[p:q]) is 

assumed to be 1, and the corresponding memory word is extracted as the output vector. (c) V 

vector has only O's. Then by default, according to AHPL rules, the output vector consists of O's, 

too. 

In the backward transfer of output vector into M and V, similar situations could occur. 

EVLRHSO will have updated the NSVT values of M and V by the time the back-transfer 

through them is attempted. 

case (a): Vector V has a single 1 valued bit in NSVT. Then the output vector (source vector 

in the back-transfer) is to be stored in the M row corresponding to that V bit. Also, the existing 

NSVT values of the selected M row must be compatible with the source vector. If they are not 

compatible the successor node is discarded. If V vector has more than one bit with value 1 then 

again the successor node should be discarded. 

case (b): The V vector has u or x bits. Any of those bits can assume 1 and the rest O's. The 

only restriction is that the selected M row must be compatible with the source data vector. 

Therefore, each M row that corresponds to a u or x bit in V vector is checked against the source 

vector until a compatible M row is found. Then that u or x bit in V is given value 1 and the rest 

O's to form the new V vector in NSVT. The adjusted source vector will be stored in the 
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corresponding M row in NSVT array. Constraint lists (M-nodes) which came with the source 

vector are also merged with those in the selected M row. If above actions fail then the successor 

node is discarded. 

case Cd: The V vector consists of all D's. Then none of the M rows are to be selected and the 

source vector must be all D's as the default AHPL situation. Otherwise the successor node is 

discarded. 



CHAPTER 6 

IMPLEMENTATION PART n - NODE CONSTRUCTION 

AND SATISFACTION OF CONSTRAINTS 
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In the previous chapters the backward transfer of data and constraints were carried out, 

and now the proper data and lists for the successor node are in NSVT and NSMESH arrays. The 

next task is to satisfy and dispose of as many constraints as possible in order to reduce the data 

storage. This chapter explains the final stages of the successor node construction and the 

attempts in resolving constraints. The successor node is finally checked against the present 

state node for a possible match. If the present state data values can cover those of the successor 

node, all the constraints associated with the successor node are tried for a solution to satisfy 

them. If a solution is found the search terminates successfully. 

6.1 Collection of Partial Constraints: M-nodes 

After all backward transfer activities have ceased, the formation of the successor node 

starts. All the M-nodes associated with the circuit elements must be attached to the successor 

node, and are collected from NSMESH entries. SOCLSTO first gathers M-nodes which were 

assigned fixed values {O,l) when these M-nodes were placed under literal bit pattern areas. 

Such areas are accessed by scanning the ENCBITPAT array. M-pointers and the fixed values 

are inserted into the BIT2/3MNODEA tables while -1 flag value is given to the BITlMNODEA 

array instead of the BITOBYT index of the circuit elements. 

Then the M-pointers associated with memory elements are collected using the BITOBYT 

range l..STRTIN-I. Here, BITIMNODEA gets the correct BITOBYT index of the element whose 

value could be 0,1, or u. Although an element has an M-node, its value need not be u because it 

might have received a fixed value during the back-transfer. The same process applies to the 

input elements in BITOBYT range STRTIN .. LASTIN. The start of the input M-pointers in the 

BITl/2/3MNODEA tables is marked by BITPEXINA for later use. 

Now that all the M-pointers are in BITl/2/3MNODEA, CHKSOLO routine decides 

whether or not to try to satisfy some constraints. This depends on the total number of items in 
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the E and F-fields of the current node and the E-field items bound for the successor node. If the 

total is greater than a parameter specified by the user, a solution will be attempted. 

CHKSOLO stores the active control steps of the successor node in the ACSTPSB array as 

positive and inactive steps as negative. It is convenient to consider next the case in which a 

solution is not attempted. The other case will be explained in section 6.6. 

6.2 ColtstructiOlt of Successor Node 

At this point no solution has yet been attempted using the M-nodes for this successor node. 

All the M-pointers are in BITl/2/3MNODEA tables. The successor node is first built in the 

BSUCNDB (int*2) area by BLDSUC and FSHSUC routines, and is inserted into ISETB by 

PUTSUCO. BLDSUCO has two modes, one with attempted solutions and the other without 

them. Below, the second mode is discussed in which no solution is attempted. 

E and F-field lists in the current node will be shared by all the successor nodes generated 

from the same current node in order to avoid duplication of data as shown in Fig. 6.1. The last 

M-node of the successor node's E-field (F-field) list portion points to the front M-node of the 

current node's E-field (F-field) list. The E-field (F-field) item count in the successor node is the 

total of both list portions. BLDSUCO takes each M-node corresponding to memory elements 

from BITl/2/3MNODEA and if the M-node has a fixed value {O,l}, it will be inserted into the 

F-field list of the successor node. In the top portion of BITl/2/3MNODEA tables, there could be 

M-nodes with fixed values that ended up at NSVT literal bit patterns. They also join the 

successor node F-field list. 

Fig. 6.1: Sharing of M-nodes 
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M-nodes attached to the memory elements with u will be back-transferred when this 

successor node is expanded later. Therefore, it is desirable to have as few E-nodes as possible in 

each M-node in a successor memory state. INSLSTO routine tries to shorten the E-lists of M

nodes by removing any E-node that points to a V-node of a satisfied condition. A new E-list is 

created if any E-node is deleted from a list. If an E-list becomes empty, its M-node will be 

discarded and the memory element will be given x instead of u. 

When an M-node is being inserted into a successor node E, For M-field list, the information 

in that M-node (i.e. BITOBYT index, next M-node link, E-node count, pointer to E-list, etc) will 

be changed. A problem exists in as much as these M-nodes are being shared by other search 

nodes as well. So far, M-nodes have been moved by copying the M-pointers that point to them. 

If the BITOBYT field of an M-node is a negative number then that M-node has been created 

within this successor node and is not shared. In that case, the M-node itself is altered and 

inserted into successor node fields. Otherwise, a new M-node is obtained and the old data is 

copied with the necessary changes. 

M-nodes corresponding to memory elements are in l..BITPEXINA-I range of 

BITl/2/3MNODEA tables while EXIN line M-nodes are in the BITPEXINA .. BITPMNODEA 

range. EXIN line M-nodes undel'go the same transition, except that they are inserted into the E

field of the successor node. If an M-node is attached to a circuit element with a fixed value 

{O,l), that M-node will be inserted into the F-field of the successor node. FSHSUCO completes 

the node construction by updating the node J.D. number and setting the node level, heuristic 

value, and parent link. Memory and input data values wiII be stored in the BSUCNDB area 

using MEMAP and EXIMAP mappings. 

6.3 Present State Node Vs Successor Node 

Once a complete and new successor node exists in the BSUCNDB table, it will be checked 

against the present state (P.S.) of the circuit for a match. If the P.S. can cover the data and 

control states and also satisfy the remaining constraints, the search terminates successfuIly. If 

the P.S. node in IGNODE covers a successor node data state then the constraints in M,E and F

fields are taken for a solution. The P.S. contains only {O,l,x) values and has no constraint lists 

(M-nodes). 
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The first task of TSTPSTO is to compare the control states. The P.S. keeps only the active 

control steps and the rest is inactive. Inactive steps of the successor node must be a subset of the 

P.S. inactive steps. Also, the active control steps of the successor node must be identical with 

those in the P.S. In a rare situation, very few active steps of the P.S. may correspond to don't 

care steps in the successor node if the circuit description does not preclude or carefully restrain 

multiple active control steps. Still it will be considered as a match. 

Next the test is done over the memory states. The P.S. must cover the successor node data 

state. Fig. 6.2 shows the matching values in both nodes. An x in the P.S. can not cover a 0 or 1 in 

the successor node but a u value can. In that case, the u element does not receive a fixed (O,I) 

value and will not help in the satisfaction of constraints. For better understanding, this 

discussion assumes that the above test between the nodes has already failed. Section 6.4 

describes the case where the P.S. covers successor state. 

present state successor node 
value matching value 

0 0, u, x 

1 1, u, x 

x u 

Fig. 6.2: Matching Node Values 

The node in BSUCNDB must be inserted into ISETB for storage. In a heuristic search, there 

should not be duplicate nodes in order to avoid loops which are a waste of computation time, 

therefore PUTSUCO checks both ISETB and ISETA array nodes against the successor node for 

duplicates. This checking is done only over the memory and external input elements. Nodes 

should be identical to qualify as a duplicate (i.e., 1-1, O-O,u-u, x-x) and the active and inactive 

control steps must be identical sets. If a duplicate node is found only the heuristic value will be 

updated so that the existing node will have the lowest value. Otherwise, the successor node 

will be stored in ISETB. 

If a very precise check for duplicate nodes is necessary then every field in the nodes must be 

scanned including the E, F, M, and S-fields. In that case, the successor node field elements must 
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be a subset of the others. This will be an extremely involved and time consuming process, and 

therefore is avoided here. Due to that reason a few nodes might be unnecessarily discarded, 

but any potential duplicate nodes are avoided. Now that a new node has been completely 

processed, BKWXFRO returns to BSCSETO to create another successor node. 

6.4 Satisfaction of Constraints by Present State 

At this point, the P.S. node covers the successor node memory state. The remaining task is 

to check whether all the constraints can be satisfied if the successor node memory state is 

replaced by that of the P.S. node. TSTPSTO transfers the P.S. memory values into the INSVT 

array. The M-field items in the successor node are then considered one by one, and the 

BITOBYT index in each M-node is used to access the NSVT locations. These locations will give 

the new values {O,l,x} to the successor node memory elements from corresponding elements in the 

P.S. With the new value, the M-node pointer and the BITOBYT index are again stored in the 

BITl/2/3MNODEA tables. TSTPSTO will then invoke SOLSUCO to obtain a solution to 

satisfy the constraints. 

SOLSUCO has two modes. Here, the mode corresponding to the P.S. and the successor node 

match is being considered. In this mode all the constraint conditions must be satisfied for a true 

match. In the other mode, SOLSUCO attempts to satisfy as many constraints as possible. Fig. 

6.3 shows some tables that hold temporary data. Their parameters which provide their next 

available entries are reset first. 

An ALLCNDSA (int*2) entry carries a condition that has a V -node in the V ARVTERMA 

table. Row 1 contains the J.D. number of the search node where that condition originated, and 

row 2 has its condition pointer (CNDARY index). The pair <node J.D. number, condition 

pointer>, helps to identify a condition uniquely. Row 3 is a pointer to TVTERMA entry for that 

condition. This row is needed because ALLCNDSA is maintained as a sorted list for fast 

lookups and updates. 

The TVTERMA (int*2) table carries some data pertaining to ALLCNDSA entries. Row 1 is 

a flag: 1- condition is automatically satisfied; 0- not so. A condition occurrence could be 

automatically satisfied by the F-field items and the original variable values of that 

condition, which will be checked later in the V ARVTERMA table. Row 2 of TVTERMA is a 
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pointer to the GPINDEA tabie which keeps additional data on the condition expressions. If 

row 2 is 0, no data for that particul_ar condition has been stored yet in GPINDEA. Row 3 is a 

pointer to the first word of the V-node area in VARVTERMA. 

equivalen<;y: 

TS i : = : TSMESH(row i) 

TS1 

TS2 

TS6 

1 

2 

3 

1408 

5 

2 1 

X 
TS3 

TS4 

TS5 

1 

2 

3 

0 

1 5 

/ 
... 

3 

,~ 

10 

\ \ of 
... 

ALLCNDSA(3,-) 

:n 

:C 

ode 1.0. number 

NDARY index 

rtoTVTERMA : pt 

ALLPCNDSA- ne xt free entry 

TVTERM A(3,-) 

: fla g (l-satis., O-not yet) 

rtoGPINDEA : pt 

:pt r to V ARVTERMA 

TVTPERMA- nex t free entry 

... VARV TERMA( ) 

Fig. 6.3: Tables for Conditions Subject to Solution 

The VARVTERMA (int*2) table allocates segments to keep copies of V-nodes of conditions 

that are entered in TVTERMA. V-nodes are not uniform in size. Row 2 keeps a copy of the 

original V-node and later the contents of that copy will be altered. Row 1 also keeps an area 

equal in area to row 2 for the same condition, but it carries only the individual S.O.P. term 

values. That area is used to evaluate the S.O.P term values of conditions to see whether some 

of them have been automatically satisfied. Fig. 6.4 illustrates the SATCNDSA (int*2) table 

which keeps CNDARY index of conditions satisfied so far within this successor node. It is 

basically used by the other mode of SOLSUCO, and thus remains empty here. 
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1 

2 f-

equivalency: 

TS : = : TSMESH 

TSl3 I 

TSl4 2 

V ARVTERMA(2, -) 

01234 

unk. V-nooeSOP . . . ... -
kn. 

: term values - { ° : term = 0, 

. . . unk. ... -
kn. 

V-node 
: condition 

variable values 

V ARPVTERMA- next free entry 

SATCNDSA(2, -) 

1 : undecided} 

1l-f-f-14

S

061 1+----11 ,node J.D. num. 

. _ _ _ _ : CNDARY index 

SA TPCNDSA-last entry 

Fig. 6.4: Temporary V-node Areas 
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SOLSUCO now takes M-pointers of the F-field items in the successor node and invokes 

PTlATVO for each M-node. PTIATVO goes through each E-node in the E-list attached to the 

M-node that has a fixed value {O,l} at this point. If the condition accessed via such an E-node 

is not in SATCNDSA (not already satisfied), it will be inserted into the ALLCNDSA table. If 

it has already been inserted by another M-node, simply the pointer to TVTERMA is taken. 

Otherwise, entries are made for that condition in TVTERMA row 3 and in V ARVTERMA 

row 2, i.e. copy its V-node. Then the value of the F-field item is deposited over the bit value of 

the variable represented by the ECVNBMB part of the E-node. In this way a fixed value {O,l} 

will be projected back onto a variable in an expression that originally had a u value. 

The example shown in Fig. 6.5 clarifies this situation. Note that if the original condition 

was assigned the value 0, then the variables and expressions in the condition's complement 

expression are being used throughout these evaluations and solutions. Therefore, a condition 

expression under scrutiny will always be 1 if it is satisfied. 
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originally later now 

A<-\l\ 
P: AB+AB=O 

M-node instead used F - field: 
of A: Q: AB+AB=l V ARVTERMA(2) 

V -node V -node copy 

3 
100 

1406 

4 4 

1111- 0000- 11l1-llOlD-

Fig. 6.5: Example V-nodes and E-node Lists 

At this point BITl/2/3MNODEA might have some M-nodes with fixed values (O,l) that 

could have come from the P.S. memory. These M-nodes behave exactly as F-field items and 

hence wiIl be stored in the tables shown in Fig. 6.3 and 6.4 by PTlATVO. The ALLCNDSA 

table contains all the conditions that may already have been automatically satisfied. 

SOPVTMO evaluates the individual S.O.P. terms of each expression in ALLCNDSA. The 

term's variable values are in V-node like areas in row 2 of VARVTERMA and S.O.P. term 

values wiIl be stored in row 1 areas. Pointers to the V-node like areas are in TVTERMA row 3. 

SOPVTMO uses SVTLST rows 5,6,7,8 or INSVTLST rows 1,2,3,4 for offset and bit masks of the 

S.O.P. terms and condition variables. 

If a S.O.P. term becomes 0, it is recorded as a 0-0 bit pair. If it becomes undecidable 

(because not all variables are present, etc), it is recorded as 1-1 bit pair in V ARVTERMA row 1. 

If a term is assigned value 1, then that condition has just been automatically satisfied and the 

TVTERMA flag is set accordingly. If all the terms in a condition somehow become 0 then it can 

never be satisfied and SOLSUCO returns with the unmatched status. If SOLSUCO were in the 

other mode when that happened, then the successor node would be discarded. 

The next step of SOLSUCO is to access E-field items from the successor node and use those 

EXIN lines which belong to various search nodes with a u to obtain a solution; i.e. to determine 
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fixed values (O,l) for those EXIN lines in order to satisfy the conditions. The E-field items 

might also bring in some additional conditions into ALLCNDSA that also have to be satisfied, 

though these input elements have u and can be altered appropriately. 

When a solution is achieved these inputs will have {O,l} values. Some of the external 

input elements that participate in the solution could have received their M-nodes previously 

at other search nodes. The determined EXIN line values will be projected on to the respective 

search nodes that belong those EXIN lines at a later time, after the search terminates 

successfully. 

PT2ATVO is given each M-node from the E-field of the successor node. Just like in PTlATV, 

it scans the E-Iist of the given M-node and creates new V-node like areas in VARVTERMA. It 

also puts the conditions accessed by each E-node into ALLCNDSA and TVTERMA tables if not 

already found in there. Using the same SOPVTM and PT2ATV actions, the S.O.P. terms of 

newly inserted conditions are evaluated on V-node areas in VARVTERMA row 1. These 

conditions will not be automatically satisfied since all these EXIN lines have only u values. 

Each E-node presents a variable with a value u into a V-node area in V ARVTERMA, row 2. 

PT2ATVO changes the original u in that V-node area into x at this point. That variable was 

given a u in the original V-node since it was not determined at that time to be either 0 or 1. By 

placing x on variable locations, PT2ATVO can check whether all the variables in non-zero 

S.O.P. terms are present here or not. If all are present, such S.O.P. terms can be used in a 

solution. This information of each E-node attached to a given M-node is kept in the local array 

TMPI (int*2) in PT2ATVO as shown in Fig. 6.6. 



u : Exin line 

I M I 
I 
E 

E 

E 

E -node list 

Fig. 6.6: 

TMPI() 

-1 

o 
ptr 

SOP term involving 
this variable is O. 

variable in automatically 
satisfied condition. 

ptr to GPINDEA 
for the condition. 

Processing of E-node Information 
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Instead of taking all the conditions together for a solution, the conditions are divided into 

groups. Grouping depends on the common variables that the EXIN lines carry. If the M-node of 

a E-field item contains in its E-list two variables from two condition expressions then these two 

conditions are grouped together and must share a common solution. Of course, if one S.O.P. term 

involving a variable is already 0 then the two conditions are not grouped together just because 

they share the same symbol. The example shown in Fig. 6.7 illustrates this situation. In Fig. 

6.7(b) the same B variable is up in two different EXIN elements even though they occurred in 

different search nodes. 

P: AB+C 

Q:B+CD 

EXin:~ 
P-B Q-B 

same group (P, Q) 

Note: X-Y denotes Yvariable 
in P condition. 

(a) 

R:AB+C+ D 

S : CD + B value of D = 0 
=0 

Yl: r;;I--rI 
'--=-J R:B 

Y2: r;-l-rI 
'--=-J ---;; 

C:~ 
R-C S-C 

D:~ 
L:-.J 70' ~ 

(b) 

Fig. 6.7: Grouping of Conditions - an Example 
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Shown in Fig. 6.S are some tables helping to keep the grouped conditions together. A 

GPINDEA(int*2) entry corresponds to a single condition. Row 1 has flags: 1- if all variables in 

all non-zero S.O.P. terms of the condition are present here; "-1" - if not so. The flag value is 

determined using the x values placed by PT2ATV for available variables in V ARVTERMA row 

2's V-no de-like areas. 

equivalency: 

TOi : = : TOMESH(row i) GPINDEA(6, -) 

TOI 

T02 

T03 

T04 

T05 

T06 

TOS 

T09 

TOlO 

TOll 

T07 

1 : flag {-I, I} 
~~~~~--------~ 

2 : condition value {O, I} 

3 : node LD. num. 

4 : CNDARY index 

5 : ptr to VARVTERMA 

6 : group num. { < 0, > 0 } 

GPIPNDEA-Iast entry 

INFOCNDA(4, -) 

1 : see Fig. 6.15 
~~~~~--------~ 

2 : see Fig. 6.15 

3 : num. of Exin lines collecetd 

4 : ptr to GPM2NODEA 
~~~--~------~ 

INFPOCNDA-Iast entry 

CGPFLG() 

L--.J---'---L... ___ ~I : flag { -1, 0, 1 } 

CLNK( ) 

T0l6 I : ptr to LNKV ARSA 

Fig. 6.S: Information of Conditions Subject to Solution 
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GPINDEA row 2 carries the assigned value of the original condition: 0- value 0, 1- value 1. 

Row 3 keeps the node I.D. number where the condition originated. Row 4 of GPINDEA has the 

CNDARY index (condition pointer). Row 6 carries the group number to which the condition 

belongs to. If that entry is positive its group has not been tried for a solution yet. When tried, 

the entry is changed to a negative number. Row 5 of GPINDEA keeps a pointer to the V-node 

area of the corresponding condition in V ARVTERMA. 

INFOCNDA table in Fig. 6.8 points to the information about E-nodes of external input 

elements (E)aN's) that are going to solve the condition expressions. These conditions contain 

the variables represented by the EXIN line M-nodes. Row 1 and 2 will be described later when 

appropriate. Row 3 of INFOCNDA contains the number of EXIN's accumulated here under each 

condition entry from the E-field of the successor node (or current node). Row 4 points to the first 

element of such accumulated sets stored in the GPM2NODEA table. 

Each EXIN implies an M-node with a connected E-node list. The entries in the CLNK 

(int*2) array contain pointers to the LNKV ARSA table for the conditions stored in GPINDEA. 

CGPFLG (int*2) contains a flag for each such condition: "-I II - this condition and its group were 

not tried for a solution yet; 0 - solved already, +1 - tried for a solution but failed. Entries in 

GPINDEA, INFOCNDA, CLNK and CGPFLG have a1:1 correspondence between each other. 

Tables shown in Fig. 6.9 keep the M-node pointers and E-node data of those M-nodes 

attached to EXIN variables of the conditions currently stored in GPINDEA. The GPM2NODEA 

(int*2) table contains lists (segments) of M-node pointers. An INFOCNDA row 4 entry points to 

such a list and that list will have M-nodes of the EXIN elements which came from the E-field 

of the successor node. Those EXIN's are the variables for the group of conditions to which the 

condition in row 4 entry belongs. 
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GPM3ENDS() 

1 -1 16 16 I 0 I 1 : flag (-1, = 0, > O) 

INFOCNDA(4,6) GPMP3ENDS-last entry 

r:::L GPM2NODEA(3, _) 
~~-ft--r--,.-----. 

: ptr to GPM3ENDS 

: num. of E- nodes 

: link to next ( -1 = null ) 

GPM1NODEA( ) 

I I I I I I I 'prrroM-nod~ 
GPMPNODEA-last entry 

Fig. 6.9: M-node Elements Subject to Solution 

GPM1NODEA (int*4) contains the M-pointers whose M-nodes are in the E-field of the 

successor node. M-pointers are stored in this way in order to access the BITOBYT indices of the 

EXIN elements. A GPM2NODEA row 3 entry keeps the index (link) of the next entry (of row 3) 

that belongs to the same M-pointer list stored in the GPMINODEA table. This link is 

necessary since EXIN's connected with a single condition expression may come at different times 

when the GPMINODEA table is being built. Row 2 of the GPM2NODEA entry has the number 

of E-nodes attached to the M-node corresponding to that entry. Row 1 is a pointer to a segment 

in the GPM3ENDS (in1*2) array that contains information about the E-nodes in each M-node. 

Such segments are in the format of the TMPI array shown in Fig. 6.6. 

If PT2ATVO newly inserted a condition into ALLCNDSA, TVTERMA row 2 will not have a 

pointer to GPINDEA. Therefore a new entry is created in GPINDEA and its index will be stored 

in TVTERMA row 2. All conditions in a single E-node list must belong to one group. If 

TVTERMA row 2 already had a pointer to GPINDEA the group number of the new condition 

will be the one given by the GPINDEA pointer. Otherwise, a new group number is taken by 

incrementing a counter. 
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Along with these activities, TMPI entries are filled, too. If all E-nodes point to already 

satisfied conditions, their M-node will be ignored. All conditions pointed to by the E-nodes in 

an M-node must now be brought into one group number. These conditions might have different 

group numbers at this time, and this particular EXIN M-node may be the only common variable 

among them. Combining is done by scanning the entire GPINDEA row 6 for matching numbers 

and changing each matched entry to a single unified number. Finally, PT2ATVO deposits E

node information into INFOCNDA, GPM1/2NDDEA and GPM3ENDS tables for later use. 

When all E-filed elements have been processed by PT2ATVO, SDLSUCO prepares and tries 

each group of conditions for a solution. 

6.5 Finding a Solution to Satisfy Comtraillts 

Each group of conditions is solved to see whether the EXIN variables can satisfy the 

partially constrained values of circuit elements at various search nodes. SOLSUCO now takes 

an untried group from GPINDEA row 6 and negates that row entry as a flag. GPINDEA entries 

of that group are kept in the GCNDA (int*2) array for easy access. Fig. 6.10 illustrates the 

tables where the S.D.P. terms of the condition group and their variables are loaded into tables 

to try for a solution. A Good Term is a S.D.P. term which is not 0 and has all its variables 

present at this time for a solution. Unless all variables are present, a S.D.P. term can not 

participate in a solution. 

A LNKV ARSA (int*2) table entry corresponds to a single condition in the group. Row 1 is a 

pointer back to that condition in GPINDEA. Row 2 gets the number of good S.D.P. terms in each 

condition. Row 3 keeps a dynamic number to indicate which good term is currently being tried 

from each condition. Row 4 is a pointer to REDTRMA (int*2) for the first good term of each 

condition. The currently used term is accessed by adding the entries in rows 3 and 4 together. 

SOLSUCO sets rows 1 and 2 and initializes row 3 easily. 



equivalency 
TOi :=: TOMESH(row i) LNKV ARSA(4, -) 

T012 

T013 

T014 

T01S 

1 

2 

3 

4 

TMPWORK() 

1 

2 

lVAREQU() 

1 

2 

2 

0 

1 3 

, 
3 4 

1\ 3 

,~ \ ... 
A C -A -B 

1406 1406 1408 1409 

: ptr to GPINDEA 

: nurn. of good tenns in condo 

: which good tenn is being tried. 

: ptr to 1st good tenn 

LN KPV ARSA-last entry 

REDTRMA(2 , -) 

: ptr to 'high index+l' 

: ptr to low index or flag. 

RED PTRMA- last entry 

lVARSA(2,-

: BITOBYT index 

< 0 : complement Var. 
> 0 : uncomplement Var 

: I.D. num. of node 
where Exin. got 
this M- node. 

lV APRSA-last entry 

Fig. 6.10: Variables in a Condition Group 
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REDTERMA has variable ranges of good S.O.P. terms before an actual solution attempt is 

started. At this point row 2 will contain a pointer to the first variable in lV ARSA (int*2) of 

the currently accessed good term, while row 1 is the pointer to the entry one location past the 

term's last variable. lV ARSA(int*2) row 1 contains the BITOBYT index of EXIN elements and 

row 2 has the 1.0. number of the search node where each EXIN line received its M-node. 

The <BITOBYT index, J.D. number> pair provides a way to identify an EXIN line uniquely 

in the time dimension. If a lV AREQU entry is positive then the EXIN appears in non

complement form in the condition expression, while if the entry is negative, EXIN appears in 

complement form. Here, lV AREQU contains only u valued variables in good S.O.P. terms. 

Other fixed valued {O,l} variables are not manipulated in the solution since their values can 

not be changed. 
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While REDTERMA is being fonned, its row 2 may contain values with differing meanings. 

At the beginning, each condition has space allocated on REDTERMA for its total number of 

S.O.P. terms. Then each S.O.P. tenn is checked by SOLSUC using GPINDEA row 5, and V-node

like areas in V ARVTERMA, rows 1 and 2. If such a tenn is evaluated to 0 then a -1 flag value is 

placed in REDTERMA row 2. If a tenn does not contain all its variables, a -2 flag value is 

placed. If the term is good then the index to the next free TV ARSA entry is stored into both 

rows 1 and 2. TV ARSA is then updated by the total number of variables in the S.O.P. terms, 

and the GPINDEA row 1 flag is set accordingly. 

Now SOLSUCO accesses each EXIN M-pointer in GPM1NODEA via INFOCNDA and gets 

<BITOBYT index, J.D. number> pairs which are placed in TV AREQU by UEXV ARO. 

UEXV ARO scans through the E-node list of a given EXIN M-node and obtains each variable 

offset (ECVNBMB) into the corresponding condition expression (ECVNIMB). Then the exact 

variable location in INV ARLST /VARLST is obtained using CNDARY-row 6/ INCNDARY-row 

3. This will provide the exact S.O.P. number to which that E-node variable belongs using 

INSVTLST-row 5/ SVTLST-row 2. This gives the index for the S.o.P. tenn in REDTRMA when 

added to LNKV ARSA row 4. At that index entry, row 2 of REDTRMA must have a pointer into 

TV AREQU. Also row 1 of REDTRMA gives the next free location in TV AREQU where this 

EXIN variable could be placed. Row 1 is then updated to point to the next location. 

The EXIN tuple is placed in the TV AREQU entry as positive or negative depending on the 

signs of both E-node offset (ECVNBMB) and SVTLST-row 5/INSVTLST-row 1. This will 

handle any toggling in the ECVNBMB offset during transfers and whether the original 

condition variable appeared in complement fonn or not. Also the good tenns in REDTRMA row 

1 will point to one entry past the last variable in the TV AREQU term. 

The next task is to remove unusable S.O.P. tenns from REDTRMA in each condition and to 

keep only the good terms. This is done by moving up the "good term" into the space occupied by 

"bad tenns". Now that there is a group of conditions prepared for a solution, SOLKARO is 

invoked by SOLSUCO. SOLKARO uses the KGEN-algorithm using LNKV ARSA rows 4, 3 and 

2 to examine all possible good S.O.P. terms for the boolean expression that will result if all 

these conditions are logically ANDed together. The first non-vanishing S.O.P. tenn among the 

resulting S.O.P. terms will yield the solution. If all such terms vanish, this group does not 

have a solution at this successor node. 
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If a solution is not possible the next action depends on other factors. If all the good terms 

have all of their variables present then in the current mode the conclusion is that the present 

node does not truly match this successor node. In the other mode of SOLSUCO, the successor 

node will be discarded. 

After each group is solved the resulting EXIN line values are extracted from the relevant 

good S.O.P. term of each condition. Those EXIN lines and newly determined values will be 

inserted in the S-field of the successor node thus avoiding duplicate entries. If a group fails 

then all those added (from previously solved groups) S-field items are discarded. The 

following example shown in figures 6.11, 6.12, and 6.13 illustrates the above solution procedure. 

Fig. 6.11 shows a partial AHPL description of a circuit conceived for this illustration 

purpose. Inputs and memory are denoted by vectors <A B C IN> and <P Q R S T ME>, 

respectively. Let P.S. be CSl=l, activei memory = <x110001> and the goal state node be 

CS4=I; memory = <xxxxxl0>. 

EXINPUTS: A; B; C; IN[2]. 
MEMORY: Pi Q; Ri Si Ti ME[2]. 

1 R <- Ai S <- B. 
2 Q It (T + "S8) <- Ri T<- "Bi P <- ME[O]. 
3 ME It (R"S + "RS + P) <- IN; -> ("Q"T)/(3). 
4 P, Q <- INi -> (1). 

Present State: 
ENDSEQUENCE 

CSI =1 
<PQRST,ME> = < xl1000l> 

Fig. 6.11: An Example Circuit Description 

Fig. 6.12 depicts the search node in a particular path starting from the goal node. At node 

2, the branch condition is given O-value and thus the complement expression is used. The target 

condition is 1. Then P, Q, R, S, and T all receive M-nodes whose E-nodes are connected to V

nodes VI and V2. One component of the E-node is the variable offset while other is a pointer to 

a V-node. At node 3 the target condition is 1. 



node 1 (goal) 

CS4 = 1 I.D. = 1400 
Inputs = <??> 
Memory = <xxxxxlO> 

node2 

CS3 = 1 I.D. = 1401 
Inputs = <xxxlO> 
Memory = <uuuuuxx> 
Condition 

node 3 

Vl: Q+T= 1 (QT=O) 
V2: RS+RS+P=l 

CS2 = 1 I.D. = 1403 
Inputs = <xuxxx> 
Memory = <xxuuuux> 
Condition 

V4: T+SB =1 

node 4 

CSl= 1 I.D. = 1405 
Inputs = <uuxxx> 
Memory = <xxxxuux> 

M-field 

M-field 

M-field 

V23 V24 

E-field 

1405 
A 

1405 

V2 1 V22 

V23 V24 

Vl 1 V4 2 

Fig. 6.12: A Complete Example in Backward Search 
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The M-node of Q is given to R and hence its E-node is added to the E-list of the existing M

node of R. T gives its old M-node to B but gets a new one from the V4 condition. Another E-node 

is added to S. For B a new E-node is created due to V4 and is added to what B received from T. 

Originally, the E-node of Twas "Vl;2" but due to the complement in the AHPL statement, "T<

"B" the variable offset is negated as "Vli -2" before being given to B M-node. When node 4 is 
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created Rand 5 M-nodes are given to A and B, respectively. At any other node, the P.S. has no 

chance of matching since control steps were different. 

At node 4 the memory state of the P.S. can cover successor node memory values <xxxxuux> 

<.. <xll0001>, and the control steps agree. When the node 4 memory state assumes the P.S. 

memory values, both T and ME[O] elements get O. This causes the attached M-nodes to be 

treated as components of the F-field at node 4. Actually, T and ME[O] M-nodes will be copied 

into new M-nodes and inserted into the M-field of node 4; 1405A and 1405B (1405B means EXIN 

B at node ID 1405) will get copied into new M-nodes and go into the E-field of node 4. That E

field shares the item 1403B (at node 3) with the E-field of node 3. All the above is done by 

BLDSUCO. 

Fig. 6.13 illustrates how the solution is formed. Available M-nodes are 1405A, 1405B, 

1403B, EXIN lines, T, and ME[O] fixed M-nodes as shown. In the original V-nodes (VI, V2, V4) 

all variables are of u. When T and ME[O] are taken they project O-value onto the first variable 

of V4 and the fifth variable of V2 respectively. EXIN M-node 1405A connects V2 and VI 

conditions into one group while 1405B connects V2 and V4 together. Also 1403B connects VI and 

V4. Therefore, VI, V2 and V4 are being solved as one group. 

VI 

expression: Q+T 
original V -node: u u 
all vars present: x x 
SOP term status: 1 1 

good SOP terms 

2 VI: 1405A + (-1403B) 

2 V2: 1405A. (-1405B) + 
(-1405A).1405B + 0 

1 V4: 0 + (-1405B) . 1403B 

V2 
- -

RS +RS+P 
uu uu u 
xx xx 0 
1 1 0 

1405 A 1405 B 

V2 1 

V23 

VI 1 V4 2 

V4 

-
T+SB 
u uu 
0 xx 
0 1 

ME[O] 1403 B 

V43 

VI-2 

Fig. 6.13: Achieving the Solution - an Example 
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To decide good 5.0.P. terms, x-value is put on variables for which 1405A (EXIN line A at 

node I.D. 1405) carries the value. The first and third variables in V2, and the first in VI get x. 

1405B does the same for 2 and 4 in V2, and 2 in V4 while 1403B does the third in V4. Now the 

5.0.P. term values are evaluated: 0 - 0 value for 5.0.P. term, 1- undecidable. After the good 

terms have been determined, 1405A, 1405B and 1403B variables actually replace the original 

condition variables that they represent. 1405A acts for Q in VI and R in V2; 1405B for 5 in V2 

and 5 in V4; 1403B for T in VI and B in V4. 

1403B carries the complement value of T at node 1401 (VI) and T appears in uncomplement 

form in VI. Hence 1403B is taken as negative variable for T in VI. 1405A has the value of R at 

V2. But I\R in V2 is complemented and -1405A replaces that occurrence of R. Likewise the 

conditions are formed with good term variables. They are virtually ANDed together and the 

KGEN-algorithm is used to get each resulting product term. 

The first non-vanishing term [1405A] [1405A.(-1405B)] [1403B.(-1405B)] will yield the 

result, i.e. 1405A.(-1405B).1403B =1, 1405A = 1403B =1 and 1405B =0. So the effective solution is 

AB = 10 at node 4 and B = 1 at node 3. These will be super imposed over the EXIN values at the 

respective nodes. 50 the complete input sequence in forward direction is: 

<10xxx>;<xlxxx>;<xxxll> to reach the goal state. 

Even after all the condition groups have been solved, some conditions may still be left 

unprobed. 50 far, conditions accessed via fixed valued {0,1} M-nodes and EXIN lines (u value) 

have been solved. However, if some conditions are only accessible via M-nodes of memory 

elements (of a successor node with u), and their corresponding P.5. elements have only x values, 

then such conditions have not been touched. Therefore, TSTPSTO scans BITl/2/3/MNODEA 

tables for memory elements that received x and do not have {0,1} and considers their M-nodes. 

For each such M-node T5TP5TO scans the E-nodes and obtains condition pointers and node J.D. 

numbers. Then T5TPSTO checks these conditions among ALLCND5A, GPINDEA and 

5ATCND5A tables. If a condition is not found it is not satisfied, and the P.5. does not truly 

match the successor node. 

After the search succeeds the actual procedure for preparing the final input sequence is 

involved. Each search node may have items in its 5-field and these items must be collected and 

delivered to appropriate nodes along the search path. GETINPOs traverses the search path 
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from the last successor node to the goal node using parent links and fills EXREGS (int*2) areas 

allocated to hold the EXIN value words from each node. Fig. 6.14 shows these tables. At each 

node EXIN words are copied to the next vacant segment in EXREGS and a pointer is set in the 

EXFEGS (int*4) array. GETINPO also puts node 1.0. numbers and pointers to SETALK (to access 

the SETA node) into mODES (int*2) for easy access. E)(JDES row 1 will naturally be sorted. 

equiyalenc;y 
OSi :=: OSMESH(row i) EXIDES(2, -) 

OSl : I I I I I I ,nod. I.D. nurn. 

: ptr to SETALK 

EXFEGS( ) 

OS2 
1 3 5 : ptr to EXREGS 

EXREGS() 

GPM3ENDS() L..-_.L..-_-'--_...I-_..L.._-I-__ -II ,/lxin won! segments 

last 
node •.• 

goal 
• •• node 

Fig. 6.14: Extraction of Final Input Sequence 

After all the original EXIN words are stored in EXREGS, the S-field items of each search 

node are extracted and placed on the correct EXIN lines of the appropriate node by looking up 

EX IDES row 1 for the J.D. number stored in each S-field item. This way, all EXIN values 

decided at later nodes will be projected onto the original nodes. Some EXIN lines may still 

contain u or x if they were not involved in good S.O.P. terms of the solved conditions. These 

EXIN elements are given {O,l} values randomly in anticipation that they will also detect some 

faults during the fault simulation. Finally, these EXIN values will be stored in botlom of NRY 

array by NRYINP as inputs to the fault simulator. 
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6.6 Reductiolt ilt Constraint Sets 

If CHKSOL() decides that there is a sufficient number of E and F-field items to solve some 

of the constrained conditions, SOLSUCO is invoked by BKWXFRO before BLDSUCO is 

invoked. The advantage of doing this at this time is the avoidance of unnecessary repetition of 

solution attempts over the same condition groups during a present node and successor node 

match. If some conditions can be satisfied at this point they will not be solved every time the 

memory of the P.S. node covers successor node. 

In this second mode, SOLSUCO takes F-field items from the current node into tables in Fig. 

6.3 and 6.4. Then it takes fixed valued (0,1) M-nodes from entire BITl/2/3MNODEA tables and 

does the same since these M-nodes are the F-field items made for the successor node. Another 

difference from the previous SOLSUCO mode is that instead of the E-field items from the 

successor node, the E-field from the current node and from BITl/2/3MNODEA tables (u valued 

EXIN elements at the bottom of BITl/2/3MNODEA) are used in PT2ATVO. Actually, the E 

(F)-field of the current node and those in BIT1/2/3MNODEA constitute the E (F)-field of the 

successor node. 

When PT2A TVO receives E-field items, they will be stored in tables shown in Fig. 6.9. But 

when EXIN lines with u values corne from BITl/2/3MNODEA tables they will go into the 

GPBMNDA (int*2) table shown in Fig. 6.15. The function of these tables is exactly like those in 

Fig. 6.9. INFOCNDA row 2 points to lists in GPBMNDA, where each list accumulates EXIN 

line M-nodes whose E-nodes involve the conditions represented by the corresponding 

INFOCNDA entries. Row 1 of INFOCNDA keeps the number of items in that list. 

Each entry in GPBMNDA represents an M-node connected with an EXIN line having value 

u. Its row 4 is the BITl/2/3MNODEA index for each M-node. Row 3 is the link to the next 

GPBMNDA entry on the same list. Row 2 keeps the number of E-nodes in each M-node. Row 1 is 

a pointer to the GPM4ENDS (int"2) segment that keeps E-node information in the same format 

as GPM3ENDS in Fig. 6.9. 



equivalen<;y 

TOi :=: TOMESH(row i) INFor'--NDA(4, -} 

T08 1 3 : num. of M- nodes 

T09 2 1 3 : ptr to GPBMNDA 

TSi:=: 
TSMESH(row i} , \ GPBMNDA( 4, -} 

TS7 1 -
TS8 2 4 

TS9 3 2 4 

TSlO 4 8 12 

,II 

TSll -1 

Fig. 6.15: 

-1 

15 

6 6 

GPB 

: ptr to GPM4ENDS 

: num. of E- nodes 

: link to next 

: ptr to BITl/2/3MNODEA 

PMNDA-Iast entry 

GPM4ENDS( 

o : E- list status 

GPMP4END5-last entry 

Solving Condtions for Constraints Reduction 
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SOLSUCO proceeds to solve and satisfy as many constraints as possible in the way 

described in the above sections. The EXIN element values of solutions are added to the 5-field 

of the successor node. After these solutions BLDSUCO starts building a successor node. From 

BITl/2/3MNODEA tables fixed valued {O,l) M-nodes are collected both from memory and 

EXIN segments. They go into the F-field of a successor node. 

Also the current node F-field items extracted earlier are copied into the successor node F

field too. They are not being shared with the current node but new copies are made since not all 

F-field items from the current node might be in the successor node. For each M-node regardless 

of whether it goes into M, E, or F-field, attached E-nodes are examined to check whether their 

conditions have been satisfied or not by either a solution or automatically. If so such E-nodes 

will be removed from their E-list. This way a reduction can be achieved in the number of 

constraints moved over to the successor node. 
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When building the E-field BLDSUCO accesses GPMl/2NODEA tables and GPBMNDA 

tables because they have more advanced information on EXIN lines than the current node's E

field items and E-item M-nodes in BITl/2/3MNODEA table. Information in GPM3/4ENDS 

helps remove some E-nodes from M-nodes if the corresponding variables are in the S.O.P. terms 

that have already become zero. Also the corresponding conditions may have been satisfied at 

this time. After BLDSUC completes the successor node building, BKWXFR invokes the same 

routines beginning from FSHSUCO, TSTPSTO through PUTSUCO. 
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CHAPTER 7 

IMPROVED FORWARD SEARCH IN SCIRTSS 

The original function level search simulator in SCIRTSS required excessive user guidance to 

be effective. The node generation strategy was simple but of little effect. The search selected a 

single branch condition in the active c.steps of the current node and the condition was set to 1 

whenever possible (only variables which are EXIN lines can be changed). The rest of the 

active conditions (branch, target and source) assumed whatever values (0,1) determined by 

their variables at the time. Initially, all input lines were set to 0 as the default unless the user 

has already specified their values at initial stages of SCIRTSS. 

The user could provide more than one set of input values for a given control state and hence 

could generate several successor nodes from a single current node. In that case, the system can not 

be viewed as a true automatic test pattern generator. If the user did not specify input vectors at 

respective c.steps none of the source or target conditions were deliberately controlled by the 

search. This excluded data transfer through many possible paths and hindered the search 

efforts. 

7.1 Improved Search 

The original forward search was improved to eliminate the dependency on user specified 

input vectors. However, it still allows the user to specify data input vectors as done before. 

The search now selects a mutually independent set of conditions (source, target and branch) 

among the conditions in active c.steps in the current node. The conditions in the selected set 

will have only external input lines as their variables. Here, the mutual independence means 

that these conditions do not have any shared variables among them. The condition set is taken 

through all the possible combinations. e.g. Three conditions will provide 8 combinations. Each 

such combination could yield more than one successor node. 

At the beginning of a condition combination, all the EXIN input lines are given random 

(0,1) values. The variables of the conditions in the independent set are given values so that 

these conditions will assume the values determined by their current combination. For each such 
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combination the search attempts to set each of the remaining active conditions to both 1 and 0 to 

obtain different successor nodes. The number of mutually independent conditions is specified by 

the user in the parameter INOCND. Hereafter the mutually independent set of conditions will 

be referred to as INOCND conditions. 

A search node could have more than one active c.step, but most of the time there will be 

only one c.step. It is convenient to have the INDCND conditions in each c.step readily 

available. At the beginning all the conditions in each c.step are processed and INDCND 

conditions are stored in a table. If conditional AHPL statements are present under End Sequence 

those conditions are also included for each c.step since such statements are active in every clock 

period. 

7.2 Processing of Control Co1tditiOllS 

A condition expression can contain MEM, BUS, or OUTPUT elements as its variables. 

Values of such elements can not be changed arbitrarily by the search. Therefore, any condition 

which contains a non-input line variable is excluded from INDCND conditions. The 

independent set does not have shared variables among its condition expressions. In order to 

check the shared variables, all external input lines are mapped onto CNDEXN (int*4) table as 

shown in Fig. 7.1. A CNDEXN row corresponds to a condition expression. 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

1 

1 

2 

1 

25 

11 

SVTMPE(-,2) OFSTEX( ) 

Fig. 7.1: 

MODULE: example. 
MEMORY: MA[4]; MB; MC<2>[2]. 
EXINPUTS: IP[24]; IQ[18]; IW[8]. 

1 32 1 32 1 32 

1 2 3 
CNDEXN(-,7) 

Mapping of Input Lines into Bit Locations 

1 32 

7 
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Each external input symbol (vector or scalar) declared in the SDT table has a unique 

starting column bit position in CNDEXN rows. A CNDEXN column has 32 bits. These starting 

bit positions, i.e., <CNDEXN column number, bit number (1 .. 32», are stored in SVTMPE (int*2) 

columns 1 and 2 as shown. SVTMPE entries are accessed using SVT index offsets of the O-th bit of 

the condition variables. SVT indices are assigned to all declared symbols in an AHPL 

description in the order of their declaration. 

For example, IP[1] in Fig. 7.1 module receives SVT word index 5 and its V ARLST entry is 

50001. Input vector IP occupies CNDEXN bit positions <1,1> to <1,24>. IQ occupies <1,25> to 

<2,10> while IW claims <2,11> to <2,18>, where <k,m> means column k and bit position m 

(1..32) on the column k itself. 

In order to keep SVTMPE array small it is accessed via an offset rather than with the SVT 

index itself. The offsets are determined by subtracting the starting SVT word index of the very 

first declared input symbol (e.g. IP) from the intended SVT index plus 1. Each AHPL module 

thus gets a unique offset value stored in the OFSTEX (int*2) entries. Assuming that the shown 

values are for the first module in the AHPL description (Fig. 7.1) OFSTEX(1) gets 5-1 = 4. Fig. 

7.2 illustrates some example conditions that use the mappings in Fig. 7.1. IP[1] in condition 1 

has 5 as the SVT word index and 2 as the bit location. OFSTEX(1) subtracted from 5 (= 1 ) gives 

the index into SVTMPE for IP[1]. Special care is taken when an input line is shared by more 

than one module. Such cases are marked by EXLDUP (byte) flag array and still only one 

CNDEXN column range is allocated. 

conditions 

1 IP[I].IQ[2] + IW[3] 

2 IP[O] + IQ[2].IW[7] 

3 IQ[O] + IW[O].IW[7] 

CNDEXN() 

.... N ::q ~ 
010 ... 0010 ... 

100 ... 00 10 ... 

... 0010 ... 

. .. 0 1 0 ... 

... 010 ... ... 010 ... 010 ... 

Fig. 7.2: Input Line Mappings - an Example 

After the CNDEXN mapping has been completed, all the conditions in each c.step are 

processed using DOICNDO to obtain INOCND conditions. They are stored in INCREC (int*2) 
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and ICPS1P (int*2) as shown in Fig. 7.3. An entry k in INCREC corresponds to entry k in the 

RECORD table for a particular c.step. A positive INCREC entry points to a segment in 

ICPS1P. The first entry of such a segment is the number of indep~ndent conditions found 

(INDCND or less) and what follows is the CNDARY indices of those conditions. If an INCREC 

entry is 0 its c.step does not have such a set. 

o 

EndSeq: 

INCREC() 

Fig. 7.3: 

2 

ICPS1P( ) 

o O-good 

1 I-not 
good 

EXBADF( ) 

0- input 
I-other 

DIVTAG( ) 

Extracting Mutually Independent Conditions 

Shown in Fig. 7.3 are two additional arrays EXBADF (byte) and DIVTAG (byte). 

EXBADF has 1:1 correspondence with CNDARY entries. It contains flags: O-all the variables 

in the condition are external inputs. 1- some variables are not external inputs. These flags are 

used to exclude the conditions that can not be in INDCND groups. DIVT AG is a flag array to 

indicate whether a given SVT word index represents an external input line (or a vector) or not: 

0- inputs, I-not so. 

7.2.1 Selection of Mutually Independent Conditions 

The procedure given if Fig. 7.4 is invoked by DOICNDO to find a c-number of mutually 

independent conditions among N given condition expressions. In fact, the input to the procedure 

is the non-directed graph already stored in the CNDEXN table. A node in the graph 

corresponds to a CNDEXN row, i.e., to a condition. If two rows have the same column bit set to 

1, the corresponding nodes are adjacent in the graph. According to this procedure, the conditions 

1-2 and 2-3 in Fig. 7.2 are adjacent, and hence only 1-3 are mutually independent. 



Input: 
output: 
Procedure: 

A non directed graph with N nodes. 
c-number of nodes which are not adjacent to each other. 

Order the nodes from 1 to N in any sequence. 
M = 0 #counts the selected nodes 
current = 1 # node currently being considered 
for (j = 1 to N ) mark all nodes as free 
while ( M < c ) ( 

while ( free nodes available and current node is not free) 
current++ #advance 

if (no more free nodes remain) exit. 
M++ #onemore node found 
mark current node as selected 
for (j=current+ li j <= Ni j++) #exclude adjacent nodes 

if (j and current node are adjacent) 
mark j as not free. 

extract the nodes marked as selected. 

Fig. 7.4: Procedure to Obtain Mutually Independent Conditions 
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Suppose that the active c.steps in the current node have several AHPL statements with 

total of N conditions and out of N there are m «=INDCND) mutually independent conditions. 

This presents 2 .... m combinations out of the m conditions. N-m conditions are still left to be 

manipulated. 

The variables (i.e., EXIN lines) of the m INDCNO conditions are first assigned (0,1) 

values in such a way that these m conditions will have the appropriate values determined by 

their current combination. e.g. m=4 and combination =0110. The assigned input lines are 

marked as negative values in CNDT AG (byte) array which is accessed by their SVT word 

indices. This way, it is possible to distinguish these lines from the others because those input 

line values must remain unchanged throughout the current combination. Each combination could 

yield more than one successor node. 

To utilize the remaining N-m conditions in a productive way, KXCNDA (int*2) table 

shown in Fig. 7.5 is constructed as follows. Each KXCNDA column corresponds to a single 

condition (among N-m) under consideration. The independent m conditions are excluded from 

this table. Now the search attempts to (for the current m-condition combination) force each N

m condition to assume both 0 and 1 value at least once (in two separate instances). KXCNDA 

row 1 contains the O-set flags: if the condition has become 0 for the current combination this flag 
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is set to 1. Row 2 is similar to row 1, except that it contains the l-set flags. Row 3 keeps the 

CNDARY index of the condition for accessing the variables. 

1 

2 

3 

KXCNDA(3, -) 

: 0 - set flag 
I--+--+~I--+--I 

: 1- set flag 
I--+--+~I--+--I 

: CNDARY index 

KCNDMX -last entry 

Fig. 7.5: Flag Table for Expandable Conditions 

After CNDTAG entries were marked negative, all the N-m conditions are evaluated to see 

which ones have already become 0 or 1 due to the values assigned for the m-condition variables 

and initial random input values. Then O-set (l-set) flags of those that became 0 (1) are set in 

KXCNDA. For the others the flags are cleared to O. At this point the search generates one 

successor node by the forward simulation using the current input values. 

Now one of N-m conditions is considered whose O-set flag is still O. The search tries to 

assign values to all of its input variables, except those whose CNDT AG entries are set, to make 

that condition a O. The condition is then evaluated to check whether it assumes value O. If it 

does, the remaining conditions are also evaluated to set their KXCNDA flags and a successor 

node is generated. The search then concentrates on the I-set flag of the same condition. The 

same procedure is applied to make the condition value 1; and if successful, a successor node is 

generated. If the I-set flag is already set another condition is considered for O-set, and then for 

I-set flag. 

The above process continues until all flags are set or attempted for the current m-condition 

combination. The search then advances to the next m-combination. Under this scheme the 

number of nodes generated from the current node could exceed 2 .... m nodes. If the current node has 

more than one active c.step, a lead step is taken at random among them. If the lead step does 

not contain INDCND number of independent conditions then conditions from other active 

c.steps are taken and DOICNDO is invoked to obtain INDCND conditions. The forward 

search procedure is formally presented in Fig. 7.6. 



For (each start node) ( 
Load start node into SETB 
while (SETB is not empty) ( 

onetime = 0 # a flag 
Find SETB node with minimum heuristic value. #current node 
Move current node to SETA. 

RE1RY: # a label 
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Collect how many (INPNUM) user supplied input vector combinations are available. 
if user inputs are available NOINPT = 0 
else ( INPNUM = 1, NOINPT = 1 ) 
if (onetime == 0) Select a lead step among active c.steps. 
Obtain independent conditions for lead step. 
while ( INPNUM 11.= 0) ( 

if (NOINPT == 0 ) 
( Load one input set; INPNUM- ) 

else if ( onetime == 0) 
( onetime = 1; Assign random values to all inputs ) 

repeat ( 
Obtain the next condition combination and try to satisfy KXCNDA flags. 
Set input lines appropriately if not specified by user. 
Simulate the good network for input values. 
if (fault propagation mode) ( 

Simulate faulty network too. 
Super-impose flip-flop faults on faulty network. 
if the fault is detected success = 1 

else test successor node against the goal nodes. 
if (success) ( 

} 

Move successor node to SETA. 
if ( not fault propagation mode) 

Simulate good network with inputs given in goal node. 
Find the input sequence. 
Exit with success. 

if (fault propagation mode and the fault effect has disappeared) 
Discard successor node. 

Calculate heuristic value. 
Check for duplicate nodes and insert the node into SETB. 

} until all condition combinations and KXCNDA attempts are done. 
if (NOINPT == 1) INPNUM = 0 

} #while 
if (SETB is empty) ( 

} 

if (lead step can be advanced to next active c.step (as in a circular queue) 
Do so and goto RE1RY 

else Exit with failure 

if (simulator call limit is exceeded) Exit with failure 
}#while 

}#for 
Fig. 7.6: Forward Search Procedure 
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The same search procedure is used in both fault propagation and forward state 

justification. In the fault propagation, there could be more than one start node. But the 

justification search has only one start node, the present state node. User specified input vectors 

can also be used as done in the original search in SCIRTSS. The search could fail in two ways: 

SETB could become empty or the functional simulator call limit could be exceeded. This call 

limit is also specified by the user in the parameter file. 
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CHAPTER 8 

TIlE RESULTS 

Several sequential circuits with different sizes ranging from 95 to 279 elements were tested 

by the new SCIRTSS under two different conditions: (a) with backward state justification 

search (b) without it (forward search only). For simplicity, the former will be referred to as 

SCIRTSS-B and the latter as SCIRTSS-F. Various statistical parameters were evaluated for 

each circuit and tabulated to make a comparison of the two methods. 

SCIRTSS uses an opportunistic approach dealing with faults. When an input sequence is 

found by a propagation or a justification search, it simulates the netlist and detects as many 

stuck-at faults as possible. There are two reasons for a failure of either a propagation or a state 

justification search. One reason is that the search may not progress in sufficiently diverse 

directions to avoid duplicate nodes. As a result new successor nodes will 'be dropped and SETB 

could become empty. In contrast, the search may generate new nodes without effectively 

reaching the objective. Hence the total number of search nodes could exceed the upper limit 

specified in the parameter file or imposed by SCIRTSS. This is the second reason for the 

failure of a function level search. 

When the search fails the selected faults will be classified as attempted but failed. After 

all the faults have been tried, if any left due to search failures then the search node limit is 

doubled, and the remaining faults are tried again. The node limit is first specified in the 

parameter file. At the end of this phase SCIRTSS may double the node limit again and try the 

remaining faults in a final attempt. For all the test circuits given below the final node limit 

was 3000. All the weight factors were set to 0.2. Fig. 8.1 shows a typical parameter file for 

SCIRTSS. 

The title name of the parameter file is in line 1. Line 2 contains the flag to indicate 

whether the good or the faulty circuit is to be simulated, and also the total time limit in 

seconds. Various sense switches used by SCIRTSS are in line 3, and Line 4 has some of the 

weights used in the heuristic functions. Line 5 consists of a flag (l-ON, O-OFF), K1, K2, K3 

coefficients, per-node expansion limit, and two more heuristic weights. The flag allows the 
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SCIRTSS to invoke the backward search. Kl, K2 and K3 coefficients are used in heuristic 

evaluations of logic functions. 

PARAMETER_FILE 
GFFLAG FAULT 800 
SWITCH OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF ON 
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
1 20 30 40 20 0.2 0.2 
30 5 0 750 600 5 1 4 
1111111111111111111111111 
0000000000000000000000000 
ABBREVIATE -1 +1 2 2 
HEXD 0 

Fig. 8.1: A parameter file 

Line 60f the parameter file contains the search parameters including the node limit, 750. 

The last item in that line is the lNDCND parameter. Next line carries the flip-flop priority 

classes, and line 8 contains the initial values of data flip-flops. The output format parameters 

and the fault suppression mode are given in line 9. Line 10 contains the initial input sequence 

format and its length. If such a sequence is provided it should follow next. 

Fault suppression in SCIRTSS has 3 modes. The simplest mode is when no faults are 

suppressed. In the second mode, SCIRTSS suppresses the output stuck-at 1(0) fault of each 

single fanout element which feeds an AND or NAND (OR or NOR) gate. The mode 3 

suppresses the AND (OR) gate output stuck-at-l (0) faults, in addition to those that would be 

suppressed under mode 2. 

Each circuit was tested twice by both SCIRTSS-F and SCIRTSS-F. In the first run, called 

mode A, the fault coverage, test sequence, and the computation time in c.P.U. hours were taken. 

The second run, called mode B was carried out in order to obtain accurate figures of the 

effectiveness of the backward state search and the forward search. This will be discussed later 

in detail. 

There may remain some faults undetected at the end of any SCIRTSS run. The undetectable 

faults of the circuit are among these remaining faults. Almost all the circuits have at least a 

few undetectable faults. The undetectable faults were then determined manually from the few 

faults left by analyzing the netlists. 
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All the tested circuits have the same initial conditions, i.e. all data registers are cleared 

to 0, and control step 1 is active while the rest is inactive. None of the circuits was provided 

with an initial input sequence. Therefore the test generation was genuinely automatic. In all 

the test circuits the fault suppression mode 2 was used to keep the computation time low. 

Mode A: CircuitT1. 

The AHPL description of circuit T1 is shown in Fig. B.2. It generates a pseudo random vector 

sequence as its output. The circuit is highly sequential with 5 control steps, 21 data flip-flops 

and 102 gates. This circuit is hard to test and has only two input lines besides the clock. 

Memory registers are often reset to zero thus making them hard to control externally. 

MODULE: RANDPRU_1. 
MEMORY: TOT[B); NUM[B); CNT[4); LAST. 
EXINPUTS: Z; START; CLOCK. 
EXOUTPUTS: TRIG; AVEOUT[4); FRACT[4). 
CLUNITS: INC1[4) <: INCTST(4}. 
CLUNITS: INC2[B) <: INCTST(B}. 
PULSES: CLOCK. 
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 

1 => ("START}/(1). 
2 TOT <= 8$0; NUM <= B$O. 
3 CNT <= 4$0; LAST <= Z. 
4 CNT <= INC1(CNT}; TRIG = CNT[O); 

=> (CNT[O), "CNT[O) }/(5,4). 
5 TOT" ("Z & LAST + Z & "LAST) <= INC2(TOT}; 

LAST <= Z; NUM <= INC2(NUM}; 
TRIG = \1\; CNT<=4$O; 
=> (&/NUM, +/"NUM)/(1,4}. 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET(1}; 
AVEOUT = TOT[O:3); FRACT = TOT[4:7). 

END. 

CLU: 
INPUTS: 
OUTPUTS: 
CTERMS: 
BODY 

INCTST(OP} (I). 
OP[IJ. 
TERMOUT[I). 
TAU). 

FOR J = 0 TO 1-1 CONSTRUCT 
TERMOUTij) = OPij) @ TAij) 

ROF; 



FORJ = 1-1 TO OCONSTRUCT 
IFJ = 1-1 THEN TAU] = \1\ 
ELSE TArn = OPU+IJ & TAU+IJ 
FI 

ROF. 
END. 

Fig. 8.2: AHPL Description of Circuit T1 

SCIR'IS5-B 

number of circuit elements 128 

number of detectable faults 349 

actual number of faults detected 344 

fault coverage 98.57% 

test sequence length 2575 

CPU time in hours (VAX/VMS 11/750> 28.87 

average search sequence length 500.4 

average number of nodes in a successful search 559.0 

maximum number of nodes in a successful search 
and sequence length 

1392-1266 

Table 8.1: Mode A Statistics of Circuit T1 
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SCIR'IS5-F 

128 

349 

206 

59.03% 

654 

92.05 

69.3 

762.0 

2562-170 

As the results shown in Table 8.1 indicate, the forward justification search suffers 

drastically due to the lack of controllability and observability of registers. The failed forward 

state justification searches were all caused by exceeding the node limit. With a much higher 

node limit SCIRTSS-F will probably deliver better performance. However, SCIRTS5-B with 

the backward search yielded excellent performance because it assumes necessary values on 
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control variables and justifies later by pushing them back over to input lines. Because the 

RNDPRU_1 would rank low on a testability scale, both SCIRTSS-F and SCIRTSS-B took a 

considerable amount of computation time. Because of the backward search SCIRTSS-B was 

approximately three times more efficient than SCIRTSS-F. 

Mode A: CircuitT2 

The circuit description in Fig. B.2 has been modified to improve testability using LSSD 

method as shown in Fig. B.3. The added control input, TEST can reconfigure the data flip-flops 

into shift registers. When TEST is 0 the circuit behaves normally, and when 1 it forms the test 

mode. Also the extra output line TOUT enhances the observability of the circuit. With the 

new design for testability the circuit should be easier to test. The gate level circuit consists of 5 

control flip-flops, 21 data flip-flops and 140 gates. 

MODULE: RANDPRU_2. 
MEMORY: TOT[B); NUM[8); CNT[4); LAST. 
EXINPUTS: Z; START; TEST; CLOCK. 
EXOUTPUTS: TRIG; AVEOUT[4); FRACT[4); TOUT. 
CLUNITS: INC1[4) <: INCTST(4). 
CLUNITS: INC2[B) <: INCTST(B). 
PULSES: CLOCK. 
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 

1 => (I\START)/(l). 
2 TOT <= B$O; NUM <= 8$0. 
3 CNT <= 4$0; LAST <= Z. 
4 CNT <= INCl(CNT); TRIG = CNT[O); 

=> (CNT[O) + TEST, I\CNT[O) & I\TEST)/(5,4). 
5 TOT*(I\Z & LAST + Z &I\LAST) <=(INC2(TOT)!(TOT[1:7),START»*(I\TEST,TEST); 

LAST <= Z; NUM <= (INC2(NUM)!(NUM[1:7],START» * (I\TEST,TEST); 
TRIG = \ 1 \; CNT <= 4$0; 
=> (&/NUM, +/I\NUM)/(l,4). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET(l); A VEOUT = TOT[O:3); 
FRACT = TOT[4:7]; TOUT = NUM[O). 

END. 

CLU:INCTST(OP) (I) . 
... as described in Fig. B.2 ... 

END. 

Fig. B.3: AHPL Description of Circuit T2 
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The added testability features had a remarkable impact on the computation time and the 

fault coverage of the circuit. Total time used was reduced by more tha.n 10 fold in both cases. 

The forward search skillfully exploits the extra controllability to provide a fault coverage of 

99.2% in SCIRTSS-F. The results are shown in Table 8.2. When the circuit elements are easily 

controllable and the circuit has only a few input lines the forward search works extremely 

well. 

The superiority of the backward search is still demonstrated by the fact that 5CIRT55-B 

detected all the detectable single faults in the circuit. It also shows improved performance due 

to the added testability finding a very short test sequence compared to the previous circuit. In 

both T1 and T2 circuits, the implemented version of the singular cover for INC function must 

have sufficiently represented the reserve function for INC. 

Mode A: Circuit 13 

Fig. 8.4 illustrates the description of a digital signal processing circuit with branch 

conditions that are hard to satisfy. It has two register arrays RR and 55, internal data buses, 

and an 8-bit ripple carry adder unit. The circuit is of moderate difficulty in controllability due 

to the branch conditions in control steps 2 and 4. +/OBU5 means all OBUS circuits are logically 

ORed together. 

At control step 2 OBU5 must be all O's for the control to transfer to step 3. The same 

situation occurs for step 5 at step 4. OBU5 vector is determined by X and Y input vector values 

stored in RR or 55 in a previous clock cycle. RR<O> and RR<l> vectors must be equal for step 2 

branch to goto step 3. 55<0> and 55<1> vectors must both be 0, or one should be the complement 

of other, with the exception of the right-most bit, for step 4 to fall through to 5. These 

conditions are somewhat difficult to achieve in the forward direction with random data input 

vectors. 



SCIR'IS5-B SCIR'IS5-P 

number of circuit elements 166 

number of detectable faults 439 

actual number of faults detected 439 

fault coverage 100% 

test sequence length 355 

CPU time in hours (VAX/VMS 11/750) 2 

average search sequence length 10.57 

average number of nodes in a successful search 40.57 

maximum number of nodes in a successful search 136-20 
and sequence length 

Table B.2: Mode A Statistics of Circuit 1'2 

MODULE: SPD_l. 
MEMORY: RR<2>[B]i SS<2>[B]. 
EXINPUTS: X[B]i Y[B]i GOi CLOCK. 
EXOUTPU'IS: SENDi OUTi COi W[B]i Z[B]. 
BUSES: ABUS[B]i BBUS[B]i OBUS[B]i CIN. 
CLUNITS: ADD[9] <: ADDER{B}. 
PULSES: CLOCK. 
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 

1 RR<O> <= Xi RR<l> <= Yi SEND = \1 \i 
=> (AGO)/(l). 

2 ABUS = RR<O>i BBUS = ARR<1>i CIN = \1 \i 
CO,OBUS = ADD(ABUSi BBUSi CIN)i 
RR<O> <= Xi RR<l> <= Yi 
=> (+/OBUS)/(l). 

3 55<0> <= Xi 55<1> <= Yi SEND = \l\i 
=> (AGO)/(3). 

166 

439 

437 

99.54% 

2BB 

7.B 

10.70 

693.70 

2B17 -lB 

129 



4 ABU5 = 55<0>i BBU5 = 55<1>i CIN = \O\i 
CO,OBU5 = ADD(ABU5; BBU5; CIN); 
55<0> <= X; 55<1> <= Yi 
=> (+/OBU5)/(3). 

5 RR<O> <= X; RR<1> <= RR<O>i 
55<0> <= Yi 5S<1> <= 5S<0>i OUT = \ 1 \i 
=> (GO, "GO)/(5,l). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET(1)i 
Z = RR<1>i W = SS<1>. 

END. 

CLU: ADDER(X; Y; C) {I}. 
INPUTS: X[IJ; Y[I); C. 
OU1PUTS: TE[I+1). 
CLUNITS: FA[2) <: FULLADD. 
CTERMS: CARY[I); SUM[I). 
BODY 

CARY[I-1),SUM[I-1) = FA(X[I-1); Y[I-1); C)i 
TE = CARY[O),SUM; 
FOR J = 1-2 TO 0 CONSTRUCT 

CARY[J],sUM[J] = FA( X[J]; Y[J]; CARYij+1) 
ROF. 

END. 

CLU: FULLADD(X; Y; CIN). 
INPUTS: Xi Yi CIN. 
OU1PUTS: FTE[2). 
CTERMS: Ai B; C; SUMi COUTo 
BODY 

SUM = CIN @ A; C = CIN & A; 
COUT=B+C; A=X@Y; 
B = X & Y; PTE = COUT,SUM. 

END. 

Fig. 8.4: AHPL Description of Circuit T3 
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The circuit contains 5 control flip-flops, 32 data flip-flops, and 237 gates. Out of the 618 

stuck-at faults tried, the SCIRTS5-F could not detect 31 faults or 5%. SCIRTS5-B scored a 

perfect fault coverage on the detectable faults. According to the statistics shown in Table 8.3, 

5CIRTSS with the backward search greatly outperformed 5CIRT55-F. Even with a higher 

fault coverage the test sequence was shorter while the computation time was only 7.36% of that 

of 5CIRTSS-F. 
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SCIRTSS-B SCIRTSS-F 

number of circuit elements 274 274 

number of detectable faults 618 618 

actual number of faults detected 618 587 

fault coverage 100% 94.98% 

test sequence length 196 200 

CPU time in hours (VAX/VMS 11/750) 3.45 46.88 

average search sequence length 4.63 23.50 

average number of nodes in a successful search 20.63 1791 

maximum number of nodes in a successful search 
and sequence length 

35-4 1907 -25 

Table 8.3: Mode A Statistics of Circuit T3 

Mode A: CircuitT4 

This circuit is a different version of the T3 circuit and is shown in Fig. 8.5. The new circuit 

T4 will rank lower in a testability scale than T3. The T4 circuit contains 9 control flip-flops, 32 

data flip-flops, and 238 gates. The gate count is almost the same as in T3. The same ripple 

carry adder is used in this circuit as well. The observability of the data registers have been 

severely restricted by the controllability restrictions at steps 3 and 5. 

The transfer from step 3 to 4 depends on whether X and Y had the same vector value at step 

2 when the signal GO is high. Also the transfer from step 5 to 6 depends on whether X and Y 

had the same vector value at step 4. When one of the above conditions fails, the control flow 

transfers to either step 7 or 8. To leave step 7 (8) the input vector X (Y) should have been 0 in 

the previous clock period. This will also pose difficulties for the forward search. 



MODULE: SPD_2. 
MEMORY: RR<2>[81; SS<2>[8]. 
EXINPUTS: X[8]; Y[8]; GO; CLOCK. 
EXOUTPUTS: SEND; OUT; W[9]. 
BUSES: ABUS[8]; BBUS[8]; XBUS[8]; YBUS[8]; ON. 
CLUNITS: ADD[9] <: ADDER{8}. 
PULSES: CLOCK. 
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 

1 => (GO)/(1). 
2 RR<O><=X; RR<1><=Y; SEND = \1\; 

=> ("GO)/(2). 
3 ABUS = RR<O> @ RR<1>; 

RR<O> <= X; RR<1> <= Y; 
=> (+/ ABUS)/(7). 

4 SS<O> <= X; SS<1> <= Y; 
XBUS = SS<O>; YBUS = SS<1>; CIN = \0\; 
OUT = \1\; W = ADD(XBUS; YBUS; CIN). 

5 BBUS = SS<O> @ SS<1>; 
SS<O> <= X; SS<l> <= Y; 
=> (+/"BBUS )/(8). 

6 RR<O> <= X; RR<1> <= Y; 
XBUS = RR<O>; YBUS = RR<1>; CIN = \0\; 
OUT = \1 \; W = ADD(XBUS; YBUS; CIN). 

7 RR<O> <= X; SS<O> <= Y; 
=> (+/RR<0»/(7). 

8 SS<O> <= Y; 
=> (+/SS<0»/(8). 

9 => (1). 
ENDSEQUENCE 

CONTROLRESET(1). 
END. 

CLU: ADDER(X; Y; C) {I}. 
'" as described in Fig. 8.4 ... 
END. 

CLU: FULLADD(X; Y; CIN) . 
... as described in Fig. 8.4 ... 
END. 

Fig. 8.5: AHPL Description of Circuit T4 
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Due to the above difficulties the performance of SCIRTS5-F suffers much more than that in 

T3. Here, it detected only 67.83% compared to 95% in T3. SCIRTSS-B was less affected and 

still managed a very high coverage, 98.84%. The same difficulties encountered by the forward 

justification search equally apply to the fault propagation search. This is another reason for 

the small drop in SCIRTSS-B coverage. The c.P.U. time taken by SCIRTS5-F is nearly ten 
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times that of SCIRTSS-B. In every way SCIRTSS-B demonstrated superiority over SCIRTSS-F 

because of the new backward state justification search. 

SCIRTSS-B SCIRTSS-F 

number of circuit elements 279 279 

number of detectable faults 687 687 

actual number of faults detected 679 466 

fault coverage 98.84% 67.83% 

test sequence length 419 1782 

CPU time in hours (VAX/VMS 11/750) 6.28 62.85 

average search sequence length 4.74 96.50 

average number of nodes in a successful search 20.95 334.7 

maximum number of nodes in a successful search 
and sequence length 

59-12 1279-82 

Table 8.4: Mode A Statistics of Circuit T4 

Mode A: CircuitT5 

The sequential circuit T5 shown in Fig. 8.6 was conceived in order to illustrate some 

deficiencies of the implemented version of the backward search. The circuit is relatively 

smaller with only 82 gates, three control steps, and 10 data flip-flops. But it contains two 

complex logic function units, BUSFN and OCD. The OCD unit is used as an argument of the 

other. In the reverse function of the DCD logic unit, the backward search determines its input 

and output vectors with values from {0,1} only; i.e. an element with u or x value is given 0 or 1 

arbitrarily. This causes some loss of flexibility in distributing the LHS data within the RHS 
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source vectors. This is the case even when existing argument values are all don't cares. 

Therefore, the performance of SCIRTSS-B could suffer unlike in other circuits. The fact that 

DCD is used as an argument in BUSFN could aggravate it. 

MODULE: SPECIAL_CKT. 
MEMORY: MA<4> [2)i R[2). 
EXINPUTS: Xi Yi CLOCK. 
EXOUTPUTS: Z[2). 
BUSES: DBUS[2). 
CLUNITS: BUSFN[2) <: BUSFUN. 
CLUNITS: DCD[4) <: DECOD. 
PULSES: CLOCK. 
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 

1 MA<2> <= MA<1>i 
MA<O> .. Y <= X & R[O), R(1)i 
=> (X)/(l). 

2 BBUS = BUSFN(MAi DCD(X,Y»i 
R .. X <= I\DBUS & R + DBUS & I\Ri 
=> (Y)/(2). 

3 BBUS = BUSFN(MAi DCD(R»i 
R <= DBUS & Xi MA<1> <= Y,l\Yi 
MA<3> .. Y <= MA<2>i 
=> (X, I\X)/(1, 3). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET(1)i Z = R. 

END. 

CLU :DECOD(IN). 
INPUTS :IN[2). 
OUTPUTS :OUT[4). 
CTERMS :RESULT[4). 
BODY 

FOR M = 0 TO 3 CONSTRUCT 
RESULT[M) = &/TERM(Mi IN) 

ROFi 
OUT = RESULT. 

END. 

CLU: 
INPUTS: 
OUTPUTS: 
CTERMS: 
BODY 

BUSFUN(AAi X). 
AA<4>[2); X[4). 
TE[2). 
CT<4>[2). 

CT<O>[O:1) = AA<O>[O:1) & X[O)i 



FOR} = 0 TO 3 CONSTRUCT 
CT<}>[0:1] = AA<}>[0:1] & X[J] + CT<}-1>[O:1] 

ROF; 
TE = CT<3>[0:1]. 

END. 

Fig. 8.6: AHPL Description of Circuit T5 
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SCIRTS5-F delivered a 88.7% fault coverage while SCIRTSS-B managed only 85.9% as 

shown in Table 8.5. The execution times are almost equal. In this example, SCIRTSS-F 

performs better then SCIRTSS-B. The fault coverage is lower in both cases indicating that 

SCIRTSS-F is inadequate too. The circuit has only two input lines, and both of them are 

involved in the control section. Hence the circuit has no direct data vectors. At every control 

step the forward search drives these two input lines through all their combinations, 00 through 

11. Therefore, the forward search could also be viewed as an exhaustive search and its 

effectiveness can not be surpassed by the other method. 

The backward search often stumbled during the distribution of the LHS data from R over to 

the RHS source vectors at control step 2. The rigidity of the reverse functions of DCD and 

BUSFN also affects the backward search. In order to distribute R vector properly avoiding 

possible future conflicts, the forward evaluation by EVLRHS routine should be sufficiently 

accurate. Apparently it is not the case as demonstrated by SCIRTS5-B. Due to these conflicts 

the backward search discards new search nodes and terminates prematurely. In contrast, the 

forward search only deals with {0,1} values and hence it is precise. SCIRTS5-F worked better 

because of the absence of data input vectors in the circuit. 

In BUSFN(MA; -) the argument MA has four rows allowing an equal number of ways for the 

back-transfer of the LHS data vector in R. But the current implementation in SCIRTS5-B 

selects only one path in a consistent manner, (i.e., no randomness) even when there is more than 

one conflict-free path. This creates a very limited number of paths through the gates in both 

logic units. Even if a back-transfer is successful, the fault simulator drives the active data 

values along the same paths through these logic networks, thereby leaving gates in other 

paths unscanned. But the forward search explores many paths through logic functions because 

of the combinations of values applied on inputs. This contributes to the higher fault coverage 
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of SCIRTSS-F in this example. Due to the inherent failures of the fault propagation search 

some faults were not detected even when they have been sensitized. 

SCIRTS5-B SCIRTSS-F 

number of circuit elements 95 95 

number of detectable faults 177 177 

actual number of faults detected 152 157 

fault coverage 85.9% 88.7% 

test sequence length 39 79 

CPU time in hours (VAX/VMS 11/750) 2.43 2.42 

average search sequence length 2 4.14 

average number of nodes in a successful search 4 28.9 

maximum number of nodes in a successful search 4-2 110-7 
and sequence length 

Table 8.5: Mode A Statistics of Circuit T5 

To make an accurate comparison between the two state justification search techniques, they 

must be subjected to the same conditions. Therefore in mode B, a large number of randomly 

selected detectable faults from each circuit were tried individually for sensitization under the 

same conditions. 

The initial state was such that control step one was active while all the data registers 

were set to O. The search node limit was set to 3000 and only the state justification was 

attempted for each fault using SCIRTSS-B and SCIRTSS-F. The intention was to see how many 

state justification search invocations would fail. This required a large number of SCIRTSS runs 
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for the sample circuits given. In this case a search fails not because the fault is undetectable, 

but simply it is an unsuccessful search. 

The results obtained in mode B is presented using the failure rate defined as shown below: 

failure rate = number of failed search invocations / total number of search invocations. 

total failures = A + B where A is due to SETB being empty, and B is due to node limit exceeded. 

Mode B: Circuit T1 

Under mode B, 122 randomly selected individual faults were subjected to state justification 

by SCIRTSS-F and SCIRTSS-B, and the statistics are shown in Table 8.6. Each justification 

search started from the same initial state and attempted to reach the corresponding goal state 

provided by the D-algorithm. 

SCIRTSS-B SCIRTSS-F 

number of individual faults tested 122 122 

number of successful searches 103 53 

number of failures due to empty SETB 19 0 

number of failures due to exceeded node limit 0 69 

failure rate of justification search 15.6% 56.6% 

Table 8.6: Mode B Statistics of Circuit T1 

The forward search behaved like an exhaustive breadth-first search more than half the 

time and thus failed reaching the upper node limit. On the other hand the backward search 

failed at 15.6% rate because there were no more nodes waiting for expansion. The process that 

checks for duplicate nodes discarded many search nodes because of the simple form it was 

implemented in. However, the backward search was 3.6 times effective as the forward 

justification search. 
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Mode B: Circuit T2 

The results in mode B are tabulated in Table B.7. The extra input TEST line had a different 

impact on the backward search than on the forward search. While it helped both scmTSS-F 

and SCmTSS-B under mode A, it somewhat hindered the effort of the backward search. TEST 

input represents a control input and also a condition expression with only a single variable. 

SCmTS5-B SCIRTS5-F 

number of individual faults tested 123 123 

number of successful searches 100 77 

number of failures due to empty SETB 13 0 

number of failures due to exceeded node limit 10 46 

failure rate of justification search 1B.7% 37.4% 

TableB.7: Mode B Statistics of Circuit T2 

Therefore, the backward search generated too many nodes in 10 of the invocations as to 

exceed the upper limit. In fact the failures due to SETB empty failures were dropped by nearly 

32% from 19 to 13. The failure rate of the backward search increased from 15.6% in circuit T1 to 

18.7% T2. However, it is still nearly a half of the failure rate of the forward search. The 

reason for this increase is that the search makes redundancy nodes since the same expression is 

used in several conditions according the expansion scheme explained in Section 5.4. 

The failure rate of the forward search was reduced due to the added controllability by 

TEST input line. The overall effect of the added testability remarkably improved the fault 

coverage and the c.P.U. time in both scmTS5-F and SCIRTS5-B as shown in Table 8.2. 
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Mode B: Circuit T3 

As anticipated due to the excellent results in mode A, circuit T3 provides a very low failure 

rate under mode B. The statistics are shown in Table 8.8. The failure rate of the forward search 

is 21.7 times that of the backward search. The forward search applies random data input 

vectors and therefore generates too many unproductive nodes causing it to fail by exceeding the 

upper node limit. In contrast, the backward search generated productive nodes and rarely 

failed because it discarded some nodes prematurely. 

SCIRTS5-B SCIRTS5-F 

number of individual faults tested 205 205 

number of successful searches 201 116 

number of failures due to empty SETB 4 0 

number of failures due to exceeded node limit 0 89 

failure rate of justification search 2% 43.4% 

Table 8.8: Mode B Statistics of Circuit T3 

Mode B: Circuit T4 

This modified version of the previous circuit provided a smaller failure rate for the 

backward search although the controllability was slightly more difficult. Actually none of 

the invocations failed as the Table 8.9 reveals. However, SCIRTS5-B in mode A exhibited few 

failures in state justifications. Under mode B the present state of the circuit for each search is 

the same unlike in mode A. Therefore, if the all-zero initial data state facilitated the search 

in mode B its effect should be the same for both SCIRTS5-F and SCIRTS5-B. But the forward 

search produced a much higher failure rate, 73.2%. This was expected since the fault coverage 

of SCIRTS5-F in mode A is a disappointing 68%. 
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SOR1S5-B SOR1S5-P 

number of individual faults tested 325 325 

number of successful searches 325 87 

number of failures due to empty SETB 0 0 

number of failures due to exceeded node limit 0 238 

failure rate of justification search 0% 73.2% 

Table 8.9: Mode B Statistics of Circuit T4 

Mode B: Circuit T5 

The results obtained under mode B is shown in Table 8.lD. As expected, the forward search 

performed better than the backward search. The very low failure rate of the forward search 

and still the low fault coverage of SOR1S5-P suggest that some attention should be focused on 

the fault propagation search too. The mode B results testify to the fact that an exhaustive 

search is really effective. However, it can only be applied to circuits with only few input lines 

such as circuit T5. 

SCIR1S5-B SORTS5-P 

number of individual faults tested 51 51 

number of successful searches 23 50 

number of failures due to empty SETB 28 1 

number of failures due to exceeded node limit 0 0 

failure rate of justification search 54.9% 2.0% 

Table 8.10: Mode B Statistics of Circuit T5 
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In the circuits T1 through T4 the total execution time for SCIRTS5-F is several times that 

of SCIRTS5-B. The reason is that the forward search fails mainly by exceeding the node limit 

which takes considerable time. In contrast, the backward search succeeds most of the time, and 

in such cases it does not generate so many nodes. Even when the backward search fails it is 

mainly due to SETB being empty which again does not use up much computation time. The 

failure rate of the backward state justification search was always lower than that of the 

forward search among the circuits tested with the exception of circuit T5. In circuit T5, the 

forward search was exhaustive over input signal lines. An exhaustive search is not possible in 

a large circuit with input data vectors. This observation was expected from the very beginning 

of this work. 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

9.1 Conclusions 

The results obtained on the sample circuits demonstrated the superiority of the backward 

state justification search over the forward function level search. The failure rate of the 

backward search was smaller except in circuit T5 where the forward search was exhaustive 

over primary inputs. The backward search implemented helps to increase the performance of 

SCIRTSS test generation system for large circuits. The reduction in the computation time was 

significant. It was observed that the LSSD method used in the circuit T2 immensely increased 

the controllability and observability and remarkably increased the testability. 

When the circuit contains wide input vectors the backward search works much better than 

the forward search. Overall fault coverage increases significantly when the backward search 

is utilized. The total time taken by SCIRTSS with the backward search was several times 

lower than that with the forward state justification search, except in circuit T5. Even in circuit 

T5 the execution times were fairly comparable. This reduction in time is despite the fact that 

each backward search node makes much more computations than a forward search node does. 

The test sequences are generally much shorter in SCIRTSS-B. Time saved by a shorter test 

pattern sequence could be substantial because in real applications, the number of VLSI devices 

tested may be in thousands. 

The backward function level search need not be limited for ATPG systems. It may very 

well be adapted for control flow and verification problems. Although the examples were 

carried out in AHPL language the search can be used in other languages which support RTL 

level primitives. SCIRTSS can in fact support other hardware description languages for clock 

mode circuits provided that there exists a front-end translator to obtain RTL level primitives in 

the format of the AHPL stageD1 compiler output. Such a translator has already been 

developed for VHDL (see [21]). 
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The initial approach of not assigning specific {l,D} values to the variables of unsatisfied 

condition expressions worked well in the backward search. The success of this approach 

explained in Section 2.3 can be attributed to the techniques that made it possible to structurally 

associate the imposed partiaily constraints with the corresponding circuit elements. The 

categorization of boolean expressions to reflect their inter-dependencies was another fine 

concept that proved to be valuable. It helped the backward search to identify and avoid the 

generation of nodes that would be discarded due to conflicts of the assigned conditions values. 

This somewhat reduces the computation time of the backward search. 

The concept of the forward evaluations for the RHS source elements in each AHPL 

statement added a look-ahead capability in the backward direction. This method introduced 

in Section S.6.1 was useful in distributing the back-transferred data among source elements when 

those elements were bus lines as demonstrated by the low failure rate of circuits T3 and T4. This 

look-ahead feature helps the backward search to progress generating useful search nodes 

simultaneously keeping the node count low. However, circuit TS demonstrated the drawbacks in 

this forward evaluation method. 

To achieve a solution to satisfy a set of boolean expressions, they were logically ANDed as 

explained in Section 6.S to yield a non-vanishing product term that involve only primary 

inputs. This is still an NP-complete problem. The solutions could have been attemptc<i by 

exhaustively applying all possible combinations of the expression variables. It may be 

computationally prohibitive in large VLSI circuits. The implemented technique, though still 

somewhat exhaustive, could increase the size of the limiting circuits by several times. 

In conclusion, the backward search was a new concept that proved to be useful with a 

realistic implementation in a real system. The techniques discovered during the course of its 

implementation could be used in other applications as well. The modelling of reverse logic 

functions is a bottleneck to some extent which can be overcome by the improvements suggested in 

the following section. 
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9.2 Fllrtller SlIggestio"s 

When data is transferred backwards through a logic function the existing operand values 

will be modified under the rules of the logic function. In the present implementation only one 

bit stage is considered at a time to determine the new operand values. This scheme can be 

improved significantly if the neighboring bits (i.e., a bit window) are also considered at each 

bit stage. Reverse logical functions could be provided with a look ahead capability to handle a 

sliding bit window along operand vectors. 

When a fixed value {O,l} is needed for a u element (section 5.8) the present implementation 

selects only one value by the MAJFA V routine. The search could be improved to include both 0 

and 1. This will create two successor nodes, one with 0 and other with 1 due to that particular u 

element. Obviously, it will make the implementation more complex and the number of search 

nodes will increase significantly, but the search will be much more effective. 

In the test circuit T2 the backward search exhibited an increase in the failure rate under 

mode B from that of circuit T1 although T2 was easier to test. The reason lies in the way the 

control conditions are expanded as detailed in Section 5.4. This has a tendency to generate 

redundant nodes as happened in circuit T2 under mode B, particularly when the same expression 

is used in several conditions. The backward search can be improved to detect this situation 

since already such interdependencies have been identified. Such an improvement will 

certainly eliminate the failures occurred in mode B in 1'2 due the node limit exceeded error. 

In logical operations (+, &, etc), an incoming backward data vector could be distributed to 

the operands of the logical operation in different ways. If all such cases are accommodated by 

making a successor node for each possible combination, the search will improve while the node 

count will rise. However, some of the successor nodes will later run into conflicting values and 

will have to be discarded. This scheme will eliminate the forward evaluations done by the 

EVLRHS routine and with it the effects of its inherent drawbacks from the backward search. 

The final result will be a more complex search with better performance. 

Another improvement can be made during the goal node generation by the PUTGOL routine, 

particularly in the Embryonic sensitization mode where only the data state is specified 

initially. If active control steps are not specified in a given goal state, all possible 
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combinations of control steps could be considered with the given data state. Suppose that the 

present state has r active control steps and the circuit has N control steps. This improvement 

will generate N!/[r! (N-r)!] different initial goal nodes to start the search and could yield a 

shorter search sequence. Here N! means factorial N. 

In all these improvements, the number of search nodes will increase greatly and the 

implementation will deliver better performance. However, it may require the duplication of 

partially constructed search nodes and connected dynamic data structures requiring more 

memory space. Perhaps a programming language that supports dynamic memory management 

such as C or Pascal may be desirable for an improved implementation of the backward search 

and SCIRTSS. 

This work has been focused in the realistic implementation of the backward search, and 

the performance of the forward and the backward search. Both procedures are tree search 

problems which are very difficult to solve. The implemented backward search and also the 

forward search require some theoretical investigations in the future to study their capabilities 

and limitations; e.g. whether the search will terminate in finite time and within finite number 

of nodes. 

To offer a common ground for comparison of different ATPG algorithms, some benchmark 

circuits have been designed in recent years. They are of different complexities and sizes. One 

practical difficulty of applying them to SCIRTSS is the lack of high level circuit descriptions 

for these circuits. They appear only in gate level, and thus their AHPL descriptions must be 

constructed carefully to reflect the true behavior. Once such work is done the effectiveness of 

SCIRTSS could be established. 
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APPENDIX - A 

GENERIC ALGORITHM: KGEN 

Described below is the generic algorithm, KGEN used in various situations in the 

backward state justification search. It generates all possible combinations of the participating 

components. Fig. A.l depicts the generic data structure used by the algorithm. 

FIRST LAST 

I I GT(3, -) 

2 3 1 4 2 1 : num. of items 
0 .. 1 0 .. 2 0 0 .. 3 0 .. 1 2 : current item 

\ . 3 : ptr to 1st item 

... \ GL( 

I ... I I : item lists 

Fig. A.1: Generic Data Structures 

Each component has a list of items in GL array pointed to by row 3 of GT. Row 1 of GT 

contains the number of items in each list. Row 2 keeps a dynamic value showing the currently 

referenced item in each list. The range of a row 2 entry is O .. N-l where N is the number of items 

in the corresponding list. The formal algorithm is given in Fig. A.2. LAST and FIRST mark the 

concerned range of the given components. 



Var: i, k, done 

Initialization: 
done=O 
for (k=FlRST; k <= LAST; k++) 

GT(2, k) = GT(1, k) - 1 

Begin: 
k=LAST 
while (done == 0) { 

} 
End. 

while ( GT(2, LAST) >= 0) ( 

} 

combination is given by "GUGT(2,i)+GT(3,i», i=FIRST,LAST" 
GT(2, LAST) = GT(2, LAST) -1 

for (k = LAST-1; k >= FIRST; k-) 
if (GT(2, k) > 0) break 

if (k >= FIRST) ( 
GT(2, k) = GT(2, k) -1 
for (i = k+1; i <= LAST; i++) 

GT(2,i) = GT(1,i) -1 

else done = 1 

Fig. A.2: KGEN Algorithm 

147 
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APPENDIX - B 

QUINE - McCLUSKEY MINIMIZATION 

The backward search utilizes the Quinne-McCluskey (Q.M.) method to obtain the 

minimized sum of product form of the conditions and their complement expressions. These 

expressions are only single output boolean expressions. The Q.M. process is invoked by SCIRTSS 

before any static data table is created for the backward search. Therefore, many of such tables 

are used in the process as temporary storage and working areas. The formal steps of 

minimization are described below. 

(a) Scan each S.O.P. term in the given expression and and check whether the term could 

become zero; i.e. If both A and" A variables are in a single term that term is discarded. 

(b) Order the variables in some sequence and map variables in each S.O.P. term into proper 

positions according to this ordering. If a variable is not in a particular S.O.P. term its location 

in the expanded term gets don't care x value. If a variable appears in the complement form, its 

map location is given 0, otherwise 1. This format requires 2 bits to represent a variable. 

(c) Now check for interaction among the S.O.P. terms and divide them into dependency sets. If 

more than one S.O.P. term share a common variable then they belong to the same set of terms. 

e.g. a"b, "ab, cd, "de, "cd"e => (a"b, "ab), (cd, "de, "cd"e) - two groups. They are encoded as 

(abcde - order) lOxxx, 01 XXX, xx11x, xxx01, xxOlO. 

(d) The Q.M. method is applied to each set of dependency terms separately and finally, put 

the minimized sets together into one expression. 



Encoding of the variables into binary format are done as shown in Fig. B.1 below: 

1 2 16 

high: IJJJJ ... ITJJ 
10w:1JJJJ ···ITJJ 

encoding 

high: 0 0 1 

low: 0 1 0 

logic value: 0 

symbol: A 

1 x 

A not present 
in the term 

Fig. B.1: Encoding of Mintenns 
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Condition expressions are initially stored in the CNDARY table. Each condition is 

processed and its minimized expression is stored in the INCNDARY tables. In the description 

below, only one condition and its variables are being referred. For mappings of the variables, 

pointers are set up in MSKARY for each variable in V ARLST so that the same variable (at all 

occurrences) will point to the same frequency counter in the INVCNTB array. The counter 

array, INVPCNTB keeps the number of distinct variables in the condition. Now each S.O.P. 

term in PRDTBL is checked to see whether it disappears, i.e. if A and" A both present. In such 

cases, the S.O.P. term is discarded by setting PRDTBL row 1 to 0 and making V ARLST entries of 

that term to O. 

CNDEXN row 3 keeps the VARLST entry values of the S.O.P. term variables on 1:1 

mapping with the frequency counters. As shown in Fig. B.2, ICPSTP array provides the 

mapping of V ARLST variable into bit positions of each encoded term. The variable whose 

MSKARY entry points to the 1st INVCNTB frequency counter is in the left most bit position. 

OFSTEX (int*2) in Fig. B.2 contains the masks for missing variables for the S.O.P. terms when 

each S.O.P. term is being converted into minterms. This will be discussed later in detail. 
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B -200007 
L 400001 
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500000 2000 0001 
400001 1000 
500001 0800 0002 
200008 0400 0004 

0200 

VARLST() M5KARY() INVCNTB() CNDEXN(3,-) ICPSTP() OFSTEX() 

Expansion of S.O.P. Terms 
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The sets of terms that share common variables are detennined and stored in CNDEXN row 

2 and the ECVNBMB array as shown in Fig. B.3. Each ECVNBMB segment contains PRDTBL 

indices of the S.O.P. terms in the corresponding dependency set. CNDEXN contains pairs 

<pointer, count of terms in the set> of words as shown in Fig. B.3. Each group of S.O.P. terms is 

now considered. If a group has only one S.O.P. term it is simply copied into the new storage in 

the INPRDTBL and INV ARLST arrays. Otherwise, each term is expanded into one or more 

minterms by inserting the missing variables. 

CNDEXN(2, -) 

I fH {I {III II 'poinw,.oount 

I I I I I I I I I I I' PROTBL indkes 

ECVNBMB(2, -) 

Fig. B.3: Grouping of Dependent Terms 

The expansion of each S.O.P. term into minterms is done using the OFSTEX array. First, 

INVCNTB entries l..INVPCNTB are given negative count values. Then those counters that 

could be accessed via MSKARY pointers are made positive. The MSKARY entries accessed 

correspond to the variables which are present in the given S.O.P. term. The counter array is 

scanned from 1 to INVPCNTB and at negative entries, a bit mask is placed in the corresponding 

entry of OFSTEX. These bit masks start from 0001 (hex) and is shifted to left giving each 

missing variable a unique bit location with the minterms. 
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Let N be the number of mil>sing variables from a S.O.P. term. Then this S.O.P. term covers 

2 .... N-l minterms. A variable, MV ARS is set to 2 .... N-l value and will be decremented through 

O. At each MV ARS value, the masks in OFSTEX are used to obtain the binary bit values of 

MV ARS for the missing variables. If the binary bit is 0 the variable appears in complement 

form, and otherwise in non-complement form. Actual bit location masks in ICPSTP puts the 

missing variables in appropriate poSitions within minterms. Expanded terms are accumulated 

in the VBYTSCNDB array segments. These minterms are now copied into the working areas in 

SVTLST row 1 as shown in Fig. B.4. They are actually grouped according to the number of 

complement and uncomplement variables in each minterm, i.e. number of 1 's in the term. 

INCREC( ) I~I 1\1 I~I I I I I : pointer, count 

SVTLST(1, -) I I I I I : combined terms 

MECCNDB() I : check marks 

SVTLST(2, -) I I I I : combined terms 

TMPCND() If I It I rl I I I I I : pointer, count 

Fig. B.4: Tables for Combining Minterms 

Fig. B.4 shows two working areas, row 1 and row 2 of the SVTLST table. The mint(,rm 

groups wiII be placed in segments in row 1 according to the number of 1's in their minterms in the 

ascending order. INCREC array contains a pair of entries for each group. First entry is a pointer 

to the group segment and the second is the number of minterms in the group. 

The Q.M. method is now applied by combining minterms in adjacent groups and 

transferring the resulting terms in to the segments in SVTLST row 2. Here, SVTLST row 2 is 

analogous to SVTLST row 1, and TMPCND array to INCREC array. Each minterm occupies two 
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words (high, low) in SVTLST segments. MECCNDB array acts as the flag array to indicate the 

minterms that were combined with others. All the uncombined min terms are transferred into 

row 4 of SVTLST as prime implicants. The same process applies on SVTLST row 2 and the 

combined terms am now transferred into SVTLST row 1. This will continue until no Ir.ore terms 

could be combined. 

Next task is to select a set of prime implicants (P.I.) that covers the original set of 

minterms. All the prime implicants are now in SVTLST row 4 and the original minterms are in 

row 3. For each minterm in row 3 all the covering P .I.'s (only the SVTLST indices) are stored in 

a segment in IOSVT array. These segments are pointed to by QRGNSQB row 1 entries and the 

number of items in a segment is in QRGNSQB row 2. Its row 3 keeps a flag for each P.I. to 

indicate whether that P.1. has been selected for the final expression. This situation is 

illustrated in Fig. B.5. 

2 
2 

3 
1 

2 
3 

3 
1 
4 

IOSVT( ) 

1 2 

1 

2 
2 

1 
1 
2 

3 

QRGNSQB(3, -) 

0000 
0010 
1000 
0011 
0110 
1001 

SVTLST(3, -) 

Fig. B.5: Prime Implicant Tables 

If there is a min term covered by only one P.I. that P.I. becomes essential. All the minterms 

covered by any selected P.I. are flagged in QRGNSQB row 3. The Q.M. method sets up lists of 

minterms (indices into SVTLST row 3) being covered by each non-selected P.I. at this point. 

They are set up in KXCNDA row 1 and 2, and QRGNSQB row 4 as shown in Fig. B.6. Each P.I. 

takes two words in SVTLST row 4. Hence, every other entry in KXCNDA row 1 carries a check 

mark (a flag) for the selected P.I.'s. KXCNDA row 2 keeps (in alternate entries) the pointer 

and items count of the minterm lists in QRGNSQB row 4. 
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l00x 

xOxO 

Oxlx 

lxOl 

QRGNSQB(4, -) KXCNDA() SVTLST(4, -) 

Fig. B.6: Original Minterm Tables 

The process now eliminates the P.I.'s that are being dominated by other P.I.'s. If any P.I. is 

removed, the lists in IOSVT are adjusted to reflect that. To remove a P.I. from a segment in 

IOSVT array, that P.I. entry is given its negative index and the P.I. count in QRGNSQB row 2 is 

reduced. Now the P.I. that covers the highest number of unchecked minterms is selected. If 

there is a tie then the P.I. with most don't care variables is the winner. Each time a P.1. is 

chosen, the minterms covered by it are given check marks and the new lists are formed in 

QRGNSQB row. 4 for the next selection. 

The above process continues until all the minterms are covered. The selected P.I.'s are still 

in the encoded form. They are given their variables (V ARLST entries) using the tables in Fig. 

B.2 and are stored in INY ARLST and INPRDTBL. This Q.M. process will be applied on each 

condition. At the end all the condition expressions will be in the INCNDARY, INPRDTBL and 

INV ARLST tables. 

These condition expressions are then stored in a temporary area in NRY array while their 

complement expressions are created and processed by the Q.M. method. Each condition 

expression in the sum of product form is taken from the temporary NRY area, and the De

Morgan's theorem is applied to generate the terms in its complement expression. 

For each variable in each S.O.P. term of the non-complement expression, the generic KGEN 

algorithm is applied to obtain all the resulting terms. The vanishing terms are discarded 

(when A and AA are both present in a term) as before. The remaining S.O.P. terms are stored in 
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CNDARY, PRDTBL and V ARLST tables, and are minimized using the above Q.M. process. The 

resulting expression will be stored in INCNDARY, INPRDTBL and INV ARLST arrays. After 

all the conditions have been complemented and minimized, the uncomplemented (original) 

expressions are moved back into CNDARY, PRDTBL and V ARLST tables form their temporary 

NRY storage. 
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APPENDIX - c 

TIlE NEW SCIRTSS 

The backward state justification search has been integrated into the SCIRTSS ATPG 

system. The SORTSS has the option to turn off the backward search and use only the forward 

search for both fault propagation and state justification at the users discretion. Excellent 

debugging facilities have been incorporated into the new search to view its intermediate steps. 

The debugging flags and all other necessary parameters can be observed and changed 

interactively via menus by the user. 

The backward search does not allow logic functions such as DCD to be used in conditions in 

a direct way because all such expressions must be in sum of product form. But any standard logic 

function can be incorporated into a condition expression if it is connected through BUS lines. As 

before SORTSS allows multiple active control steps and/or multiple AHPL modules in a single 

circuit description. 

The subroutines in the backward search (over 140) are well documented with a 53% ratio 

of comment lines to source code lines (i.e., comments =7311, code =13576). The executable code of 

the SCIRTSS now occupies about 966 blocks of disk storage (512 bytes per block) in V AX/VMS 

11/750. Fig. C.l shows the call tree of the major routine BKWXFR in the backward search. Fig. 

C.2 lists the remaining subroutines in their partial call trees used in the backward search. 

BKWXFR 
oePTBL 
NDBSVT 
CLRDON 

DLRDON 

BK1ULY 
GETLHS 

OMRGCV 
DMPENC 
CEVTUP 
TACMLD 

CEVTUP 
TACMLD 

BK2ULY 
ACRMLG 

TAPKAM 
ACRMLD 

ACCMLD 

TAPKAM 
ACRMLD 

ACCMLD 

MSKIDX 
CEVTEG 

KCAP 
CEVTEG KCAP 
CEVTUP TAPKAM 
CEVTEG 
CEVTUP 
KCAP 
CEVTEG 
CEVTUP 
CEVTEG 
CEVTUP 

KCAP 
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ACCMLG CEVTEG KCAP 
KCAP 

CEVTEG KCAP 
EVLRHS PPHERE EEHERE RHSEXE BLOGC2 BGETVE 

BLOGCl BGETVE 
BGLMCC BGETVE 
BINVER BGETVE 
BGLMRC BGETVE 
BCLUNT BINC 

BDCD 
BBUSFN 
BADDSB 
BDEC 
BASSOC 
BCOMPA 

BGETGL BGETVE 
BPUTDL BGETVE 

BPUTVE 
BDLMCA BDLMRC 

BDLMCC 
RHSEXE 

DMPRHS CEVTEG 
NSVPUT TAPKAM 

NICPTB 
N2CPTB NEGLST 

NMRGCV NEGLST 
CL2LOG BGETVE 

CEVTEG 
MRGALL 
TAPKAM 
N2CPTB 
MRGCEV NEGLST 

CLILOG BGETVE 
CEVTEG 
MRGBIT MRGVEC NEGLST 
MRGVEC NEGLST 

CCADLM CEVTEG 
NSVPUT 

ERTINV CEVTEG 
TAPKAM 
N2CPTB 
NEGLST 

RCADLM CEVTEG 
NSVPUT 

NITCLU INCBAK BGETVE 
CEVTEG 
ALLXXX 
INSBIT 
MAJFAV 
CLUARG NEGLST 

TAPKAM 



BK1UFR 
EEHERE 
BK2UFR 
SOCLST 
CHKSOL 
BLDSUC 

SOLSUC 

FSHSUC 
TSTPST 

GETINP 
PBKNOD 

PUTSUC 

NMRGCV NEGLST 
DCDBAK BDCD BGETVE 

CEVTEG 
ALLXXX 
INSBIT 
CLUARG 

BSFNBK 
SBADBK CEVTEG 

ALLXXX 
INSBIT 
BGETVE 
MAJFAV 
ASF2AB INS BIT 
ASF5AB 
CLUARG 

DECBAK BGETVE 
CEVTEG 
ALLXXX 
INSBIT 
MAJFAV 
CLUARG 

ASSOBK 
COMPBK 

BK3UFR 

INSSAT 
INSLST CHKSAT 
INSEFD 
PTlATV CHKSAT 

INSALL 
SOPVTM 
PT2ATV CHKSAT 

INSALL 
SOPVTM 

UEXVAR 
SOLKAR SOLTRM 

SOLSUC 
CHKSAT 
INSALL 
FNDSUC 
BKHTOB 
SHMEf"S 

FIG. Col: Call Tree of BKWXFR 
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.. SCIRTS 
CHKSIM 
BKSERH STBKSE 

PUI'GOL PUTPRT 
TXBTOA 
OBTCUR 
BSCSET OTHRCS 
STMSET STMTST GETLHS 

RECTFY 
QALGNB ORDERB 
BKWXFR 
ROLBAK 
NXTSTM OTHRCS 
NXTCND 

NRYINP .. STBEXF ST2EXF 
STB45F 
ST3EXF .. - New call tree 
NW4TAB 
STB46F .. STBCSF STBC2F .. STBC4F STSMOF 
STB44F STSM1F STSM7F 

STSM2F 
STSM3F 
STSM4F STSM7F 
STSM6F 5TSM8F .. CPMENE .. BLDBKW GTVMSK 

Fig. C.2: Partial Call Trees 
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